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Abstract. This paper considers the least squares method (LSM) and its modifications for esti-

mating the states of fuzzy integral models, namely, LSM with numerical integration, recurrent 

and nonlinear LSM, and fuzzy LSM, which is based on fuzzy rules for finding diagonal ele-

ments of the weight matrix in generalized LSM. Some examples of fuzzy systems of linear 

equations (FSLEs) arising in state estimation problems for fuzzy integral models are given and 

solved. The fuzzy Galerkin method is implemented for the approximate state estimation of a 

fuzzy integral model. This method leads to a fully FSLE. The emergence of “strong” and 
“weak” systems is explained using an illustrative example. Chebyshev quadrature methods and 
sinc functions for the approximate structural estimation of fuzzy integral models are considered. 

As noted in the paper, the same methodology can be applied to develop other algorithms for 

estimating fuzzy integral models based on the following methods: residuals, collocation, energy, 

Ritz, Courant, etc.  

 
Keywords: fuzzy least squares method, fuzzy Galerkin method, fuzzy Chebyshev method, fuzzy sinc 

method. 
 

 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Part I of the survey––see [1]––mainly considered 

approximate state estimation methods for fuzzy inte-

gral models when an unknown fuzzy integrand is rep-

resented as a fuzzy polynomial with given crisp basis 

functions and fuzzy weight coefficients of the quadra-

ture formula to be determined. This approach leads to 

solving fuzzy systems of linear equations (FSLEs) 

using Friedman’s method of “embedding.” However, 

other methods for solving FSLEs, equivalent to solv-

ing fuzzy integral equations, have become widespread 

in practice. Some of them [2–4] are described below. 

In the paper [2], Friedman’s method of embedding 

discussed in [1] was applied for a doubled FSLE 

when the desired fuzzy variables are calculated from a 

linear combination of the lower and upper unknown 

variables and the values yielded by embedding. This 

method was proposed by Ezzati [3]. 

Abbasbandy [4] suggested another method––a 

modification of the Ezzati method––often used for 

symmetric fuzzy membership functions of fuzzy vari-

ables defining the right-hand side of an FSLE. 

The paper [5] introduced the fuzzy center method 

for solving a system of equations. This method is ge-

ometric and is used for symmetric and asymmetric 

triangular numbers on the right-hand side of an FSLE. 

A characteristic feature of the methods mentioned 

above is that they apply to FSLEs of a relatively low 

dimension: as a rule, dim 3,A  where A denotes the 

crisp variables matrix of an FSLE, which corresponds 

to the dimension dim 2 6,S n   where S is the ex-

tended matrix of the method of embedding and its 

modifications. Another feature of the methods is the 

appearance of “strong” and “weak” solutions; see the 

references [8] and [17] in part I of the survey [1]). 

With an increase in the dimension dim S  due to a 

higher estimation accuracy, traditional iterative meth-
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ods [6, 7] for solving FSLEs with the matrix S are 

often adopted.  

Most of these methods involve the QT  factoriza-

tion of the matrix S , where Q  is a matrix of the di-

agonal elements of S  and T Q S  . The QT  fac-

torization leads to the methods of Richardson, Jacobi, 

Gauss–Seidel, relaxation, and their modifications. 

Another group of iterative methods is related to the 

*HS S  factorization of the matrix S , where H  is an 

Hermitian matrix, *S  is the Skew matrix, and S  is 

the splitting matrix. Here H  is the arithmetic mean of 

the matrices S  and 
T

S , whereas *S  is their averaged 

difference. 

When estimating the states of traditional integral 

equations, an important place is occupied by direct 

variational calculus methods, such as the Galerkin 

method and quadrature formulas, associated with the 

numerical calculation of a proper integral. The same 

methods find application in the fuzzy case [8, 9]. 

The traditional Galerkin method is widely used in 

applied mathematics and modeling problems as one of 

the direct variational calculus methods [10], in the 

analysis of oscillatory processes in automatic optimi-

zation search systems [11], for the approximate solu-

tion of partial differential equations arising in the 

simulation of gyroscopes based on elastic waves in 

solids [12–14], for the solution of traditional integral 

equations [15], etc. At present, there are few publica-

tions on the modification of this method for fuzzy 

cases. As one example, we mention the paper [16], 

where the fuzzy Galerkin method was used to study 

fuzzy oscillatory processes in an automatic optimiza-

tion search system. As it seems, the limited studies on 

using fuzzy methods, particularly for solving fuzzy 

integral equations, are due to relatively little research 

into developing fuzzy methods for applied problems. 

In what follows, we attempt to expand the capabilities 

of fuzzy methods to identifying fuzzy integral models.  

When estimating the states of fuzzy integral mod-

els, the problem of solving fully FSLEs often arises. 

Some solutions of fully FSLEs will be considered in 

the section devoted to the fuzzy Galerkin method. 

The unknown variables, together with the corre-

sponding kernels, represent a certain integral. There-

fore, it can be calculated using various numerical 

schemes (quadrature formulas) with fuzzy weight co-

efficients for crisp basis functions. The simplest fuzzy 

quadrature formulas are the fuzzy rules of rectangles, 

trapezoids, parabolas, etc. For the simplest quadrature 

formulas, partial approximation segments are usually 

used to reduce the error. The error also depends on the 

degree of the interpolation polynomial, the number 

and arrangement of the approximation segments, the 

use of various types of splines, and other factors. Fur-

ther, some of these factors will be adopted for the ap-

proximate estimation of fuzzy integral models. These 

factors (methods) are a natural continuation of the 

ones presented in part I of the survey [1].  
 

1. BASIC DEFINITIONS   

By analogy with the book [10], we define a fuzzy 

functional fuzJ  as a mapping fuz :J E R , where E  

denotes the set of fuzzy functions.  

For the set E , the definitions of fuzzy continuity 

and fuzzy differentiability at a fixed point or on a giv-

en interval are introduced. For this purpose, a fuzzy 

vector Banach space and its metric – the Hausdorff 

distance between its elements – are used.  

A mapping fuz :f R E  defines a fuzzy function 

       fuz , ; , 0, 1f t t R E r t r R    , with the 

equivalent parametric representation  fuzf t  , 

        , , , , 0, 1 ,f t r f t r f t r r    where  r   is 

a membership function.   

A collection of fuzzy functions   fuz 1

n

i i
f t


 is 

complete if    fuz fuznf t f t , where the convergence 

   holds in the Hausdorff metric.  

Fuzzy functions      fuz , , ,i i ix s x s r x s r 

   , 0, 1ix s r r  and      fuz , , ,j j jx s x s r x s r   

   , 0, 1jx s r r are said to be orthogonal if 

   

   

   
 

fuz fuz 

0, ,

1, ,

, , ,
0, ,

0, 1 .
1, ,

, , ,

b

i j

a

b

i j

a

b

i j

a

i j
x s x s ds

i j

x s r x s r ds
i j

r R
i j

x s r x s r ds


  




      








       

Here the proper Riemann integral is interpreted in 

the fuzzy sense; see the definition in Section 1 of part 

I of the survey [1].  

Other basic definitions employed below were in-

troduced in the paper [6].  
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2.  PROBLEM STATEMENT  

There is a fuzzy integral model described by 

fuz fuz fuz( ) ( ) ( , ) ( )

b

a

x s f s K s x d      .         (1) 

It is required to consider numerical estimation 

schemes for its state using the least squares method 

(LSM) and its modifications, the fuzzy Galerkin 

method, and fuzzy quadrature formulas. 

3. FUZZY ESTIMATION METHODS 

3.1. Least squares method with numerical integration 

This method was presented in the paper [17].  

Consider the fuzzy integral model (1) in the para-

metric representation  

( , ) ( , ) U( , ) ,

( , ) ( , ) U( , ) ,

[0,1]  is a parameter,

b

a

b

a

x s r f s r r d

x s r f s r r d

r R


    


     

  





  

where  

( , ) ( , ), ( ) 0,
( , )

( , ) ( , ), ( ) 0,

( , ) ( , ), ( ) 0,
( , )

( , ) ( , ), ( ) 0,

K s x r K
U r

K s x r K

K s x r K
U r

K s x r K

      
    

       
    

  

and λ = 1.  

Assume that the kernel ( , τ),K s where τ [ , ]a b  is 

the interval of integration, satisfies the inequalities 

( ) : ( , ) 0 for ;

( ) : ( , ) 0 for ;

( ) : ( , ) 0 for ,

and ( , ) 0 for .

i K s a b

ii K s a b

iii K s a c

K s с b

    
    
    
    

 

In case ( )i , 

( , ) ( , ) ( , ) and

( , ) ( , ) ( , ), [ , ].

U r K s x r

U r K s x r a b

   

    
 

In case ( )ii , 

( , ) ( , ) ( , ) and

( , ) ( , ) ( , ), [ , ].

U r K s x r

U r K s x r a b

   

    
 

In case ( )iii , 

( , ) ( , ) ( , ) for , and

( , ) ( , ) ( , ) for ,

U s K s x r a c

U s K s x r c b

      

      
 

( , ) ( , ) ( , ) for , and

( , ) ( , ) ( , ) for .

U s K s x r a c

U s K s x r c b

      

      
 

In case (i) , we have: 

fuz fuz fuz( ) ( ) ( , ) ( )

( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ),

( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ),

[0, 1] .

b

a

b

a

b

a

x s f s K s x d

x s r K s x r d f s r

x s r K s x r d f s r

r R

     


     


     

  








 

The fuzzy solution ( , ), ( , )x s r x s r  is found in the 

form of the fuzzy approximate relation 

1

1

( , ) ( ) ( );

( , ) ( ) ( ),

n

i i

i

n

i i

i

x s r a r h s

x s r a r h s












                 (2) 

where  
1

( )
n

i i
h s


 is a sequence of independent and 

complete functions; ( )ia r  and ( )ia r  are fuzzy varia-

bles to be determined.  

Substituting formula (2) into the model (1), in case 

(i) we obtain 

1 1

1 1

( ) ( ) ( , )[ ( ) ( )] ( , ),

( ) ( ) ( , )[ ( ) ( )] ( , ).

bn n

i i i i

i ia

bn n

i i i i

i ia

a r h s K s a r h d f s r

a r h s K s a r h d f s r

 

 


   



    

 

 
 

 

Interchanging the symbols ∫ and Σ yields 

1 1

1 1

( ) ( ) ( )

( ( , ) ( ) ) ( , ),

( ) ( ) ( )

( , ) ( ) ) ( , ).

n n

i i i

i i

b

i

a

n n

i i i

i i

b

i

a

a r h s a r

K s h d f s r

a r h s a r

K s h d f s r

 

 


 



    


  


   


 



 



              (3) 

 

Using the notations 

( ) ( , ) ( ) ;

( ) ( ) ( ), 1, ,

b

i i

a

i i i

k s K s h d

s h s k s i n

    

  


                (4) 
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we write the system (3) as 

1

1

( ) ( ) ( , ),

( ) ( ) ( , ),

n

i i

i

n

i i

i

a r l s f s r

a r l s f s r






 

 





 

1

1

( , ) ( ) ( ) ,

( , ) ( ) ( ) ,

n

i i n

i

n

i i n

i

f s r a r l s r

f s r a r l s r






   

   





         (5) 

where 
nr  and nr  are the approximation errors in the 

relation (2). The values ( ), 1,il s i n , in the expres-

sion (4) can be positive or negative. Multiplying the 

fuzzy variables ( )ia r  and ( )ia r  by the constant 

( )il s R , we arrive in 

1

1

( , ) ( ) ( ) ,

( ), ( ) 0,
( )

( ), ( ) 0;

( , ) ( ) ( ) ,

( ), ( ) 0,
( )

( ), ( ) 0.

n

i i n

i

i i

i

i i

n

i i n

i

i i

i

i i

f s r b r l s r

a r l s
l r

a r l s

f s r c r l s r

a r l s
c r

a r l s





  

 


  

   




 

The unknown variables ( )ib r  and ( ), 1,ic r i n , 

will be found using the traditional LSM. With the ar-

gument s written as , 1,is s i n  , and the notations 

( )i j ijl s l , we obtain the following linear systems of 

equations for the variables ( )ib r  and ( ) :ic r  

1

1

( , ) ( ) ,

( , ) ( ) ,

1, .

n

j i ij j

i

n

j i ij j

i

f s r b r l r

f s r c r l r

j n





   



  

 




               (6) 

According to the LSM, the values of the variables 

( )ib r  and ( ), 1,ic r i n , are determined by minimiz-

ing the squared errors 
2

jr  and 
2

jr , respectively, on 

the interval of integration [ , ]a b  of the original equa-

tion (6):  

2

2

min ( ) ,

min ( ) ,

i

i

b

j
b

a

b

j
c

a

r s ds

r s ds



 






 

1

1

2

1

1

min [ ( , ) ( ) ] ,

min [ ( , ) ( ) ] ,

[ ( , ) ( ) ] 0,

[ ( , ) ( ) ] 0,

( , ) ( , ), 1,

i

i

b n

j i ij
b

ia

b n

j i ij
c

ia

b n

j i ij

ii a

b n

j i ij

ii a

i i j j

f s r b r l ds

f s r c r l ds

f s r b r l ds
b

f s r c r l ds
c

b l l f l j n












 
 

       
     

         

 










1 1

1 1

,

( , ) ( , ), 1, .

n n

i i

n n

i i j j

i i

c l l f l j n

 

 




  


 

 

    (7) 

Here  

( , ) ( ) (s) ; ( , ) ( ) ( ) ;

( , ) ( ) (s) , , 1, ,

b b

i j i j j j

a a

b

j j

a

l l l s l ds f l f s l s ds

f l f s l ds i j n

 

  

 


 (8) 

are scalar products. 

The relation (7) has the matrix form 

, det 0SA Y S  ,                              (9) 

where 

T

1 1

T

1

T

1

, ( );

( , , , , ) ;

( ), ( , , ) ,

( , , ) , ( , ).

ij

n n

n

n i i

L B
S L l

B L

A b b c c

Y Y Y Y y y

Y y y y f l

 
  
 



 

 

 

From the relation (9) we find the vector A
*
: 

* 1 * * * * *

1 1, ( , , , , ).n nA S Y A b b c с   

The approximate solution of the fuzzy equation (1) 

is given by (2) where the weight coefficients 
ia  and 

, 1,ia i n , represent the components 
*

ib  and 
*

ic , 

respectively, of the vector *
A :   

** * *

1 1

( ); ( ).
n n

i i i i i i

i i

x b h s x c h s
 
   

Note that in the system (7), we should first calcu-

late proper integrals in scalar products and then use 

them to calculate the fuzzy vector 
*

A . For this pur-
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pose, let us apply a fuzzy quadrature formula – the 

fuzzy trapezoid rule. For the sake of definiteness, con-

sider the following formulas in the system (7): 

( , ) ( ) ( ) ; ( , ) ( ) ( ) .

b b

j j j j

a a

f l f s l s ds f l f s l s ds     (10) 

In this case, the interval [ , ]a b  is partitioned into 

equal subintervals using the points is : 

0 1 1... ,n na s s s s b       

where  

1, ( ) / , 1, .i i is a ih s s b a h i n       

Suppose that: 

1

1

( , ) φ ( ) [φ( , )

φ( , ) φ( , )],

( , ) φ ( ) [φ( , )

φ( , ) φ( , )],

j n

n

i

i

j n

n

i

i

f l r h a r

b r s r

f l r h a r

b r s r





  

 

  

 





 

where φ ( )n r  and φ ( )n r  are the integrands in the 

expression (10). Then for any fixed [0, 1]r R  , we 

have 

lim φ ( ) ( ) φ( , ) and

lim φ ( ) ( ) φ( , ) .

b

n
n

a

b

n
n

a

r F r s r ds

r F r s r ds





 

 




 

The paper [17] proved a theorem on the uniform 

convergence of φ ( )n s  and φ ( )n s  to ( )F r  and ( )F r , 

respectively, in the Hausdorff metric. Case (ii) can be 

considered in a similar fashion. In case (iii), the inter-

val of integration is partitioned into two correspond-

ing subintervals. 

Fuzzy spline interpolation [8] in the expressions 

(8) employs a similar fuzzy integration technique. For 

example, a fuzzy linear spline follows from the fuzzy 

variational problem 

fuz

0

.
2

fuzφ ( )
min [φ ( )] , [ , ], 0,

ns b

i
s

s a

s ds s a b i n





  , 

with the boundary conditions 
0 fuz 0φ( ) φ ,s   

fuz φ( ) φn ns  . 

A fuzzy cubic spline follows from the fuzzy varia-

tional problem 

fuz

0

..
2

fuzφ ( )
min [φ ( )]

ns b

s
s a

s ds




  

 

with given (fixed) fuzzy boundary conditions and the 

continuity of the function 
fuzφ ( )x  at the node points. 

Here 
.

fuzφ ( )s  and 
..

fuzφ ( )s  are the Hukuhara deriva-

tives [18, 19]. 
Example 1. Consider an integral equation of the form 

2

fuz fuz fuz

0

( ) ( ) (0.1sin sin0.5 ) ( )x s f s s x d



      , 

where 

fuz

2 3

2 3

( ) ( , ) ( ( , ),

( , ) | [0, 1]),

( , ) sin(0.5 ) [(13 /15)

( ) (2 /15) (4 )],

( , ) sin(0.5 ) [(2 /15)

( ) (13 /15) (4 )].

f s f s r f s r

f s r r

f s r s

r r r r

f s r s

r r r r

 


  

     

  

     

 

This equation describes the forced vibrations of a string 

of a given length l = 2π under a fuzzy external disturbance 

ffuz(s). In the equation, ( , )K s    0.1sin sin 0.5s    is 

the string displacement at a point τ under the harmonic 

force applied at a point s. If ffuz(s) = 0, this model represents 

the free vibrations of the string.  

For solving this problem, let 
1( ) 1h s   and 

2( ) .h s s  

From the expression (4) we find: 
2

1 1

0

2

0

2

2 2

0

2

0

( ) ( , ) ( )

[(0.1sin sin 0.5 ) 1] 0.4sin ,

( ) ( , ) ( )

[(0.1sin sin 0.5 ) ] 0.4 sin .

k s K s h d

s d s

k s K s h d

s d s









    

     

    

        









 

Calculations of the values 
1( )l s  and 

2 ( )l s  (see (4)) 

yield 

1 1 1

2 2 2

( ) ( ) 1 0.4sin and

( ) ( ) 0.4πsin ,
l s h k s s

l s h k s s s

   
   

 

where 

1( ) 0l s   for [0, 2π],s  

and  

2

2

2

( ) 0, [0, / 2],
( )

( ) 0, [ / 2, 2 ].

l s s
l s

l s s

   
       

 

Using formulas (8), we determine the right-hand side of 

the system (7). Since 
1( ) 0, [0, 2π],l s s  

 




2π
2

1 1

0

3

( , ) ( , ) (sin 0.5 )[(13 /15)( )

(2 /15)(4 )] [1 0.4sin ]

b

a

f l f l ds s r r

r r s ds

   

     

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 ●

2 3

2

1 1

3

4[(13 /15)( ) (2 /15)(4 )],

( , ) ( , ) 4[(2 /15)( )

(13 /15)(4 ).

b

a

r r r r

f l f l ds r r

r r

    

   

  

  

 

According to the fuzzy trapezoid rule, 

3 2

2 2

3 2

2 2

( , ) 0.3 12.5 12.5 0.1,

( , ) 12.5 0.03 12.5 50.2.

b

a

b

a

f l f l ds r r r

f l f l ds r r r

     

     




 

The scalar products ( , ), , 1,i j i j n , in the system 

(7) are given by (8):  

2

1 2 1 2

0

2

0

2

1 2 2 1 1 2

0

2

0

2

2 2 2 2

0

2

0

( , ) ( ) ( )

[(1 0.4sin ) (1 0.4sin )] 6.8,

( , ) ( , ) ( ) ( )

[(1 0.4sin ) ( 0.4 sin )] 23.8,

( , ) (s) ( )

[( 0.4 sin ) ( 0.4 sin )] 103

l l l s l s ds

s s ds

l l l l l s l s ds

s s s ds

l l l l s ds

s s s s ds













  

   

   

    

  

     











 .4.

 

As the result of these calculations, we arrive in the 

FSLE (9) with the unknown elements ( )ib r  and 

( ), 1, 2:ic r i    

1
1

22

1 1

2
2

( , )6.8 23.8

( , )23.8 103.4
, 0.

6.8 23.8 ( , )

23.8 103.4 ( , )

f lb
B

f lb
S

c f l
B

c f l

                            

The components of the vector 
* ** ** T

1 2 1 2( , , )A a a a a  are found using the system 

(6). Hence, the approximate solution of the fuzzy integral 

equation takes the form  

* * * * *

1 1 2 2 1 2

* * * * *

1 1 2 2 1 2

( , ) ( ) ( ) 1 ,

( , ) ( ) ( ) 1 .

x s r a h s a h s a a s

x s r a h s a h s a a s

   

   
 

For example, choosing 0.5r   and πs  , we obtain 

the following solution: 
*
( , ) 1.1,x s r  

*

( , ) 3.x s r ♦  

 

3.2. Recurrent and nonlinear least square methods 

These methods were presented in [13, 14].  

The method described in subsection 3.1 is applied 

for small data arrays: usually, 1, 2.is   In the case 

, 2is i  , the recurrent LSM is preferable.  

Let the relation (9) on k  and ( 1k  ) measure-

ments have the standard form:  
T

1 1 1,k k k k k k k k k kS A Y S A Y L B X V      ,    (11) 

where  
T T, , ( ( )), , 1,k k k k k k k i jL X X X V Y X l s i j n    . 

Then the recurrent LSM is to find the dependence 

1Ф: Ф( ).k kB B    

The elements of the relation (11) have the block 

representations 

   

1

1

T T

1 1 1 1

T1

T

1 1 1 1

,..., ;

, ( ( )), , 1, ;

( ( ), , ( )).

k

k

k k k k k

k

k k i j

k k k

V u u u V u

X
X X l s i j k

X

x l s l s





  



  

 

 
   
 


 

According to the multiplication rule of block ma-

trices [20], 

 
c

a b ac bd
d

 
   
 

. 

Hence, the right-hand side of (11) can be written 

as 

   

T

1 1 T

1 1

T T

1 1 1

1

.

k k

k k

k k

k

k k k k k k

k

X V
V V

x u

V
X x X V x u

u

 
 

  


   
      

   
 

    
 

  (12) 

Substituting the expression (12) into formula (11) 

yields 
T

1 1 1 1

1 1

1 1 1 1

( ),

.

k k k k k k

k k k k

B M X V x u

M L M L

   

 
   

 

  
              (13) 

Performing trivial transformations for 
1

1kM

 , we 

obtain: 

 

1 T 1 1 T

1 1 1 1

T

1

1 1

T T T

1 1T

1

1 T

1 1

[( , ) ] ,

,

k k k k

k k

k T T

k k

k

k k k k k k

k

k k k

M X X X

X X
X

x x

X
X x X X x x

x

M x I x

  
   


 

 



 

 

   
    
   
 

    
 

 

 

where I denotes an identity matrix needed for auxilia-

ry purposes.  

 

 



 

 
 

 

 
 

 ●

As a result,  

1 1 T

1 1 1

1 T 1

1 1 1( ) .

k k k k

k k k k

M M x I x

L M x I x

 
  

 
  

  

  
 

For inverting the matrix on the right-hand side of 

this expression, we use the well-known formula from 

matrix algebra [20]:  

1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1

( )

( ) .

A B CDG

B B C D GB C GB

 

     

  

  
 

Consequently, 

1 1 T 1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 T 1 1 1

1 1

T 1 1

1

T 1 T

1 1 1 1

( )

( ) ( ) [ ( ) ]

( )

( ) .

k k k k k

k k k k k

k k

k k k k k k k k

L M M x I x

M M x I x M

x M

M M x I x M x x M

  
   

       
 

 



   

   

    

 

    

 

The parenthesized element has the dimension 

dim( ) (1 1).    Therefore,  

T 1

1 1( ) γ ,k k k kI x M x R


     

where  

1(1 ) .k k

    

Hence, the expression (13) takes the form  

T

1 1 1γ .k k k k k k kM M M x x M                  (14) 

Substituting the expressions (14) and (12) into 

formula (11) and making some transformations, we 

get:  

1 T T

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

T T

1 1 1 1

T

1 1

T T

1 1 1

T

1 1 1 1 1

1 T

1 1 1 1

( )( )

[ ]

k k k k k k k k

k k k k k k k k k k

k k k k k k

k k k k k k k

k k k k k k k k k k k

k k k k k k k k k

k k

B L X V B M X V

M M x x M X V x u

M X V M x u

M x x M X V

M x x M x u B M x

u u M x x B

B


       

   

 

  

    


   

   

    

  

  

    

     

   T

1 1 1( ).k k k k kM x u x B  

 

Thus, 
T

1 1 1 1( ) ( ),k k k k k k k k kB B B M x u x B       
 

 where 
k R   is the adaptation coefficient.  

The nonlinear LSM involves the recurrent form  

1 , 0, ,j j jB B B j k     

where T 1 T( )j j j j jB X X X V
 , 0,j k , are given by 

(11) within the notations, and B0 is an initial approxi-

mation vector.  

 

3.3. Fuzzy least squares method 

This method was presented in [21].  

Consider initial data similar to those in subsection 

3.1: a fuzzy linear mathematical model (6) in the vec-

tor form 

( , ) ( ( ), ( )) ( );

( , ) ( ( ), ( )) ( ),

n

n

f s r B r L s r s

f s r C r L s r s

 

 
                 (15) 

where 
1 1( ) ( ( ), , ( )), ( ) ( ( ), , ( ))n nB r b r b r C r c r r   

are the vectors of the unknown variables to be deter-

mined; 
1( ) ( ( ), , ( ))nL s l s l s is the vector of given 

basis functions; ( )nr s  and ( )nr s are the model’s er-

rors; ( ( ), ( ))B r L s  and ( ( ), ( ))C r L s  are scalar prod-

ucts. 

For the sake of simplicity, we will study the lower 

part of the model (15) indicated by the underline. Fur-

ther considerations and transformations are easily re-

peated for its upper part (the overline). 

Assume that for some values 

, 1, ( )is s i m m n   , 
1 2 ms s s   , the following 

data (measurements) were obtained on the left-hand 

side of the model (15): 

1 2( , ), ( , ), , ( , ).mf s r f s r f s r  

Substituting these data into the model (15) yields 

the FSLE 

1

( , ) ( ) ( ) ( )
n

j i i j j

i

f s r b r l s r s R Y XB


      ,  (16) 

where and ( ), ( ), 1, , 1,ij ij i jX x x l x i n j m     

T

1 1( ( ), , ( )), ( ( ), , ( )) ,m mR r s r s Y f s f s   is a 

rectangular matrix, dim ( ),X m n   m  is the number 

of measurements, and n is the number of the unknown 

parameters.  

Let the weighted squared errors be given: 
T 1 ,R R

  where diag(λ )ij   is a diagonal weight 

matrix.  

The problem of calculating the unknown vector B  

in the FSLE (16) includes two stages.  

At Stage 1, for each basis function 

( ) , 1, , 1,i j ijl s s l i n j m    , the fuzzy IF-THEN 

rules are formed. A fuzzy rule base   2

1

np

j jp p
R R




  is 

generated by specifying fuzzy identifiers ε , ε 1,
ij

r f , 

for each fuzzy variable lij (the number of identifiers 

for the ith fuzzy variable for js s ). For example, for 

1s s , this base has the following form: 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 ●

 

(1) (1)

11 11 11 21 21

(1) (1)

1,1 1,1 1 1

(1) (1) (1) (1)

11 11 21 1,1 1

(1) (1)

12 11 11 21 21

(1) (2)

1,1 1,1 1 1

: IF AND  

AND…AND AND ,

THEN min , , , , ,

OR

: IF AND

AND…AND AND ,

n n n n

n n

n n n n

R l r l r

l r l r

g r r r r

R l r l r

l r l r

 



 









 

 














 

  

 

 

(1) (1) (1) (2)

12 11 21 1,1 1

( ) ( )

1 1 11 11 21 21

( ) ( 1)

1,1 1,1 1 1

( ) ( ) ( ) ( 1)

1 1 11 21 1,1 1

( ) ( )

1 11 11 21 21

THEN min , , , , ,

OR

OR

: IF AND

AND…AND AND ,

THEN min , , , , ,

OR

: IF AND

AN

n n

f f

p

f f

n n n n

f f f f

p n n

f f

p

g r r r r

R l r l r

l r l r

g r r r r

R l r l r






 


 



 

 



 

 
( ) ( )

1,1 1,1 1 1

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

1 11 21 1,1 1

D…AND AND ,

THEN min , , , , .

f f

n n n n

f f f f

p n n

l r l r

g r r r r

 




















  

 

 

Here AND and OR are the Zadeh fuzzy logic 

functions:  

1 2 1 2

1 2 1 2

( ) AND ( ) min( ( ), ( ));

( ) OR ( ) max( ( ), ( )).

r x r x r x r x

r x r x r x r x




  

The rule base   2

1 1 1

np

p p
R R




  for 

1s s  contains 

2n
p   rules for the AND basis functions. 

The resulting coefficients 11 12 1, , , pg g g  are 

normalized to 11 11 1 1 1 1

1 1

/ , , / .
p p

i p p i

i i

g g g g
 

       

For 
2 3: , , , ms s s s , the fuzzy rule bases 

2 3, , , ,mR R R  respectively, are generated by analo-

gy. For each fuzzy rule base, the normalized weight 

coefficients are calculated and then used to construct 

the following table of dimensions ( )m p  consider-

ing the rule base 
1R :  

 

1s s  
11 1, , p   

2s s  
21 2, , p   

  

ms s  
1, ,m mp   

At Stage 2, the generalized LSM is applied to the 

collection of weight matrices  
1

p

q q
  to find the un-

known parameters ( ), 1,ib r i n , of the model (6). 

The parameters ( ), 1,ic r i n , of the model (6) are 

calculated like ( )ib r .  

Recall that in subsection 3.1, the fuzzy error mod-

el ( ( ), ( ))n n nr r s r s  has been assigned the parameters 

( ) ( ) 0n nEr s Er s   and 2( ) ( ) σ ,n nDr s Dr s I  where 

E and D are the expectation and variance operators, 

respectively; I denotes an identity matrix of appropri-

ate dimensions; σ2
 is the coefficient of proportionali-

ty. The resulting LSM estimates ( )ic r


 and ( )ib r


 are 

given by (9).  

Now, with the weight matrices  
1

p

q q
  obtained 

for 1: , , (dim ( ))m qs s s m m   , the matrix error 

model qR  in (12) takes the form  

20, σ ,q q qER DR    

where  
1

p

q q
    is a positive definite matrix. 

In other words, for q there exists a linear trans-

formation qP  such that:  

T 2 T, .q q q q q q q qP P P P P P P        

Hence, multiplying the model (16) by 
1

qP


 on the 

left yields:  

1 1 1

(1) (1) (1)(1)

(1)1 (1) 1 1

,

; ; .

q q q qq q

q qq q q q

q q qq q

q qq q q q q

R Y XB Y XB R

P Y P XB P R

Y X B R Y

P X P X R P R

  

  

     

   

   

  

      (17) 

To find the error model 
(1)

qR , we calculate the 

expectation 
(1)

qE R  and variance 
(1)

qDR :  

(1) 1 1( ) ( ) 0q q qq qER E P R P ER
       since 

(1) 1 and 0;q qq qR P R ER
    

(1) 1 1 1 T( ) ( )( )q q qq q qDR D P R P DR P
        

2 1 1 T 2 1 1 T 2σ ( ) σ ( )( ( ) ) σq q q q q q qP P P P P P I
        

since 
(1) 1 2, σ , and q q qq q q q qR P R DR P P

       .  

Thus, the model has the form  

(1) (1) (1) (1)(1) 2: 0; σ .q q q qqY X B R ER DR I   
  



 

 
 

 

 
 

 ●

The uniform partition-based LSM (see subsection 3.1) 

can be therefore applied to this model. It yields equa-

tions of the form (9) for calculating the components of 

the vector Bq: 

(1)(1)T (1) (1)T( ) .qq q q qX X B X Y
 

Substituting the original variables of formula 

(17) into this equation and using the properties of the 

transpose operation and the matrix Pq, we arrive in the 

following equation: 

1 T 1 1 1 1

T 1 1 T 1

T 1 T 1

[( ) ( )] ( ) ( )

[( )( )]

( ) .

qq q q q q q q q

qq q q q q q q

qq q q q q q

P X P X B P X P Y

X P P X B X P Y

X V X B X V Y

    

  

 

  

  

 
  (18) 

Here 
, 1,qV q p

, are the weight matrices found 

from the fuzzy rules of Stage 1.  

The considerations for deriving equation (18) are 

repeated with respect to the vector Cq. As a result, 
T 1 T 1( ) qq q q q qX V X C X V Y

 
.                 (19) 

Combining the expressions (18) and (19) gives 

, 0, 1, ,q q q qS A Y S q p   
               (20) 

where 

 
 

T 1

T
T

1 1

T 1

1

0
, ( );

0

, ( , , , , ) ;

, ,

.

q

q q q q q

q

q q q q q qn q qn

CB B
qq q qq q

C
T

q qq

L
S L X V X

L

A B C B b b c c

Y Y Y Y X V Y

Y X V Y







 
  
 

 

 


 

The set of solutions obtained from (20) is 

   * * *

1 1
.

p p

q q qq q
A B C

 


 

It finally leads to the following set of fuzzy solutions 

of the integral equation (1): 

* *

* *

( , ) ( , ),

( , ) ( , ),

1, ; 1, ,

q j q j

q j q j

j

x s r B H

x s r C H

q p s m

 

 


                    (21) 

where 
* * * *

1 1 1( , , ), ( , , ), ( ( ), ,q q qn q q qn j jB b b C c c H h s  

 
( )),n jh s

 and 
( , ) 

denotes scalar product.  

The fuzzy solution of (1) is the generalized aver-

age solution obtained from the set (21): 

* *

1

1

* *

1

1

( , ) λ ( , ),

( , ) λ ( , ),

p

qj q j

q

p

qj q j

q

x s r x s r

x s r x s r










 




 1,j m .  

3.4. Fuzzy Galerkin method 

Consider the fuzzy model 

       

       

       

fuz fuz fuz,

, , , , ,

, , , , .

b

a

b

a

b

a

x s f s K s x d

x s r K s x r d f s r

x s r K s x r d f s r

     


     

 
      







 

The problem is to estimate its state by a fuzzy approx-

imation.  

This problem can be solved using two possible 

approaches.  

Approach 1: 

     

     

1

1

, , ;

, ,

n

i i

i

n

i i

i

x s r a r h s r

x s r a r h s r








, 

where          fuz 
1

, , , ,
n

i i i i
i

h s h s r h s r h s r


   are 

fuzzy independent complete orthogonal functions; 

      fuz ,i i i ia a r a r a r   are fuzzy coefficients to 

be determined.  

Approach 2: 

           
1 1

, ; ,
n n

i i i i

i i

x s r a r h s x s r a r h s
 
  , 

where   
1

n

i i
h s


 are fuzzy independent complete or-

thogonal functions in the traditional sense;  ia r  and 

 ia r  are the coefficients in the parametric fuzzy rep-

resentation.  

Consider approach 1. After the transformations 

similar to deriving the system (5) from the expres-

sions (1)–(4), we have:  

     

     

1

1

, ,

, ,

n

ii

i

n

i i

i

a r l s f s r

a r l s f s r














                    (22) 

where  



 

 
 

 

 

 

 ●

     

     

, ;

,

i i i

b

i i

a

l s h s r k s

k s K s h d

 

   
, 

     

     

, ;

,

i i i

b

ii

a

l s h s r k s

k s K s h d

 

   
. 

The values of the fuzzy variables  il s  and 

 il s are positive or negative. Therefore, the system 

(22) can be represented as: 

     

 
   
   

     

 
   
   

1

1

, ,

, 0,

, 0,

, ,

, 0,

, 0.

n

ii

i

ii

i

ii

n

i i

i

i i

i

i i

b r l s f s r

a r l s
b r

a r l s

c r l s f s r

a r l s
c r

a r l s








    

 





   
 




                  (23) 

The unknown variables    , , 1,i ib r c r i n , in 

(2) are obtained from the orthogonality of the func-

tions ,i jh h  and ,i jh h . For this purpose, multiplying 

the system (23) successively by the functions  ,ih s r  

and  ,ih s r , we arrive in the fully FSLE 

   diag , diagH B F H C F  ,             (24) 

where  

   T T

1 1,..., ; ,..., ;n nB b b C c c  1(( , ),...,F f l  

T( , ))nf l and
 

    T

1, ,..., , nF f l f l  are the vec-

tors composed of the scalar products; 

     ,  and ,ii j jH l h H l h  , , 1,i j n , are the 

matrices composed of the fuzzy scalar products; the 

parameters 
il  and il  are given by (8).  

The system (24) is the fully FSLE defined in 
[22]. As is well known, it has two solutions: a) fuzzy 
and b) crisp. 

Case a).   
Presently, the theory of fully FSLEs is sufficient-

ly developed. Some publications on the subject were 

discussed in [2326].  
We write the system (24) in the standard form 

HD F , 

where  T

diag , , and 
H

H D C D
H

 
  

 
 ( ,

i
F f  

 T

1 1) ( , ),...,),..., , ,( n n nin
l f l f ll f .  

The matrix H  and vector F  contain fuzzy entries.  
Note that the FSLEs considered above apply to 

fuzzy integral equations when the matrix H  contains 

crisp elements and the vector F  consists of fuzzy 
components. The term “fully FSLE” indicates that the 
matrix H  and vector F  have fuzzy entries. Some 
methods for solving fully and not fully FSLEs were 
surveyed in [27] and [28], respectively. 

Case b). 
The crisp method for solving a fully FSLE [22, 

27] by changing the original variables leads to another 
system with the number of equations exceeding that 
of unknowns. Therefore, the traditional LSM is used 
to solve it. 

The proposed technique is also applicable to non-
linear membership functions. 

Approach 2. Within the fuzzy Galerkin method, 

the basis functions , are assumed to be 

traditional functions that satisfy completeness and 
orthogonality in the common sense. In this case, the 
fully FSLE (24) is transformed to the FSLE  

(diag H) C = Ffuz,                            (25) 
where H is a matrix with crisp elements and 

 fuz |F F F . 

The system (25) is solved using a fuzzy method 
for FSLEs [27, 28].  

 

3.5. Fuzzy Chebyshev quadrature methods 

In the traditional case, this method is widespread 

in solving crisp integral equations: the equation’s in-

tegral is replaced by a quadrature formula with nodes 

at the Chebyshev points [10]. The method can be also 

be used in the fuzzy case when the fuzzy integral 

model is represented in an equivalent parametric 

form. The lower and upper representations form a sys-

tem of integral models solved by the traditional quad-

rature method under the assumption that the integrals 

are understood in a fuzzy sense. 

Let a fuzzy integral model have the parametric 

representation, and let the kernels satisfy three types 

of inequalities    i iii , similarly to subsections 3.1 

and 3.3 in part I of the survey [1]. 

In case (i) when  , 0,K s a b     , we have: 

       

     

     

fuz fuz fuz,

, , , ,

, , , ,

b

a

b

a

b

a

x s f s K s x d

x s r f s r V r d

x s r f s r V r d

     


    

 
     







 

 , 1,ih s i n



 

 
 

 

 
 

 ●

where      , , ,V r K s x r     ,    , ,V r K s     

 ,x r  ,  , τ 0K s   on the interval of integration 

 ,a b , and  0,1r R   is a parameter. 

Consider the equation for the variable’s lower 
branch  ,x s r , replacing the integral by the Cheby-

shev quadrature formula:  

   
1

ρ
b n

k

ka

x dx A x dx


    , 

   
0,5 1

n

k kx b a x     ,  1
A n b a

  , 

where 
 n

kx  are the tabulated Chebyshev points, and ρ 

denotes the remainder term. Within ρ, we obtain  

   

   
1

, ,

, , , 1,

n

i i k

k

i i

x s r A K s

x s r f s r i n



  

  


.  

In the matrix form, the system is written as 
K X  ,  

where 

        T

1 1,..., ,...,n nX x s x s x s x s ; 

        T

1 1,..., ,...,n nf s f s f s f s  ; 

0

0

R
K

R

 
  
 

,  
1

1 ,
j

ij i k

k

R r A K s


  
      

  
  is a 

matrix.  
The discrete fuzzy solution is given by  

   fuz ,i ix s x s r  

      , , , 0, 1 , 1,g i ix s r x s r r i n    . 

The fuzzy interpolation method [26] finally 

yields the approximate solution  * *

fuz ,x x s r   

      * *, , , 0, 1x s r x s r r .  

Cases  ii :  , τ 0K s   and  iii :  , τ 0K s  , 

τa c  ;  , τ 0K s  , τc b  ,  ,c a b , are 

considered by analogy with part I of the survey [1].   

 

3.6. Fuzzy approximation method based on sinc function  

This method was described in [29]. As before, 

the parametric representation is adopted for the origi-

nal fuzzy integral model. Then it is transformed to a 

system of integral equations, and the sinc approach is 

applied to this system: the unknown fuzzy solution is 

approximated by basis functions with unknown fuzzy 

coefficients. The basis functions are described by a 

composition of sinc functions and a special function 

that defines the Kronecker function. This expansion of 

the solution finally yields an FSLE for the unknown 

coefficients. Its solution determines the required ap-

proximate state of the fuzzy integral model in para-

metric form. 

The sinc wavelet is interpreted as a “small wave” 
function. Its main properties––see below––hold on the 

entire real axis [29]: 

   
1

sin / , 0,
: sinc

1, 0;

t t t
i t

t

    


 

   2 : , sinc ( ) / , 0, 1, 2,...; 0i S j h t jh h j h     
is some step between nodes t ; 

      3 : , sinc ( ) /
j

i C f h t f jh t jh h




    is 

the Whittaker cardinal expansion of the function f(t) 
under the assumption that the series converges;  

      4 : , sinc ( ) /
n

j n

i C f h t f jh t jh h


    is a 

finite Whittaker cardinal expansion of f(t).  

The approximation on an interval  ,a b R  is 

constructed using a conformal mapping 

   ln ( ) /t t a b t     

that takes an eye-shaped domain DE onto a strip Dd: 

  
 

:| arg / | / 2 ,

:| | / 2 ,

E

d

D z x iy z a b z d

D i d

       

         
  (26) 

where  0.5
/ , 0 1,h d n     and n  is an integer.  

The basis functions on the interval  ,a b  have the 

form 

     φ
, φ sinc( )

t jh
S j h t

h


 ,          (27) 

where  indicates the composition of functions.  

The points on the interval  ,a b  are determined 

from the system (25) by resolving (27) with respect to 
t:  

     1 / 1jh jh

jt jh a be e
    . 

The basis functions (27) satisfy the Kronecker 
representation 

     0 1, ,
,

0, .i
ji

t t

j i
S j h t

j i


        

 

These definitions and properties are used in the 

sinc method to estimate approximately the fuzzy inte-

gral model 

       

        

        

fuz fuz fuz

1

2

,

, , , , , , , , (28)

, , , , , , , ,

b

a

b

a

b

a

x s f s K s x d

x s r f s r K s x r x r d

x s r f s r K s x r x r d

      


      

 
       







  



 

 
 

 

 

 

 ●

where  

    
     
     

1 , , , , ,

, , , 0,

, , , 0,
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K r x r K

K r x r K

   

      
    

 

    
     
     

2 , , , , ,

, , , 0,

, , , 0,

K s x r x r

K r x r K

K r x r K

   

     
    

   

for al   10, 1r R   and τ,a s b  . 

Let us approximate  ,x s r  and  ,x s r  with re-

spect to the basis functions (27) with the correspond-

ing coefficients j  and j :   

     

     

, , ,

, , .

n

j

j n

n

j

j n

x s r S k h s

x s r S k h s






      



      




       (29) 

Using the property (27), we obtain: 

 , α jx s r  ,  , β jx s r  , ,j n n  .     (30) 

Substituting the system (29) into formula (28) 
and considering the expression (30), we arrive in a 
system of traditional integral equations. This system is 

then transformed to  4 2n   algebraic equations to 

find the desired coefficients  n

j j n
  and  n

j j n
 .  

The algorithm of the sinc method includes the 
following steps.  

Step 1. Apply the parametric form (28) to the 
fuzzy integral equation.   

Step 2. Approximate the functions  ,x s r  and 

 ,x s r using the system (29).  

Step 3. Construct the system of algebraic equa-

tions for the desired coefficients  n

j j n
  and  n

j j n
 .  

Example 2. Let:   10; 2; λ 1; , τ (13)a b K s
      

 2 2τ 2 ;s   0 τ, 2s  ;     1
, 1 2 /13f s r r s s

     ; 

     , 2 1 2 /13f s r r s s      . 

Solution. We choose α 0.5  and π / 2d   for the 

relations (26). Then πh n  , and we obtain the paramet-

ric form  

     

   

   

1

1

2
1 2 2

0

, 2 1 2 /13

, 1 2 /13

13 2 , ,

x s r r s s

x s r s r s

s x r dr







     
     

    







  







  

   
2

1 2 2

0

13 2 , .s x r dr
        

  

The exact solution is given by the method of degener-

ate kernels (see subsection 3.4 in part I of the survey [1], 

case (i)): 

     , ; , 2n nx s r r s x s r r s    .  

The approximate solution using the sinc method with 

10n   yields 

       
   
     

2

2 2

, 3 / 5 3 / 26 1/13 ,

, 2 3 / 26

1/13 3 / 26 3 /13 .

x s r rs r rs

x s r s rs r

s r s

    


   
   

  

As shown in [29], the exact and approximate so-

lutions well match one another.   

4. FINDINGS  

Generally speaking, the methods considered in 

this paper represent two classes, one combining exact 

methods and the other approximate ones. The latter 

methods are characterized by techniques for determin-

ing the fuzzy components of a given solution structure 

and techniques for choosing the solution structure. 

Exact methods constitute a relatively small group of-

ten associated with the kernel type of a fuzzy equa-

tion. If the kernel is of convolution type, then one of 

the exact methods based on the fuzzy Laplace trans-

form is usually applied. If the kernel is degenerate, 

then the original fuzzy equation is transformed into an 

FSLE via an appropriate change of the kernel varia-

bles and then solved by the method of “embedding” 
or its modifications. 

In approximate methods, the solution of an equa-

tion is described by an indefinite structure: the desired 

fuzzy solution is sought in the form of some expan-

sion in a given crisp or fuzzy system of basis func-

tions with indeterminate fuzzy coefficients. Substitut-

ing this expansion into the original fuzzy integral 

model gives a (not fully) FSLE or a fully FSLE, de-

pending on the type of basis functions: if the basis 

functions are crisp, then a not fully FSLE arises; if the 

basic functions are fuzzy, a fully FSLE does. Accord-

ing to this technique, the paper has described the fol-

lowing methods: “embedding” (subsection 3.2 of the 
paper [1]); Taylor approximation (subsection 3.3 of 

the paper [1]); approximation (subsections 3.1–3.3 

above); Galerkin (subsection 3.4 above). 

The listed approximate methods can be supple-
mented by other methods [22]: residuals, collocations, 
energy, Ritz, Courant, difference-analytical, etc. The 
technique for solving fuzzy integral equations is im-
plemented according to the same scheme as before: 

expanding the solution in terms of basis functions   
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reducing the original equation to an FSLE or a fully 

FSLE   obtaining a fuzzy solution of this system by 

some method described in [25–28]. 
The following methods for choosing the structure 

of an approximate solution have been considered: 
Chebyshev quadrature methods and sinc functions 
(see Sections 3.5 and 3.6). According to the general 
approach to this choice, there are two main types of 
basis functions [15]: global (algebraic, trigonometric 
polynomials, special functions) and finite (B-splines, 
wavelets, automorphic, etc.). The finite methods have 
certain prospects when solving fuzzy integral equa-
tions due to their computational simplicity and ac-
ceptable accuracy.  

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the definition of a fuzzy functional, this 
paper has considered the LSM for estimating the 
states of fuzzy integral models. The recurrent and 
nonlinear methods have been proposed as some modi-
fications of the LSM. 

To improve the accuracy, a fuzzy generalized 
LSM has been implemented. In this method, the diag-
onal elements of the weight matrix are obtained from 
fuzzy rules. Then the generalized LSM is employed to 
find the model’s unknown parameters using a set of 
the weight matrices. 

Based on the definition of the fuzzy orthogonali-
ty of fuzzy functions, the fuzzy Galerkin method has 
been developed for estimating approximately a fuzzy 
integral model. This method leads to a fully FSLE. 

Structural identification methods – Chebyshev 
quadratures and sinc functions – have been considered 
to analyze approximate solution algorithms. The 
structural identification methods have certain pro-
spects when obtaining fuzzy estimates for fuzzy inte-
gral models due to their computational simplicity and 
acceptable accuracy. 

When implementing linear estimation methods, 
the given membership function does not change its 
form. However, for nonlinear methods, the given 
membership function is transformed in a nonlinear 
manner. It can be found, for example, by the method 
of sections. 
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Abstract. This survey deals with mathematical models for the formation of information com-

munities under uncertainty. The models of opinion dynamics are considered in detail. Within 

these models, individuals change their opinions under the influence of other individuals in a 

social network of a nontrivial structure.  Two classes of such models are presented: the models 

with rational (Bayesian) individuals and the models with naive (heuristic) individuals. For each 

of the classes, conditions for the formation of information communities in social networks are 

described. For various information communities to emerge in a society with rational agents, the 

rationality of individuals is often limited, and some assumptions on different awareness of indi-

viduals are introduced considering the network structure. For a society with naive individuals, 

different modifications of the opinion dynamics mechanism are often adopted.  
 

Keywords: social networks, information community, formation of information communities, belief dy-

namics, naive individuals, rational individuals.   
 

 

As noted in part I of the survey (see [1]), identify-

ing and studying information communities in social 

networks – the sets of individuals with similar and 

stable beliefs about a given issue – is an important 

problem in many subject areas. To solve this problem, 

we should understand the patterns of belief dynamics 

in a social network. Features of information pro-

cessing by an individual are considered in cognitive 

science, psychology, and social psychology; for ex-

ample, see [2, 3]. Formal microlevel models are de-

veloped to describe the belief dynamics in networks 

with these features; for example, see [4–8]. Models of 

belief dynamics and the formation of information 

communities in social networks based on microeco-

nomic, cognitive, and socio-psychological foundations 

were discussed in part I of the survey [1]. Particularly, 

the  concept  of  an  information  community  was out- 
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lined, and a general conceptual model was introduced 

to describe information processing and decision-

making by an individual in a social network. Within 

this model, agents seek to eliminate uncertainty about 

the environment’s parameter, observing external sig-

nals and the actions of their neighbors in the social 

network. The factors affecting belief dynamics and the 

formation of information communities in social net-

works were considered. According to the analysis of 

the existing models, rational agents in a society of a 

degenerate structure often reach a true belief about the 

issue. For various information communities to emerge 

in such a society, the rationality of individuals and 

their awareness should be modified somehow; for ex-

ample, see [9–11]. However, part I of the survey did 

not touch upon two key factors affecting the formation 

of information communities: the structure of a social 

network and agents with heuristic belief updating 

rules. These issues will be considered below. 

Part II of the survey is organized as follows. Sec-

tion 1 considers the formation of information commu-

nities in models with Bayesian agents interacting in 

the network. Section 2 considers the formation of in-

formation communities in a network of agents with 

heuristic belief updating rules.  

http://doi.org/10.25728/cs.2021.2.2
mailto:dmitry.a.g@gmail.com
mailto:zyxzy@protonmail.ch
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In models with a network structure, a finite or 

countable set of individuals is specified. The main el-

ements of networked models of belief dynamics are 

the awareness structure of agents, the set of their ac-

tions and payoff functions, and the observability of the 

actions of other agents. Let us describe them in detail. 

The awareness structure of agents. The state of the 

world – the value of the parameter θ ∈ Θ – is a realiza-

tion of a random variable unobservable by individuals. 

Each individual i has private information: a private 

signal si representing a random variable whose distri-

bution depends on the value θ. The signal value pro-

vides information about the true value of θ. Private 
signals are conditionally independent of the state of 

the world θ. The private belief is set initially and does 
not change over time. The agent’s belief in some peri-
od t will depend on his observations in previous peri-

ods. 

The actions and payoffs of agents. In a given peri-

od, each agent i can perform an action xi ∈ X once, 

gaining a payoff u(xi, θ). When choosing his action, 

the agent is guided by the subjective probability θ and 
the expected payoff from performing the action, U = 

Ei[u(xi, θ)], considering all available information. The 

informative value of the agent’s action for observers 
depends on the set X. 

In the case of binary actions X = {0, 1} and the 

state space Θ = {0, 1}, the payoff function is defined 
as u(x, θ) = θ – c, where 0 < c < 1. Under uncertainty, 

the payoff is given by 

    θ .u x E c x   

The standard way to define continual choice is to 

assume that the agent chooses an action 
1

x R  by 

maximizing the expected value of a quadratic payoff 

function: 

   2
, θ θ .u x E x      

The optimal action is  θx E , yielding the 

agent’s expected payoff  Var θU   . 

Public information and action history. The order of 

agents’ actions (interaction protocol) is defined in ad-

vance. Agent t (t ≥ 1) chooses an action in period t. 

The action history by this period has the form 

 1 1, , . t th x x    

Agent t knows the action history th  when choos-

ing his action. At the beginning of period t (before 

making their decisions), the agents have the following 

common knowledge: 

 the prior probability distribution of the state of 
the world θ,  

 the distribution of private signals and the payoff 
functions of all agents, 

 the action history th . 

The payoffs of different agents are unobservable. 
With the elements described above, the belief up-

dating process of individuals is as follows. In a period 
t ≥ 1, the probability distribution of the state of the 
world θ, which is based on the public information th  

only, is called the public or social belief F(θ | ht). 
Agent t uses the public belief and private information 
(signal st) to form his belief about the state of the 
world, which has the distribution F(θ | ht, st). Then he 
chooses an action maximizing the payoff E[u(xt, θ)] 
depending on his belief. The other agents know the 
payoff function of agent t and his decision model. The 
observed action xt is treated by them as the infor-
mation available to agent t (the private signal st). Ac-
cording to this information, the agents update the pub-
lic belief F(θ | ht + 1).  

Remark. Social learning is effective if the individ-
ual’s action fully reveals his private information. This 
is possible if the set of admissible actions is large 
enough. 

Let us consider basic models – the models of belief 
updating with continual and discrete actions – in 
which individuals observe the actions of all predeces-
sors. 

In the model of belief dynamics with continual ac-

tions, the state of the world is the realization of a ran-
dom variable or vector with the Gaussian distribution 

 θθ,1/ ρN  in the initial period. A countable number 

of individuals i = 1, 2, ..., is given. Each individual i 
receives a private signal si representing the sum of the 

true value and some noise  ~ 0, 1/ ρi N : 

si = θ + ϵi. 

The agent’s payoff is    2
, θ θu x E x     . In-

dividual t chooses an action tx R . The public infor-

mation at the beginning of period t consists of the pri-

or distribution  θθ, 1/ ρN  and the action history 

 1 1, ,t th x x   . 

Suppose that the public opinion about the value θ 
in period t obeys the Gaussian distribution N(µt, 1/ρt). 
Then the same assumption is valid in the period t = 1 
for the parameters µ1 = θ and ρ1 = ρθ. As is easily 
demonstrated, it will hold for each subsequent period. 
In any period, the public belief is updated in three 
stages as follows. 

 Calculating the belief of agent t. The public belief 

N(µt, 1/ρt) is updated according to Bayes’ rule based 
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on the private information st = θ + ϵ. The public belief 

is the distribution  μ , 1/ ρt tN  with the parameters  

ρ ρ ρt t  , 

 μ α 1 α μt t t t ts   , where tα ρ / ρt  . 

 Choosing the action xt of agent t. The agent seeks 

to maximize the payoff  2θE x    . He chooses an 

action equal to the expectation of θ:  

 α 1 α μt t t t tx s   . 

 Social learning. Network agents observe the ac-

tion xt and update the public belief about θ during the 

next period. Recall that the decision rule of agent t and 

the values αt  and μt  are known to all agents. There-

fore, the observed action xt fully reveals the private 

signal st. The public information at the end of period t 

is identical to the information of agent t: 1μ μt t   and 

1ρ ρt t  . Hence, in period (t + 1), the belief still has 

the Gaussian distribution N(µt+1, 1/ρt+1), and the learn-

ing process can be continued. Note that the action his-

tory  1 1, ,  t th x x    is equivalent by information 

content to the sequence of signals ( 1 1, ,   ts s  ). 

The accuracy of public persuasion increases ac-

cording to the law  θρ ρ 1 ρt t   , i.e., the variance 

will converge to zero. Also, the significance of private 

signals tends to zero, and the agents will accordingly 

imitate each other’s actions. Under “noisy” observa-

tions of the actions of other agents, the rate of social 

learning decreases [12]. There are modifications of the 

basic model of social learning [13] in which the agent 

pays for the required accuracy p of his private signal 

and then performs an action. Under minimum assump-

tions about the cost function c(p), it can be proved that 

the agents will stop “buying” the signal after some 
time, and social learning will stop.  

In the model of belief dynamics with discrete ac-

tions, the state of the world  θ Θ 0,1    is specified 

randomly in the initial period,  1μ θ 1P  . A finite 

(N) or countable number of agents is indexed by inte-

ger t. Each agent receives a symmetric private signal 

q> ½:  θ|θtP s q  . Agent t chooses an action 

 0,1 tx   in period t (and only in this period). The 

agent’s payoff is given by the state of the world: 

  0,   0,
, θ

θ ,   1,
x

u x
c x


   

 

where 0 < c < 1. (In the classical BHW-model, pro-

posed by Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer, and Welch [144], 

the state of the world θ is the agent’s payoff from ac-

tion 1 (accept), and the parameter c describes the costs 

incurred by action 1.) Since  0,1x , the payoff can 

be written as    ,θ θu x c x  . Under uncertainty, 

the agent considers the payoff to be the expectation of 

u(x, θ) given the available information.  

As before, the information available to agent t is 

his private signal and the action history ht. The public 

belief at the beginning of period t is the probability of 

state 1 given the public history ht: 

 μ θ 1| .t tP h   

As was shown in [14], an information cascade can 

quickly arise in such models: the agents in sequence 

ignore their private signals and act in the same way as 

their predecessors, thereby not providing their follow-

ers with new information. In other words, the entire 

society ineffectively aggregates the available infor-

mation and may come to wrong beliefs. In a possible 

modification [15] of this model, the agents acquire 

information to change their actions. If the information 

helps break the current consensus and is reasonably 

“inexpensive,” the agents will reach the right beliefs 
and actions. 

Thus, in the models of belief updating with a ca-

nonical structure of a social network (in which each 

agent observes the actions of all predecessors), social 

interactions will yield one information community 

with a true or false belief about the issue of interest. 

(The conditions of true or false belief have been dis-

cussed above.) Let us now consider the models of be-

lief updating for Bayesian agents with a more complex 

topology of social networks.  

Formation of information communities in net-

works with a nontrivial structure  
Let us start with the exemplary model of sequential 

social learning with a nontrivial structure. Consider a 

countable set of agents (individuals) indexed by 

n  [16]. Agents make decisions sequentially and 

once. The payoff of agent n depends on his action and 

the initial state of the world θ. For simplicity, the state 

of the world and the actions of agents are assumed 

binary: for agent n, the action is  0,1 nx  , and the 

state of the world is  θ 0,1  . The payoff of agent n is 

given by 

 
1,   θ,

, θ
0,   θ.

n

n n

n

x
u x
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Also, the values of the state of the world are sup-

posed equally probable, i.e., 

   θ 0 θ 1 1/ 2P P    . The agents do not know 

the state θ. Each agent forms a belief about the state of 

the world by observing a private signal ns S  ( S  is a 
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metric space) and the actions of other agents. The sig-

nals are conditionally independently generated accord-

ing to the probability measure θF . The pair (F0, F1) is 

called the signal structure. The measures F0 and F1 are 

absolutely continuous relative to each other: a signal 

that would completely reveal the state of the world is 

impossible. 

Each agent n observes the actions of his neighbors 

in the social network only, i.e., the agents from the set 

   1,  2, ,   1B n n   . Each network neighborhood 

B(n) is generated according to some probability distri-

bution nQ  defined on the set of all subsets {1, 2,…, n 

– 1}. Each distribution Qn in the sequence {Qn}n ∈ N 

does not depend on other distributions and the realiza-

tions of private signals. The sequence {Qn}n ∈ N forms 

the social network topology, which is common 

knowledge, unlike the realized neighborhood B(n) and 

the private signal sn. The canonical topology consid-

ered in the literature, when each agent observes all 

previous actions, is realized if for any n  the 

probability of the neighborhood {1, 2,…, n – 1} is 

equal to 1 in the distribution Qn. Other options are also 

possible, for example, the realization of a random 

graph model. 

The information set of agent n is defined as 

    ,  ,  for all  .n n kI s B n x k B n   

Let In denote the set of all admissible information 

sets of agent n. The strategy of agent n, σn: In → {0,1}, 

is a mapping of the set of all admissible information 

sets into the action set. The strategy profile is a se-

quence of strategies σ = {σn}n ∈ N. For a given strategy 

profile σ, the sequence of actions of network agents is 

a random process {xn}n ∈ N. This process generates a 

measure Pσ. A strategy profile σ*
 is a perfect Bayesian 

equilibrium in the class of pure strategies in the social 

learning game if, for any n ∈ N, the strategy σ*
n max-

imizes the expected payoff of agent n under the oppo-

nents’ strategy profile *σ n .  

For a given strategy profile σ, the expected payoff 

of agent n from the action  σn n nx I  is 

σ ( θ | )n nP x I . Hence, for any equilibrium σ*
,  

 
     *

*

,σ
0,1

σ Argmax θ| .
n

n n ny
y

I P y I


   

This social learning game has a perfect Bayesian 

equilibrium in the class of pure strategies. The set of 

all such equilibria is denoted by Σ*
.  

The following question is of interest: Will the equi-

librium behavior guarantee asymptotic learning? For-

mally speaking, asymptotic learning arises in an equi-

librium σ if the value xn converges in probability to θ:  

 σlim θ 1.n
n

P x


   

The agents’ actions can be characterized as a func-

tion of the sum of two posterior beliefs: the agent’s 
private belief and the social belief. In an equilibrium 

σ ∈ Σ*
, the decision of agent n,  σn n nx I , has the 

form 

1,   1,

0,   1,

n n

n

n n

p q
x

p q

 
   

 

and  0,1 nx   otherwise. Here σ (θ 1| )n np P s   is 

the private belief, and 

   σ (θ 1| ,   ,   )n kq P B n x k B n    is the social belief.  

The private belief of agent n does not depend on 

the strategy profile. Using Bayes’ rule, it can be writ-
ten as  

 
1

0

1

1 .n n

dF
p s

dF


 

  
 

 

The support of the private beliefs is the range 

β,  β   , where     1β inf 0, 1 0r P p r    and 

   1β sup{ 0,1  | 1}r P p r    . The signal structure 

has bounded private beliefs if β 0  and β 1 , and 

unbounded if β 1 β 1   . In the latter case, the 

agents can receive an arbitrarily strong signal in favor 

a certain state.  

Consider some properties of network topologies 

and signal structures to present further results on as-

ymptotic social learning. A network topology has ex-

panding observations if, for all K N , 

 
lim max 0.n
n b B n

Q b K
 

   
 

  

The following theorem was proved: if the network 

topology {Qn}n ∈ N does not have expanding observa-

tions, then there exists no equilibrium σ in which as-

ymptotic learning will be achieved. If the network to-

pology does not have expanding observations, there is 

a finite set of agents whose actions will be observed 

with a positive probability by an infinite number of 

agents. As a result, they will be unable to aggregate 

information dispersed through the network. (Such a 

finite set of agents is called excessively influential 

[16].) 

If the network topology {Qn}n ∈ N has expanding 

observations, and the signal structure (F0, F1) implies 

the unboundedness of private beliefs, then the theorem 

on asymptotic learning in each equilibrium σ ∈ Σ*
 

holds. In particular, this theorem guarantees learning 

in the case of moderately influential agents (i.e., their 
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actions are visible to the entire society): they are not 

the only sources of information in the network. As an 

example, consider a network in which all other agents 

observe the actions of the first K agents, but each 

agent also observes its immediate neighbor, i.e., 

B(n) = {1, 2, ..., K, n – 1}. This network topology has 

expanding observations and, therefore, leads to learn-

ing under unbounded private beliefs. This conclusion 

contradicts the results for non-Bayesian learning mod-

els (see [17, 18]), in which the new beliefs of agents 

are the weighted average of the private beliefs and the 

beliefs of the agents they observe: if the first K agents 

are influential (other agents observe their actions), 

there will be no asymptotic learning. 

Now consider the signal structure (F0, F1) in which 

the private beliefs are bounded, and the network to-

pology {Qn}n ∈ N satisfies one of the following condi-

tions: 

–    1, , 1B n n    for all n (see the paper 

[199]). 

–   1B n   for all n. 

– There exists a constant M such that  B n M  

for all n and 

 
lim max  a.s.
n b B n

b
 

   

Then asymptotic learning will not be achieved in 

any equilibrium σ ∈ Σ*
. Particularly, there is no as-

ymptotic learning in a network where each agent n 

chooses 1M   neighbors from the set {1, …, n–1} 

uniformly and independently.  

Note that in this model, the agents perform their 

actions once, subsequently gaining their payoffs. In 

some situations, action can be postponed: agents may 

exchange messages––their information––without con-

siderable costs (except for time) to obtain additional 

information. An example of the agent’s payoff func-

tion [20] is  

 
τ

,τ ,δ π  if   θ and  wait for  τ,
, θ  

  otherwise,

i i t
i i

x x t
u x

x

    


 

where , 0,1i i t t
x x

 
     is the action sequence of agent i 

(  wait, 0, 1ix  ); π > 0 specifies the agent’s payoff; 
δ ∈ (0, 1) denotes the discount factor. At the qualita-

tive level, an analog of this two-stage model in the 

case of agents with heuristic belief updating rules is 

the model [21], in which agents first form their opin-

ions and then simultaneously perform their actions in 

accordance with the payoff functions.  

The conditions for achieving learning in a social 

network [16] are rather mild. The typical outcome of 

Bayesian social learning models is a long-term con-

sensus. In order to obtain information communities 

with different beliefs, it is necessary to relax the ra-

tionality requirement for social network individuals. 

In particular, the concept of quasi-Bayesian updat-

ing of agents is widespread [22–24]: each agent in the 

network believes that the actions of other agents are 

caused exclusively by their private signals. (This con-

cept is associated with cognitive constraints––the lim-

ited depth of agent’s inference.) The paper [24] con-

sidered sequential social learning in a social network 

(observation network) under the following assump-

tions. The world can be in one of two equiprobable 

states w ∈ {0, 1}. There is a countable set of agents 

indexed by i = 1, 2, 3,…, which act once and in turn 

(sequentially). At his move, agent i receives a private 

signal about the state of the world, si ~ N(1, σ2
) if w = 

1, or si ~ N(−1, σ2
) if w = 0. In addition, agent i ob-

serves the actions of his predecessors in a directed ob-

servation network Ni ⊆ {1, 2, ..., i − 1}. Based on this 

information, the agent forms his belief about the state 

of the world w and chooses an action ai ∈ [0, 1] max-

imizing his utility function ui(ai, w) = − (ai − w)
2
, more 

precisely, the expected utility  2

ia w     (Thus, 

the action chosen by him corresponds to his belief 

about the probability of the event {w = 1}.) The agents 

in the model are Bayesian, but the cited authors made 

a rather strong assumption about the naivety of net-

work participants: agent i mistakenly believes that the 

action of his predecessor j in the observation network 

is conditioned by the private signal of agent j only (he 

has no predecessors). In other words, agent i supposes 

that aj = P[w = 1 | sj], underestimating the correlation 

of the actions of his predecessors. Interestingly, the 

agent’s optimal action can be derived by a rule similar 
to the updating rule in DeGroot’s opinion dynamics 
model. As was established in [24], the society (all 

agents) of denser observation networks more often 

comes in the long run to a false estimate of the state of 

the world compared to that of sparse networks. Erro-

neous learning takes place: either lim 0n
n

a


  if w = 1, 

or lim 1n
n

a


  if w = 0. This effect can be explained as 

follows: in sparse networks, “early” agents do not 
strongly affect each other, and the consensus reached 

“includes” more independent sources of information 
and is likely to be correct. Also, it was demonstrated 

that the agents will almost surely come to a consensus 

in the case of continuous actions: their disagreements 

will disappear. However, if the agents’ actions are bi-

nary (for any agent i, ai ∈ {0, 1}), and the set of agents 

is divided into two groups with even and odd numbers 

so that, in accordance with the stochastic block model, 

the probability of an observation connection from 
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agent i to agent j is equal to qs if they belong to the 

same group, and equal to qd otherwise (qs > qd > 0), 

then there is a positive probability that all odd (even) 

agents will choose action 0 (action 1, respectively). 

Thus, information communities with opposite beliefs 

about the state of the world will be formed in the con-

nected network. 

In the paper [25], agents were assumed locally 

Bayesian: they process information as Bayesian 

agents, but each considers his ego (local) network to 

be the entire initial global network, undirected and 

connected. (In contrast to the models discussed above, 

the agent does not suppose that his neighbors are guid-

ed only by private signals.) In each period, agents 

form their beliefs about the state of the world based on 

the private signal received in the previous period and 

messages from their neighbors (the complete history 

of messages from neighbors since agents have perfect 

memory) and then exchange their beliefs. A simple 

belief updating rule was proposed: agents attribute 

unexpected changes in the beliefs of their neighbors to 

the new private signals they receive. (Agents suppose 

that there are no other agents outside their local net-

work.) As was shown, agents’ beliefs fluctuate without 
stabilizing in some networks. 

Constraints on the rationality of network agents are 

also imposed in models with repeated actions, in 

which agents repeatedly revise their beliefs and ac-

tions (repeated Bayesian updating). This class includes 

models of repeated actions (1) with locally optimal 

agents, (2) with heuristic inclusion of information 

from neighbors, and (3) with rational expectations of 

agents. 

Models of repeated actions with locally optimal 

agents. In each period, agents choose the best response 

based on their current beliefs (formed rationally), ne-

glecting the influence of their actions on other agents 

and the possibility of obtaining additional information 

in the future. If the agents’ actions are continuous and 
their prior beliefs coincide, a consensus is reached in 

any connected network with discrete states of the 

world [23] and Gaussian states of the world [26]. In 

the case of discrete actions of agents (xn(t) ∈ {0, 1}), a 

consensus can also be reached in a connected network; 

see [27, 28]. In the model [28], each agent performs a 

locally optimal action in each period, taking into ac-

count his current beliefs. 

Models of repeated actions with heuristic inclusion 

of information from neighbors. A striking example is 

the model [29, 30], partly resembling DeGroot’s ap-

proach. Agents have prior beliefs about the state of the 

world θ ∈ {0, 1}. At the beginning of each period, 

each agent receives a private signal and observes the 

beliefs of his neighbors. In period t, agent n has the 

belief pn(t) = P(θ = 1). First, he updates the belief ac-

cording to Bayes’ rule, taking into account the re-

ceived signal sn(t):  

    
    

          

' θ 1|

|θ 1
|θ 1 |θ 0 1

n n

n n

n n n n

p t P s t

P s t p t

P s t p t P s t p t

  




   

. 

Then he averages the resulting belief based on the 

beliefs of his neighbors using DeGroot’s rule:  
     '1 ,n nn n nm m

m

p t a p t a p t    

where the matrix A specifies the weights of his 

neighbors. If the signals received by the agents are not 

informative, then their beliefs are formed according to 

DeGroot’s rule; see Section 2. If the signals are in-

formative, the network graph is strongly connected, 

and each agent “trusts” himself, then the agents’ be-

liefs will almost surely converge to the true estimate of 

the state of the world. 

Models of repeated actions with rational expecta-

tions of agents. In the paper [31], the states of the 

world are from the set Θ = {0, 1}. In the initial period, 
each agent n receives an informative signal sn. In each 

period, agent n observes the action of each neighbor m ∈ B(n) and chooses the action  nx t , obtaining the 

payoff 

         , ,  θ | , ,n n n n n nu x t h t s P x t h t s   

where hn(t) is the history of neighbors’ actions by the 
beginning of period t. Agents discount their future 

payoffs with a factor λ ∈ (0, 1) and play a repeated 

game with incomplete information. If the network 

graph is L-locally connected and there is an upper 

bound d on the number of observed neighbors, all 

agents in an infinite (large) network will almost surely 

(with a high probability) reach the true estimate of the 

state of the world. A graph G is L-locally connected if, 

for each edge (n, m), the length of a path from m to n 

does not exceed L. The property of L-connectedness 

and the existence of the bound d can be interpreted as 

the absence of excessively influential agents in the 

network. 

 

Bayesian models initially do not consider the psy-

chological components of personality. As is known 

from psychology and social psychology, individuals 

have cognitive limitations and are subject to various 

socio-psychological factors (including a predisposition 

to their point of view, the social impact of some indi-

viduals on others, conformism, etc.). Various theories 
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and models are being developed to explain the emerg-

ing effects. Since the 1950s, mathematical models 

with simple empirical rules for updating agents’ be-

liefs have been developed and improved to demon-

strate the effects observed in practice. The fundamen-

tal works in the field of opinion dynamics modeling 

investigate and describe, first of all, the phenomenon 

of coordinating the opinions of agents (reaching a con-

sensus) when the interaction between network mem-

bers gradually decreases the disagreement of their 

opinions. This phenomenon is explained in social psy-

chology by several reasons, particularly by conform-

ism, the acceptance of evidence (persuasion), incom-

plete information, uncertainty in one’s own decisions, 

etc. 

In classical formal models of opinion dynamics 

(see [4, 7, 32–35]), the sequential averaging of contin-

uous (continual) opinions of agents in discrete time 

was considered. There are some variations of this kind 

of models with continuous-time averaging [36, 37]. 

Here is a slightly modified example of the classical 

DeGroot’s model of reaching a consensus in a network 

structure. In this structure, each agent from the set N = 

{1, …, n} forms his current opinion at each step as the 

weighted sum of the opinions of all other network 

agents and his opinion at the previous step:  

   1
,  0,

t t

i ij j

j N

x a x t




   

where 
 0

ix  denotes the initial opinion of agent i. The 

parameter  0,1 ija   reflects the degree of influence 

of agent j on agent i ( 1ij

j

a  ). 

In matrix form, the opinion dynamics can be writ-

ten as 
   1

,
t t

x Ax
   

where A is a row-stochastic influence matrix. 

Note that DeGroot’s model has microeconomic 

foundations and relation to Bayesian models. In par-

ticular, if the initial beliefs of individuals are noisy, 

then the DeGroot updating rule is optimal at the first 

step [17]: the new opinion of an individual is the 

weighted sum of the opinions of his neighbors, and the 

weight of the neighbor’s opinion is the accuracy of his 

information. In subsequent periods, the individual 

must tune the weights of his neighbors since the in-

coming information can be repeated. This procedure is 

not easy, so DeGroot’s rule with constant weights can 

be treated as a behavioral heuristic. Another microe-

conomic foundation is the representation of agents as 

players participating in a simple coordination game 

[38]. In this game, the locally optimal best response 

dynamics (coinciding with the dynamics in DeGroot’s 
model) yield a Nash equilibrium. 

The opinion dynamics in DeGroot’s model allow 

reaching a consensus in a strongly connected social 

network. The agents’ opinions gradually coincide 

since each agent has a direct or indirect impact on any 

other agent in the network, and the deviations in their 

opinions finally vanish. 

The structure of the interaction network restricts 

the possibility of reaching a consensus. For example, 

in a disconnected network, consensus can only be 

reached in special cases. The disagreement of opinions 

can also be observed in strongly connected networks 

if, e.g., agents have initial beliefs somewhat “insensi-

tive” to any influence [39]. In such models, the agent’s 

opinion at each step is the weighted sum of the opin-

ions at the previous step and his initial opinion: 

     1 0Λ Λ ,t t

nx Ax I x
     

where  Λ   diagnI A  . 

The initial opinions of agents can be interpreted as 

individual preferences or ingrained beliefs remaining 

in force during opinions exchange. 

The opinion dynamics similar to the considered 

ones can be obtained using the model with compound 

nodes [40] in which each node consists of two agents–
–external and internal––interacting with each other. 

Each node exchanges information with other nodes 

through its external agent, and the internal agent (a 

trusted person of the external one, his friend or con-

sultant) interacts only with the corresponding external 

agent. 

A multidimensional generalization of the model 

with “insensitive” agents is the model [41] where each 

agent has an opinion on several interrelated issues (m 

different topics). The opinion of agent i (i  N) on m 

different topics is given by the vector 
          1 , ,
t t t

i i ix x x m  . The opinion dynamics of 

agent i in period t are described by 

       1 0λ 1 λ ,t t

i ii ij j ii i

j N

x a y x




   . 

   1 1
,

t t

j jy Cx
   

where C denotes the mutual influence matrix of the 

topics under discussion, and 
 1t

jy


 are convex combi-

nations of agent j on several topics. The dynamics can 

be written in matrix form:  
         1 0Λ Λ ,t t

n mx A C x I I x
            

where   indicates the Kronecker product, and Λ nI  

or Λ diagnI A   (depending on the model).  
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Despite the additional factors of these models (the 

presence of biases and mutually influencing topics) 

that preserve some mismatch of opinions, the mutual 

influence of agents gradually decrease their disagree-

ments. In particular, the averaging assumption implies 

that opinions will never go beyond the range of initial 

opinions. 

Numerous theoretical results were obtained for 

opinion dynamics models, often associated with reach-

ing a consensus in networks. Such models are studied 

using the theory of stochastic matrices and the theory 

of homogeneous and inhomogeous Markov chains. As 

is known, opinion dynamics can be modeled by Mar-

kov chains. In a homogeneous Markov chain, reaching 

a consensus is determined by the convergence of the 

powers of its stochastic matrix. Some sufficient condi-

tions for the convergence of the powers of a stochastic 

matrix were given in [4, 42]. For the class of stochas-

tic matrices without guaranteed consensus, the neces-

sary conditions for reaching a consensus were present-

ed in [42]. The minimum changes in the initial beliefs 

of agents leading to a consensus were found in [43]. 

Also, some particular results were established. For 

example, in [38], random (stochastically block) net-

works were considered, and the dependence of the rate 

of convergence of agents’ beliefs (updated by the sim-

ple averaging rule) on the value of homophily was 

determined. 

The analysis above deals with long-term consen-

sus. In practice, it is often interesting to know the pos-

sibility of reaching disagreements in a finite time. 

How does the network structure affect medium-term 

disagreements and the formation of medium-term in-

formation communities? If the initial beliefs of the 

agents are the same, a consensus is reached immedi-

ately and does not depend on the network structure. In 

general, consensus depends on the initial beliefs and 

the network structure. The worst case [44] can be ex-

amined: What is the rate of convergence of beliefs (the 

number of steps required for making the disagree-

ments sufficiently small) under any initial beliefs? For 

simplicity, irreducible and primitive influence matri-

ces A are considered. For a typical matrix of this kind, 

the following relation holds almost everywhere:  

1

λ .
n

t t
l l

l

A P


  

Also, this matrix has the following properties: 

– The values λ1 = 1, λ2, λ3, …, and λn are different 

eigenvalues of the matrix A sorted in the non-

ascending order of the magnitude.  

– The matrix Pl is a projection operator corre-

sponding to a nontrivial one-dimensional subspace 

associated with the eigenvalue λl.  

– 1P A
  and 

   0

1Px x
 . 

– 1 0lP   for all 0l  .  

The matrix P1 corresponds to the resulting influ-

ence matrix A


 and determines a stable state of the 

system (the resulting beliefs of the agents). The other 

matrices Pl > 1 reflect the deviation from this resulting 

matrix in period t. The domination of the matrix P1 

depends on λ2: the smaller this value is, the faster the 

stable state will arise in the network [455]. As it turned 

out, the agents’ beliefs in period t satisfy the inequality  
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Thus, the value 2λ t
 determines the maximum de-

viation of the agent’s belief from the resulting belief in 

the network. The matrix P2 mainly determines the de-

viation of beliefs from the resulting belief (consensus) 

and corresponds to the metastable state of the network 

in which most of the disagreements disappear, but 

some stable part remains valid. 

Since 
T

2   σρP  , where 
Tρ  and σ are the left and 

right eigenvectors, respectively, of the matrix A corre-

sponding to the eigenvalue λ2, for sufficiently large t 

the deviation 
   t

x x
  will be equal to 

 0T

2λ σ(ρ )t x . 

If the eigenvalue λ2 is a positive real number, then the 

deviation of agent i from the consensus is proportional 

to the component σi, irrespective of the initial beliefs 
 0

x . The order of the medium-term beliefs of the 

agents is determined by one network-dependent num-

ber. An interesting interpretation was given in [17]: 

the opinions of individuals about different issues can 

be approximated well by a line; the individual’s posi-

tion on this line (in the left-right spectrum) determines 

his opinion about all issues. (For example, the opin-

ions of many people about a wide range of fundamen-

tally unrelated issues can be characterized by a meas-

ure of their conservatism/liberality.) 

The following question arises immediately: How 

does the network structure (influence matrix) affect the 

preservation of different information communities in 

the network? The effect of splitting (dividing) the 

network into groups can be estimated, e.g., using the 

Cheeger isoperimetric constant (an indicator of graph 

bottlenecks) [45]: 

  ,
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where π denotes the left eigenvector of the matrix 

A corresponding to the eigenvalue λ1 (the influence 

vector of agents). This constant is small if there exists 

some set of agents with at most 50% of social influ-
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ence and a relatively small external influence. If the 

influence matrix corresponds to a reversible Markov 

chain, then    2
* 2 *Φ 1 λ 2ΦA A    [45]. In other 

words, the Cheeger isoperimetric constant provides 

lower and upper bounds on λ2: the smaller this con-

stant is, the greater the eigenvalue λ2 will be, and the 

longer the disagreements will hold in the network.  

The influence (trust) matrix in the belief dynamics 

models considered above remains invariable. There 

are studies in which the influence matrix changes over 

time. The belief dynamics model was generalized in 

[46] as follows: the influence matrix evolves at each 

step, and the iterative process is given by the product 

of matrices: 
     1

.
t t t

x A x
  

In this problem statement, the opinions are coordi-

nated by studying the convergence of inhomogeneous 

Markov chains. Note that the class of opinion for-

mation models is closely related to extensive research 

into consensus in multi-agent systems (see the surveys 

[47, 48]). The theoretical results obtained in this area 

can be transferred to social networks. (Of course, in 

the case of simple belief updating rules, which often 

neglect the specifics of the subject area.) 

Consensus formation is given much attention in the 

publications generalizing the classical DeGroot’s 

model, unlike the issues of social learning (the for-

mation of a society with true beliefs). 

Forming true beliefs in DeGroot’s model. If the 
agents’ beliefs in the network reflect their estimates of 

the state of the world μ∈ [0, 1], the agents come to a 
true or false consensus. Is social learning possible in a 

network where the agents update their beliefs by 
DeGroot’s rule? In [18], the initial beliefs (private sig-

nals) 
 0

ix  were supposed independent random varia-

bles on [0, 1] with a mean μ and a positive variance. 

As is known, under sufficiently weak conditions, the 
agents’ beliefs converge to the same final opinion. To 

assess convergence to the true resulting estimate in a 
growing society, the sequence of influence matrices 

  
1n

A n



 indexed by n (the number of agents in each 

network) was considered. Each network (the corre-
sponding influence matrix) was assumed convergent: 

any initial beliefs of agents have some limit with re-

spect to it. A sequence   
1n

A n



 is said to be wise if 

   plimmax μ 0i
i nn

x n



  .  

One of the society’s “wisdom” conditions is asso-

ciated with the influence of agents. Without loss of 

generality, agents are rearranged in the descending 

order of their influence so that    1 0i is n s n   for 

any i and n, where si(n) is the weight of the initial 

opinion of agent i in the final opinion of network n. As 

was established, the sequence of converging stochastic 

matrices .  is wise if and only if the corresponding 

influence vectors have the property  1 0s n  : the 

influence of the most influential agent tends to 0 as the 

society grows infinitely. 

Another obstacle to wisdom is the so-called prom-

inent groups, which receive a disproportionate share of 

social attention and lead it astray. For a fixed network 

with n agents, a group B is a subset of the agents’ set 

{1,…, n}. A group B is t-prominent with respect to A 

(or prominent within t steps) if any agent i B  is in-

directly influenced by it: , 0t
i BA  . The minimum 

weight of such an influence is called the t-step promi-

nence of B:   ,π ; min t

B i B
i B

A t A


 . A family is a se-

quence of groups (Bn), where  1, ,nB n   for each 

n. A family (Bn) is uniformly prominent with respect to 

  
1n

A n



 if there is a constant a > 0 such that, for 

each n,   π ;
nB A n t a  at some step t. A family (Bn) 

is finite if it eventually stops growing, i.e., there exists 

a number q such that supn nB q . As was estab-

lished, if there is a finite uniformly prominent family 

with respect to (A(n)), then the sequence is not wise. 

Thus, large societies with a “small” group affecting 

everyone in the network will never reach true beliefs 

about the state of the world. 

The opinion dynamics models considered above 

describe the phenomenon of consensus (disagreements 

in the opinions of interacting agents decrease over 

time) and the accompanying phenomenon of social 

learning. In addition, the effect of medium-term disa-

greements is possible due to the network structure. In 

many cases, social and psychological phenomena are 

observed in social networks [49] as the result of long-

term disagreements and stable information communi-

ties: the persistence of disagreements, group polariza-

tion (during a group discussion, any initially dominant 

point of view will strengthen), opinion polarization 

(disagreements between two opposition groups will 

increase), etc. The classical opinion dynamics models 

in the long term do not explain well the persistence of 

disagreements or even the strengthening of radical 

opinions in strongly connected networks. For these 

phenomena, new formal mathematical models are be-

ing developed [5, 6, 37, 50–53]. In particular, the for-

mation of sets of agents with different beliefs is de-

scribed by bounded confidence models [5, 6, 51] in 

which only sufficiently close agents can influence 
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each other. (This rule of interaction is usually motivat-

ed by the phenomena of homophily and social identi-

fication.) 

In the model [54], the opinion dynamics were de-

scribed by a vector  1, , n
nx x x R   . Agent i per-

ceives the opinions of other agents only if they are 

sufficiently close to his opinion. In other words, the set 

of influence agents of agent i has the form 

 , {1  |  }i j iI i x j n x x     , where 0i   is the 

degree of confidence. (As a rule, ϵi = ϵ.) Then the 

opinion dynamics are given by 

    
  

 
1

,

1 , .i j

j I i x t

x t I i x t x t




    

These dynamics match DeGroot’s model with an 

influence matrix depending on the agents’ opinions: 
aij(x) = 1/|I(i, x)| if j ∈ I(i, x), and aij(x) = 0 otherwise. 

The necessary and sufficient conditions for reaching a 

consensus were presented. In order to reach a consen-

sus, it is necessary that the opinion vector at any step 

be an ϵ-profile. (A vector is an ϵ-profile if after sorting 

its elements in the ascending order, the distance be-

tween two neighbor elements will not exceed ϵ.) Oth-

erwise, consensus is impossible: the trust network 

splits into connected components, and groups of indi-

viduals with the same beliefs (information communi-

ties) appear in it. In any case, the agents will come to 

equilibrium in a finite number of steps [55]. 

In [56], “cautious” agents were considered: their 

trust to received messages depends on the content of 

messages (opinions expressed in them). In order to 

reflect this dependence, a trust function G(x, u) was 

introduced, where x and u denote the agent’s opinion 

and message received by him, respectively. A series of 

assumptions were accepted regarding the properties of 

the trust function: different combinations of assump-

tions lead to different formalizations of the trust func-

tion corresponding to: an agent trusting to the received 

messages regardless of the content, a conservative 

agent, an innovator agent, a moderate conservative 

agent, and a moderate innovator agent. For example, 

the trust function of a moderate conservative agent has 

the form 

G(x, u) =  [1 – (1 – exp× 

×(– |x – u|)) exp(–  |x – u|)], 

where  and  are constants. In a practical interpreta-

tion, the agent selects and perceives information coin-

ciding with his opinion until the disagreement be-

comes significant enough. Under very large devia-

tions, the probability that he will notice such infor-

mation increases. In the general case, the controlled 

opinion dynamics in a social network are described by  

 
 

1 1 1 1

1 1 1

,

, ,  1, 2, ,

i

k k k k k
i ii i i i

k k k
ij i i j j

j N

x a x G x u u

a G x x x k

   

  



  

    

where u denotes an external control (e.g., the media), 

and the individual trust functions {Gi()}i  N are such 

that the normalization condition holds. Within this 

model, the matrix A reflects the trust of agents to in-

formation sources; the trust functions, the trust of 

agents to the content of information. In a particular 

case of a homogeneous and regular network, an opti-

mal informational control problem was stated: find a 

sequence of controls maximizing an efficiency criteri-

on. This problem can be solved by standard methods. 

The dependence of the agent’s degree of trust to the 

messages of other agents on their content led to the 

development of another model [8] of two interrelated 

processes: the propagation of actions through the net-

work and the formation of agents’ opinions. Accord-

ing to numerical simulations, various information 

communities can be formed in the network as a result 

of exchanging the beliefs. 

We have discussed opinion dynamics models of 

“heuristic” individuals in a social network with con-

tinual beliefs. Generally speaking, these kinds of mod-

els––with gradually changing opinions––seem to be 

most natural. This fact was confirmed by studies in 

social psychology and behavioral economics. Particu-

larly, as noted in [57], society (Indian villages) is di-

vided into two types of agents: Bayesian agents and 

those acting by DeGroot’s rule. Nevertheless, there are 

numerous publications where the opinions have ordi-

nal or even nominal scales, etc. Models with discrete 

beliefs (opinions) also include voter models [58], ma-

jority models, and threshold models [59]. Many of 

these models, considering the network structure of 

interactions, are also known as models of the propaga-

tion of activity (information) in the network; for ex-

ample, see the paper [60]. Here are some examples of 

voter models with discrete beliefs of individuals that 

illustrate the effect of disagreements in the network. 

The paper [61] considered a set of N agents on an 

L × L regular lattice (L
2 
= N). Agent  1, 2, ,i N   

chooses an action 
   1, , , ,
i

g Ga A a a a    , guided 

by his opinion according to a rule 
   1, , , ,
i

k Kr R r r r    . The peculiarity of this 

model is the possibility of specifying multiple rela-

tions between opinions-rules and actions: rules are 

exclusive (one action is mandatory, the rest are prohib-

ited) and inclusive (one of several actions may be per-

formed with equal probability). The agents know the 

sets A and R and the relation matrix S of dimensions 
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K × G. They can also observe the actions of neighbors 

in the network but not their opinions. At the initial 

step, each agent i randomly chooses a rule  i
r R  

with equal probability and acts according to it. At each 

next step τ, a randomly chosen agent i updates his be-

liefs about the rule followed by his neighbor 
ij M  

based on the observed action 
   τj

a : 

          
      

      1

τ |
τ | τ .

τ |

i j

ki j j

k K i j

kk

P a r
P r r a

P a r


 


 

Then––at the same step––agent i accepts an action 

rule in accordance with the probability of its use by 

the network neighbors. 

As was established, various information communi-

ties exist in the network if the agents apply inclusive 

rules. If the agents apply only exclusive rules, the 

model reduces to the classical voter model. 

A voting-based belief formation model richer by 

practical interpretations was proposed in [62]. As not-

ed, long-term disagreements are rare in traditional 

economic models of social learning, although disa-

greements arise more often in reality than consensus. 

Many economic models of social learning rest on the 

assumption that each new piece of information re-

ceived by an agent is true: the agent observes an ele-

ment of the partitioned state space, containing the true 

state. This assumption (in some cases implicit) leads 

the agents to a consensus. The concept of information 

processing by agents was also introduced: agents can 

receive false information, making disagreements in 

such models a common outcome of network interac-

tions. Two classes of axioms were presented for the 

belief updating rules of agents: the axioms of willing-

ness-to-learn (the updating rule allows the agent to 

learn and reach the true estimate of the state of the 

world) and the axiom of non-manipulability (the up-

dating rule leads the agent to the same belief when 

receiving the same information regardless of its form). 

Different updating rules are possible depending on the 

selected combinations of axioms. The author discussed 

two of them in detail: 

– the agents adhering to the stubborn updating rule 

never give up their beliefs; 

– the agents follow the stubborn updating rule, but 

they can completely change their beliefs if the new 

information completely eliminates the uncertainty 

about the state of the world. 

The agents’ interaction protocol is as follows: at 

each discrete time instant (step), an edge ij of the so-

cial network graph is selected randomly; agent i re-

ports a randomly chosen statement P included in his 

belief Bj to agent j; then agent j updates his belief ac-

cording to a rule Uj(Bj, P), where the statement P is a 

subset of the states of the world Ω, i.e., P⊆Ω. The 

network agents will reach a consensus if, at some step, 

there is a statement P
*
 such that P(Bi) = P

* 
for each 

agent i, where P(Bi) is the intersection of all state-

ments from the beliefs of agent i. As it turned out, to 

reach a consensus in the network, rather strong as-

sumptions about the truth of the initial beliefs and the 

number of stubborn agents have to be accepted. As 

was established, the formation of different information 

communities in large networks is possible and even 

inevitable.  

Part II of the survey has considered the formation 

of information communities in societies with a non-

trivial network structure. Individuals––the members of 

society––interact with each other within this structure. 

Observing the actions of his neighbors in the network, 

an individual (agent) can obtain additional information 

about the issue of interest. 

Rational agents in such networks reach a consen-

sus in the long run (come to a true or false agreement, 

depending on the conditions imposed on the topology 

and/or their initial beliefs). It is necessary to relax the 

agents’ rationality requirement to obtain different in-

formation communities. In the first class of the models 

discussed, the agents are conditionally Bayesian: for 

example, they have “naive” beliefs about the composi-

tion and structure of the network or naively take into 

account the signals of neighbors. In the second class of 

the models, the agents are “simple” and forming their 

beliefs based on heuristic rules. In the case of individ-

uals unconditionally trusting to the actions of their 

network neighbors, a consensus is a common outcome 

of network interactions: a single information commu-

nity will appear. However, it is possible to specify the 

conditions for forming various medium-term (meta-

stable) information communities. As has been demon-

strated, stable information communities differing from 

each other may appear when: (a) in addition to social 

influence, individuals are affected by other socio-

psychological factors (homophily, the inclination to 

confirm one’s own point of view, etc.) and (b) along 

with the true information, false information propagates 

through the network. 

Part III of the survey will consider empirical stud-

ies related to the existence of information communities 

in real social networks and their features.  
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Abstract. A self-organization model for autonomous agents operating in a transparent decen-

tralized environment is developed and investigated. Transparency means that all information 

about the environment and the agents’ community is open. Each agent informs the entire com-

munity about his current resources and intentions. The environment consists of cells, and during 

operation, each cell can generate a new resource using the resources received from agents. Each 

agent is also aware of the efficiency and resources of the cells. The agent-based approach is 

adopted to consider the efficient allocation of agents’ resources in cells and analyze different 
resource allocations. Each agent acts rationally based on his goals. An iterative resource alloca-

tion method is proposed, in which the agents exchange information to make their decisions. 

Computer simulations are carried out for several modes of operation: 1) without learning but 

with iterations, 2) with learning and iterations, 3) without learning and iterations, and 4) with 

learning but without iterations. As indicated by the simulation results, the total resource of the 

agents’ community is significantly higher in the model with learning and iterations; due to self-
organization and learning, the agents are distributed so that their number in each cell is small. 

According to the experimental evidence, learning works only in combination with iterations. 
 

Keywords: multi-agent systems, self-organization, decentralization, transparent environment.  
 

 

INTRODUCTION  

In research into artificial intelligence, the theory of 

multi-agent systems has become widespread in recent 

decades. The multi-agent approach is used in optimi-

zation and control, collective behavior and market 

modeling, and investment allocation. Unlike dynamic 

systems, discrete-event modeling, and system dynam-

ics, the individual characteristics of agents and their 

local interaction are important in this approach: the 

model can be constructed bottom-to-top. Therefore, it 

is possible to observe how the interaction of agents 

affects the overall behavior of the entire system. Cur-

rently, there exist many models and lines of research 

in this area [1–4]. One line is self-organizing multi-

agent systems [5, 6]. The importance of self-

organization was emphasized by W. Ashby [7]. Mul- 
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ti-agent systems allow studying self-organization pro-

cesses and describing complex systems and have high 

flexibility. Also, note some papers on multi-agent sys-

tems and related ones on robot communities [8, 9]. 

The theory of multi-agent systems often operates 

two closely related concepts: distributed artificial in-

telligence (DAI) and decentralized artificial intelli-

gence (DzAI). Let us explain their difference. Speak-

ing about the problems solved within these approach-

es, we indicate that DAI is intended for the joint glob-

al control of a distributed group of agents. The solu-

tion of such problems is joint because mutual infor-

mation exchange helps perform one common task. 

Unlike DAI, DzAI focuses on the activities of an au-

tonomous agent in a multi-agent world. This approach 

employs the concept of “agent” widely, referring to a 

subject who acts rationally based on his goals. More-

over, an autonomous agent may exist regardless of 

other autonomous agents. Autonomous agents can 

cooperate and exchange information in a common 

world for performing personal or global tasks. Thus, 

http://doi.org/10.25728/cs.2021.2.4
mailto:zarema.sokhova@gmail.com
mailto:vgredko@gmail.com
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in DAI, a certain global task is initially defined, and it 

is required to design distributed objects to perform it. 

In DzAI, decentralized autonomous subjects are first 

defined, and the main problem is to study their behav-

ior to understand what tasks they can perform [10]. In 

this paper, we will follow the decentralized approach. 

The phenomena of “competition” and “coopera-

tion” are of particular interest in multi-agent model-

ing. In the paper [11], R. Axelrod experimentally 

proved the profitability of cooperation for two com-

peting players based on game theory and computer 

simulation. He constructed and studied a multi-agent 

model consisting of a community of competing agents 

in which each agent has independent decision-

making. Due to cooperation (information exchange 

and transparent environment) and learning, more effi-

cient operation of the entire system is possible. 

This paper develops the authors’ previous research 

into collective behavior processes in a transparent en-

vironment [12–14]. Note that “transparent environ-

ment” is not a strict term accepted in the scientific 

community. However, in recent years, it has been fre-

quently encountered in socio-economic studies. We 

will assign it an interpretation close to the term 

“transparent market” in economics [15]. This paper 

aims at showing that in the course of competition and 

cooperation, autonomous agents can be distributed in 

cells––singly or in small groups––using learning and 

iterative information exchange about the environ-

ment’s state. 

1. MODEL DESCRIPTION  

Let us give a formal description of the model. 

Consider some environment consisting of numbered 

cells. The number of cells is fixed and equal to M. 

Each cell is characterized by its efficiency ki and re-

source Ri0, which does not change over time. Assume 

that during operation, each cell can generate a new 

resource using the available resource. In this paper, 

the resource is similar to the capital of investors and 

producers and the cells to producers [12–14]. Unlike 

the models from [12–14], the cell’s resource does not 

change. The parameter ki characterizes how efficiently 

cell i can process the available resource. 

A community of N agents operates in the envi-

ronment. Each agent j is also characterized by his re-

source Kj. The agent allocates a share of his resource 

to some cell, receiving back a share of the generated 

resource. Moreover, agent j receives a share of the 

generated resource from cell i proportionally to his 

contribution to this cell. Agents operate during T peri-

ods in the transparent environment in the same way as 

described in [12–14]: they have complete information 

about the efficiency of cells and the total resource of 

each cell after receiving resources from other agents. 

Note that time is divided into periods, and each 

period has a sufficient number of iterations. The peri-

ods are numbered by T = 1, 2, …, NT and the itera-

tions by t = 1,2, …, tmax. One period T includes sever-

al stages: 

– stage 1, representing an iterative process in 

which the agents decide on a resource allocated by a 

particular agent to a certain cell, 

– stage 2, allocating agents’ resources to cells, 

– stage 3, receiving newly generated resources 

from the cells, 

– stage 4, agents’ learning. 

At the beginning of period T, agents choose shares 

of their resources to be allocated to particular cells. 

This decision is made during an iterative process (step 

1), considered in detail below. Each agent can select 

any number of cells for resource allocation. 

Let us first describe stages 2 and 3 in period T. 

Assume that after receiving the resources from all 

agents (stage 1), cell i has the total resource 

0

1

N

i i ij

j

R R r


  ,           (1) 

where ijr  is the resource allocated by agent j to cell i. 

The resource that all agents in aggregate can receive 

from cell i is equal to  

( ) exp( ) φ ( )i i s i i i iЕ R k s k R  ,   (2) 

where ki denotes the efficiency of cell i (0 < ki ≤ 1); ks 

is the resource spent by the cell on one agent (for ex-

ample, the resource consumed for interacting with the 

agent); si is the number of agents selecting cell i; φi  

stands for a cell performance function given by 

 1 2φ ( ) α 1 exp( α )i x x   ,  (3) 

where α1 (α1 ∈ R) and α2 (0 < α2 ≤1) are some parame-

ters. Figure 1 shows the graph of the performance 

function (3). In contrast to the paper [13], the perfor-

mance function is nonlinear and more flexible for ad-

justment. Note also that formula (2) for calculating 

the new resource generated by the cell differs from 

the one considered previously [12–14] by the factor 

exp( )s ik s . This factor in (2) reduces the generated 

resource: the more agents interact with the cell, the 

greater the decrease will be. In the papers [12–14], 

such consumption was not taken into account for pro-

ducers. As shown by computer simulations below, the 

agents with this consumption can be learned and dis-

tributed in cells in small groups. 
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Fig. 1.  Graph of performance function with α1 = 10 and α2 = 0.05. 

 
At stage 3 of period T, the resource received by 

each agent from cell i is calculated by the formula 

1
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Since the environment is transparent, each agent 

has information about the efficiencies of all cells and 

the intentions of all other agents.  

The total resource received by agent j in period T 

is the sum 

1

.
M

j ij

i

SP P


  

Next, the resource of agent j is increased by the 

value jSP : 

( ) ( 1) .j j jK T K T SP    

The total resource of the entire community at the 

end of period T is the sum 

1

( ) ( ).
N

j

j

SK T K T


  

The agents choose the shares of the resources to be 

allocated to a particular cell during the following iter-

ative process (stage 1). At the first iteration, the 

agents consider the efficiencies of all cells and the 

resource of a given cell for estimating the effect ob-

tained from it. The estimates are calculated by the 

formula 

0φ ( ),ij ij i i iА d k R         (4) 

where dij specifies the current degree of belief of 

agent j to cell i. At the beginning of operation, the 

degrees of belief are all equal to 0.1. During the itera-

tive process, the degrees of belief remain the same: 

they will change with learning at stage 4 of period T 

(see the description below).  

At the second and subsequent iterations, the inten-

tions of other agents are considered, and the estimates 

are calculated by the formula 

1

exp( ) φ( ) ,ij

ij ij ij ij s i i i N

il

l

rА d P d k s k R
r



  


       (5) 

where iR  is the expected resource of cell i after the 

contributions of all agents; ril  denotes the resource to 
be allocated by agent l to cell i (see the previous itera-

tion). The resource iR  is calculated by formula (1). 

Thus, the value iR  is iteratively recalculated consid-

ering the intentions of all agents. The resource re-
ceived by the cell is determined at the last iteration. In 
computer simulations, the model’s behavior was stud-

ied for the modes with iterations and without itera-
tions. In the latter mode, the estimates are once calcu-
lated by the agents using formula (4). (Formula (5) is 
not involved here.)  

After receiving the estimates, the agents choose 
shares of their resources for allocating to each cell. 
The resource allocated by agent j to cell i is calculated 
by 

1

,
ij

ij j M

lj

l

A
r K

A





 

where Kj specifies the resource of agent j. A sufficient 
number of iterations are performed; at the last itera-
tion, each agent chooses a share of his resource for 
allocating to a particular cell. This share is equal to 
the resource rij obtained at this iteration. 

 At the end of each period T, the agents are learned 
(stage 4). Learning takes place without a teacher by 
changing the degrees of belief to the cells. As soon as 
the agent knows the resource received from the cell 
(stage 3), he recalculates the current degrees of belief 
according to the rule 

( 1) ( ) β ( ) 1 ( ) γ ( )
ij ij ij ij ij

d T d T Q P d T d T       , 

where β (0 < β ≤ 1) is the learning rate; Q(x) = x / (1 + 

x);  represents the resource received by agent j 

from cell i; γ (0 < γ < 1) denotes the “forgetfulness” 
parameter. Thus, the values dij are reestimated de-
pending on the resource received by the agent from a 
particular cell. The greater the resource received is, 
the higher the agent’s belief to this cell will be. Note 
that if the profit increase is insignificant, the degree of 
belief will be reduced. The last term characterizes a 
decrease in the degree of belief due to skills “forget-
ting.” In computer simulations, the modes with learn-
ing and without learning were compared. In the mode 
without learning, the degrees of belief remain the 
same between periods: each period has no stage 4. 

This learning algorithm allows adjusting the de-
grees of belief so that the agents are distributed in dif-
ferent cells. Different distribution patterns were ana-
lyzed using computer simulations. 

ijP
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2. SIMULATION RESULTS 

For the model under consideration, we developed 

a computer program and carried out numerical exper-

iments. The following values of the basic parameters 

were used: the number of periods NT = 100; the num-

ber of iterations in each period, tmax = 150; the number 

of agents N = 5, 10, or 20; the number of cells M = 10 

or 30; the performance function parameters α1 = 10.0 

and α2 = 0.05; the learning rate β = 1.0; the “forget-
fulness” parameter γ = 0.8; the resource spent by the 

agent in each cell, ks = 0.3. The initial resources of all 

agents and the efficiencies of all cells were random 

and uniformly distributed on the range [0, 1]. Com-

puter simulations were carried out for several operat-

ing modes of the model: 

– mode 1 (without learning but with iterations), 

– mode 2 (with learning and iterations), 

– mode 3 (without learning and iterations), 

– mode 4 (with learning but without iterations). 

 

2.1. Convergence of iterative process 

Figure 2a,b shows the final total resource of the 

agents’ community depending on the number of itera-

tions in the last period (modes 1 and 2). The data were 

averaged over one hundred different calculations. 

Clearly, the iterative process in mode 1 converges 

quickly. In mode 2, the iterative process is convergent 

as well. 

Figure 3 presents the difference between the total 

resource obtained at iteration (t + 1) and during t itera-

tions in mode 2. According to the simulation results, 

the total resource of the agents’ community in this 
node is much higher than in mode 1; for details, see 

subsection 2.2. Due to this effect, the number of itera-

tions tmax was set equal to 150. 

 

2.2. Simulation results 

Now we demonstrate that in mode 2, the agents’ 
community accumulates a larger resource than in 

modes 1, 3, and 4. Figure 4 shows the total resource 

dynamics for the agents’ community in these modes. 

Clearly, the total resource of the agents’ community 

in mode 2 is much higher. At the same time, the total 

resource almost coincides in modes 3 and 4 (without 

iterations); in mode 1, the total resource slightly 

differs from that in modes 3 and 4. In modes 3 and 4 

(without iterations), the agent’s resource grows much 

slower than in those with iterations. Hence, we will 

analyze the modes with iterations only (modes 1 and 

2), comparing them with one another. 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Total resource of agents’ community depending on the number 
of iterations (N = 5, M = 10, T = 100):  

(a) mode 1 and (b) mode 2. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Difference between the total resource obtained by agents’ 
community at iteration (t + 1) and during t iterations in mode 2  

with T = 100.  
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Fig. 4. The role of learning and iterations. Dynamics of community’s 
total resource (N = 5, M = 10, tmax = 150) in different modes:  

(1) without learning but with iterations, (2) with learning and iterations, 

(3) without learning and iterations, and (4) with learning but without itera-

tions. 

 

Thus, learning and iterations are effective only to-
gether. To explain this result, consider how agents 
rank cells in different modes according to formula (5). 
Let the most efficient cell be the one with the largest 
product kiRi0. First, we analyze the cell ranking proce-
dure in mode 1 (without learning but with iterations). 
Figure 5 shows the normalized estimates calculated 
by the agents for each cell at the last iteration tmax = 
150 of period T = 2. Clearly, the agents rank the cells 
in the same way: cell 7, most efficient, is followed by 
cells 3, 9, 2, 1, 6, 8, 5, and 4. Therefore, cell ranking 
is effective in mode 1. In this case, the agents do not 
compete with each other but cooperate: between itera-
tions, the contribution to the more efficient cell in-
creases synchronously for all agents. 

Now let us include learning in the model and con-
sider mode 2. Figure 6 shows the corresponding simu-
lation results: the cell rankings according to formula 
(5) are different for different agents. When learning is 
included, the cell ranking procedure is supplemented 
by the competition of agents. The agents having a 
greater contribution to a given cell displace other 
agents from this cell gradually, changing the degree of 
belief between periods. For example, agent 5 allocates 
his entire resource to cell 7 (the most efficient one). 
Agents 1 and 2 also allocate some shares of their re-
sources to this cell, but the picture will change over 
time (see Table 1): only agent 5 will stay in cell 7, 
whereas agent 1 will pass to cell 9, displacing the oth-
er agents from it.  

Next, we examine the agents’ distribution in cells 
in modes 1 and 2. First of all, note that each agent can 
select an arbitrary number of cells. In addition, if sev-
eral agents select the same cell, then each agent re-
ceives less resource from the cell (see formula (2)). 
As it seems, the agents benefit from being distributed  

 
 

Fig. 5. Normalized estimates of cells at last iteration in mode 1: 
tmax = 150 in period T = 2, N = 5, and M = 10. Agents are indicated on the 

diagram columns. 

 

 

 
Fig. 6. Normalized estimates of cells at last iteration in mode 2: 
tmax = 150 in period T = 2, N = 5, and M = 10. Agents are indicated on the 

diagram columns. 

 
in cells singly or in small groups. Figure 7a,b shows 
how many agents select each cell in two modes with 
iterations – modes 1 (without learning) and 2 (with 
learning) – in the last period T = 100. The agents’ dis-
tribution depends on their number and the number of 
cells as well. 

We begin with the case when there are twice as 
many cells as agents (Fig. 7a). Clearly, during the 
operation of the entire community in the mode with 

learning, exactly one agent selects each cell. As em-
phasized above, one agent can allocate his resource to 
several cells. Despite this opportunity, in the mode 
with learning, the agents are singly distributed in 
cells. This effect is achieved through iterations and 

learning. Here we observe self-organization in the 
community of agents. In the mode without learning, 
each agent allocates his resource to all available cells 
according to the estimates Аij. Clearly, each cell is 
selected by all ten agents. In this case, the resource 
allocated by an agent will depend on the cell’s effi-
ciency and resource. 
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Fig. 7. Distribution of agents in cells:  

(а) N = 5 agents and M = 10 cells, (b) N = 10 agents and M = 10 cells. 

 
Now consider the case when the numbers of cells 

and agents coincide (Fig. 7b). In this case, the agents 

in the mode with learning are distributed in cells in 

small groups: one, two, or three agents per cell. In the 

mode without learning, the agents allocate their re-

sources to the cells similarly to the previous case. 

Increasing the number of agents and cells, we ob-

tain results similar to Fig. 7; see Fig. 8. The agents’ 
distribution is considered in the last period T = 100. 

Clearly, due to self-organization and learning, the 

agents can be distributed in small groups of one, two,  

 
 

Fig. 8. Distribution of agents in cells: N = 20 agents and M = 30 cells. 

 

or three agents per cell. In contrast, in the mode with-

out learning, each agent allocates a share of his re-

source to each cell available. Moreover, more agents 

select more efficient cells. (In the experiment under 

consideration, these are cells 1, 2, and 20.) 

Consider mode 2 (with learning) to investigate the 

agents’ distribution in cells when there are more cells 
than agents (M = 10 and N = 5). The resulting distri-

bution is presented in Table 1. The rows are sorted in 

the descending order of the initial resource of the 

agents. 

Due to self-organization, the agents select disjoint 

cells; see the last column. In addition, two agents (2 

and 3) allocate their resources to several cells. Note 

that agent 3, having the smallest initial resource, 

chooses less efficient cells with a smaller value of the 

product kiRi0. According to Table 1, all other agents 

select cells with a greater value of this product. At the 

same time, the agent with the maximum initial re-

source has a better chance of capturing a more effi-

cient cell in the competition. The agent with the least 

resource (in this experiment, agent  3) obtains less 

efficient cells. Despite this fact, as the result of the 

operation of the entire community, the total resource 

of agent 3 becomes greater compared to agent 5 

choosing the most efficient cell. This phenomenon 

can be explained as follows. Agent 3 allocates re-

sources to a larger number of cells, and since none 
                     

Table 1 

Distribution of agents in cells 

Agent 
Agent’s initial 

resource 

Efficiency of cells selected by 

agent 
Cell resource Cells selected by agent 

5 0.94 0.97 0.72 7 

1 0.54 0.57 0.99 9 

2 0.48 0.66. 0.64 0.67. 0.83 2, 3 

4 0.33 0.91 0.27 10 

3 0.25 0.86. 0.08. 0.02. 0.23. 0.15 0.24. 0.21. 0.73. 0.92. 0.96 1, 4, 5, 6, 8 
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Fig. 9.  Dynamics of agents’ resources in mode 2, N = 5 and M = 10. 

 

else chooses these (less efficient) cells, the entire re-

source generated by these cells is taken by agent 3. 

The results are shown in Fig. 9, where curves 1–5 in-

dicate the resources of the corresponding agents from 

Table 1. 

Thus, learning and iterative information exchange 

reduce the number of agents in a separate cell due to 

their competition. The agents with a greater initial 

resource choose more efficient cells, i.e., the ones 

with higher estimates in the iterative process. Since 

the new resource generated by a cell is distributed 

among all agents proportionally to their contributions 

to it, the agent with the greatest contribution will have 

the maximum return. Accordingly, his belief to this 

cell will increase more compared to the other agents 

allocating their resources to it. The situation described 

above will be repeated in the next period: it will be 

beneficial for other agents to choose less efficient dis- 

places all other agents from a more efficient cell. The 

rest of them are distributed in the remaining cells, 

considering their estimates during the iterative infor-

mation exchange. This case applies to a situation 

when there are significantly more cells than agents. If 

the numbers of cells and agents coincide, one or more 

agents may stay in more efficient cells. 

Also, an interesting case is when all cells have the 

same efficiency and the same resource. For example, 

let these values be equal to 0.9 for all agents, N = 5, 

and M = 10. The observations were carried out for the 

period T = 100. According to the simulation results, 

the agents cannot be distributed in cells. Each agent 

allocates a share of his resource to each of the availa-

ble cells. This effect occurs because all estimates and 

degrees of belief are the same, and each agent allo-

cates his resource uniformly to all possible cells. This 

problem can be solved by randomizing the initial de-

grees of belief dij. Then the simulation results show 

that the agents are singly distributed in each cell. In 

this case, the competition is specified through the de-

grees of belief: it does not matter which cell an agent 

chooses. For clarity, Table 2 presents the belief matrix 

of the agents obtained in the last period T = 100. 

Clearly, each cell contains one agent (see the last col-

umn of Table 2). However, some agents select several 

cells, e.g., agents 1, 4, and 5.  

Figure 10 shows the total resource of the agents’ 
community depending on the period T in the two cas-

es described. Clearly, when the agents are distributed 

singly in each cell, the total resource of the entire 

community is higher. 

 
Table 2 

Belief matrix of agents 

Cell 

Agent  

Number of agents 1 2 3 4 5 

1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.52 1 

2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.52 1 

3 0.00 0.52 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 

4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.52 0.00 1 

5 0.00 0.00 0.52 0.00 0.00 1 

6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.52 1 

7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.52 0.00 1 

8 0.52 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 

9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.52 1 

10 0.52 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 

Number of cells 2 1 1 2 4 10 
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Fig. 10. Dynamics of agents’ resources in mode 2 with N = 5, M = 10, 

and ki = 0.9. 

 
We also examined the effect of significant pa-

rameters (the learning rate β and the “forgetting” pa-
rameter γ) on the model’s behavior. 

Figure 11 shows the community’s total resource 

depending on the “forgetfulness” parameter γ for β = 
1.0 in the period T = 100. The best results were ob-

served for β = 1.0 and γ = 0.8. 
 

 
 

Fig. 11. Community’s total resource in mode 2 depending on parame-

ter γ for β =1.0. 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS  

The previous research into collective behavior 

processes [12–14] was focused on the interaction of 

different agents (investors and producers) in a trans-

parent environment. Simultaneously, a simple attempt 

was made to learn investors by adjusting their degrees 

of belief to producers. However, this attempt was un-

successful: learning did not significantly increase the 

resource of the economic community. In this paper, 

the previous versions of the models have been devel-

oped. The rule of interaction between the model’s el-
ements (particularly between cells and agents) has 

been modified by introducing an additional consump-

tion of the agent’s resource for interaction with other 

agents. As a result, the agent’s learning has become 
effective.  

According to the computer experiments presented 

above, this version of the model is operational. An 

important result of this paper is that under learning 

and iterative information exchange, the agents are 

distributed so that their number in each cell is small, 

and the total resource accumulated by the entire 

community is higher than in the model without learn-

ing and iterations.  

The proposed algorithm can be applied to collec-

tive behavior problems. The developed model can 

also be used to study competition and cooperation in 

economic and social sciences, in which these catego-

ries play an important role. 
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Abstract. The highly complex, ambiguous, and turbulent business environment forces the lead-

ing multinational companies to search for new strategic capabilities, and managerial innovations 

are treated as an imperative for this development. However, top-management of the domestic 

companies operating in the Russian market is not focused sufficiently on managerial innova-

tions. This paper considers the process of managerial innovations and key areas of their imple-

mentation within domestic and multinational companies operating in Russia. The empirical 

study described below involves 1025 employees from 791 companies operating in Moscow and 

Moscow region. According to the collected data, the companies operating in the Russian market 

primarily focus on employee motivation and building an effective communication process as the 

priority areas for implementing managerial innovations. Moreover, the type of economic activi-

ty, business size, and the company’s degree of internationalization are taken into account in the 

empirical study. Several peculiarities of the implementation areas of managerial innovations for 

domestic and multinational companies operating in Russia are identified.  

 
Keywords: managerial innovations, process of managerial innovations, implementation of managerial 

innovations, implementation areas of managerial innovations, domestic companies, multinational compa-

nies. 

 

 

Under the conditions of volatility, uncertainty, 

complexity, and ambiguity (VUCA), managerial inno-

vations (MIs) are an integral part of forming the com-

petitive advantages of most multinational companies. 

As noted in [1], managerial innovations are more im-

portant for creating a competitive advantage than R&D 

results. The global scientific community also pays 

great attention to studying the formation and imple-

mentation of managerial innovations in managing mul-

tinational companies; for example, see the papers [2–4] 

and other publications. 

The term “managerial innovations” was first used 
by J. Kimberly. He defined it as “...programs and tech-

niques related to strategy, structure, and processes, 

representing the first, not previously implemented, 

transition from the current state of management, affect-

ing the essence, quality, and quantity of information 

available in the decision-making process...” [5]. Later, 
G. Hamel gave a broader definition of this concept, 

noting that managerial innovation is something that 

“changes the content of manager’s work” [6]. Due to 
the keen interest in managerial innovations, such mul-

tinational companies as DuPont, GE, Procter, Visa, 

Linux, Toyota, and Whole Foods achieved outstanding 

success [6]. The Oslo Manual, the main methodologi-

cal document in the field of innovations in the Organi-

zation for Economic Cooperation and Development 

(OECD), defines “managerial innovation” as an inno-

vation representing “a new or improved business pro-

cess for one or more business functions that differs 

significantly from the firm's previous business pro-

cesses and that has been brought into use in the firm” 
[7].  

Analysis of Russian and foreign researches in the 

field of managerial innovations for more than fifty 

years allows distinguishing two main processes of 

managerial innovations: 

http://doi.org/10.25728/cs.2021.2.5
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– the formation of a managerial innovation [2, 8–
16], 

– the implementation of a managerial innovation 

[2, 10–12, 14–17]. 

This paper considers the second process––the im-

plementation of managerial innovations––and presents 

the authors’ empirical study of the implementation ar-

eas of managerial innovations within domestic and 

multinational companies operating in the Russian mar-

ket, based on the data obtained within the HSE re-

search project “Study of managerial practices and in-

novations of Russian and global companies operating 

in Russia” in 2019–2020. 

This paper consists of five sections as follows. Sec-

tion 1 considers the theoretical aspects of the imple-

mentation of managerial innovations. In Section 2, the 

methodology and empirical base of the authors’ study 
are described. Section 3 examines the key implementa-

tion areas of managerial innovations within Russian 

and multinational companies operating in the Russian 

market, highlighting the key features in the implemen-

tation areas of managerial innovations depending on 

the types of economic activity and business size. Sec-

tion 4 presents an analysis of the implemented mana-

gerial innovations within domestic and multinational 

companies operating in the Russian market for 2016–
2019. In Section 5, the limitations of this study and 

some lines for further research are discussed. In the 

Conclusions, the main outcomes on the implementa-

tion areas of managerial innovations within domestic 

and multinational companies operating in the Russian 

market are summarized.   

The implementation of managerial innovations was 

used in many English-language sources to describe the 

process of adopting new managerial practices, ap-

proaches, processes, and techniques [18–21]. Web-

ster’s Dictionary1 defines the term “implementation” 
as “the process of making something active or effec-

tive.” In this paper, the implementation of managerial 

innovations is understood as the process of deciding by 

an organization to start using new managerial practic-

es, approaches, processes, and techniques and using 

them as well. This interpretation reflects the organiza-

tion’s execution of the approaches and processes em-

bedded in the essence of managerial innovation.  

In domestic and foreign theoretical sources, various 

approaches to describing the implementation of mana-

gerial innovations were presented. A common feature 

of most approaches is the description of two subpro-

                                                      
1 https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/implementation.  

cesses that are integral parts of implementing a mana-

gerial innovation: 

– the decision to implement an MI (see the papers 

[13, 14, 16, 21–24]), 

– the direct implementation of an MI (see the pa-

pers [13, 14, 16, 18, 23, 24]). 

The authors [13] defined the decision to implement 

an innovation as the starting point of this process when 

company leaders decide to develop an idea and allo-

cate resources. Simultaneously, it was noted that the 

managers’ consent is a distinctive feature of this stage 

since direct implementation requires the consent and 

commitment of ordinary employees. The difference in 

the need to involve different levels of employees at 

different implementation stages of managerial innova-

tions is a development of the idea expressed in the pa-

per [25]. The cited authors drew attention to the fact 

that company leaders are not active innovators them-

selves but act as “arbitrators.” 

As we believe, the most interesting study of the de-

cision process on implementing managerial innova-

tions is the paper [26], which divided the decision pro-

cess under consideration into internal and external val-

idation. Thus, the authors expanded the concept of 

“decision-making on the implementation of managerial 

innovations” by company leaders: all participants of 

the process must agree with such a decision, and only 

then can the innovation be successfully implemented. 

For internal validation, the need for using internal ex-

amples of the new idea’s efficiency and the concept of 
“small wins” was emphasized. For external validation, 
it was proposed to involve four main subjects: academ-

ic business schools, consultants, media, and profes-

sional associations. Combining internal and external 

validation allows overcoming barriers to innovation 

among employees and launches the immediate imple-

mentation and popularization of innovation. 

The paper [18] defined “the implementation of in-

novation” as a transition period within which organiza-

tion employees acquire the skills to use innovation and 

accept it as a new approach to work. “The transition 
period,” according to the authors, is a critical gateway 
from deciding to introduce an innovation to its sustain-

able use and routinization. The fundamental problem 

in the innovation process is to guarantee the use of an 

innovation by the organization’s employees to which it 
is directed. In other words, the problem is to change 

the day-to-day behavior of the employees. 

As underlined in [20], a managerial innovation is 

implemented not at the moment of a corresponding 

decision within an organization but when this innova-

tion begins to be actively used in it. According to the 

descriptions of the implementation process of general 

innovations and, in particular, managerial innovations 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/implementation
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in the works of various authors, this process represents 

a separate element of the entire innovation process, 

and the decision to adopt an innovation does not guar-

antee the successful implementation of the innovation 

itself [27–30]. 

The authors [31] draw attention to the fact that the 

implementation process of innovations is cyclical since 

innovations are implemented after the ones imple-

mented earlier. They proposed considering the imple-

mentation of a set of innovations within an organiza-

tion rather than the implementation of a single innova-

tion. In this regard, the implementation areas of mana-

gerial innovations in organizations become relevant. 

There are some domestic and foreign studies of the 

implementation areas of managerial innovations. For 

example, a set of possible managerial innovations was 

presented in the report [32] by the Russian Managers 

Association, but without any clear logic for structuring 

these areas. Klevtsova [33] endeavored to structure the 

implementation areas, paying attention to the organiza-

tional structure, the introduction of new technologies, 

and the improvement of management techniques. Such 

an approach also seems controversial. Western re-

searchers paid attention to studying specific types of 

managerial innovations such as structure and strategy, 

digital solutions, costing methods, agile method, etc. 

[34–38], considering various organization processes as 

the formation areas of managerial innovations. 

Therefore, this area of research is of interest. A 

clear understanding of the priority implementation are-

as of managerial innovations is required depending on 

the type economic activity, the company’s degree of 
internationalization, and its size for domestic and mul-

tinational companies operating in the Russian market. 

For this study, the main research question (RQ) 

was formulated: In what key areas of management ac-

tivities are managerial innovations implemented within 

domestic and multinational companies operating in the 

Russian market? 

Two additional research questions were formulated 

to understand the specifics of the implementation areas 

of managerial innovations within domestic and multi-

national companies operating in the Russian market. 

 RQ 1: What are the features of the implemen-

tation areas of managerial innovations depending on 

the types of economic activity, business size, and the 

company’s degree of internationalization? 

 RQ 2: What managerial innovations have been 

implemented in companies operating in the Russian 

market over the past three years? 

The research questions were answered by analyz-

ing the data obtained during the HSE research project 

“Study of managerial practices and innovations of 

Russian and global companies operating in Russia.” 

Respondents in Moscow and Moscow region were 

polled using quantitative analysis methods in 2019–
2020. 

The respondents for the poll were selected using 

random non-repeated sampling with the following re-

quirements: 

– The sample should include respondents reflecting 

the age and gender characteristics of the employed 

population of Moscow. 

– The sample should contain respondents with dif-

ferent work experiences. 

– The respondents in the sample should differ by 

the level of their position in companies. 

– The sample should contain respondents from 

companies with foreign capital and domestic exporting 

companies. 

The diversification of companies in the sample is 

conditioned by their differences in implementing man-

agerial innovations under the environment’s peculiari-
ties. Multinational companies have many distinctive 

features in implementing managerial innovations due 

to the existing international managerial practices out-

side the Russian market. 

The sampling procedure with the above-mentioned 

requirements yielded a sufficiently representative base 

of respondents. Note that the empirical study involved 

1025 employees from 791 companies. The age and 

gender structure of the sample of respondents is shown 

in Figure 1. This structure is close to that of Moscow’s 
employed population,

2
 indicating that the sample of 

respondents who took part in the empirical study is 

representative. 
 

        

   
 

 
Fig. 1.  Age and gender structure of the sample of respondents. 

 

                                                      
2
 Statistical report “Labor and employment of the population of 

Moscow in 2015”. The Moscow Department of Labor and Social 
Protection, 2015.  
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Fig. 2.  Work experience structure of the sample of respondents. 

 
The structure of various categories of employees 

with different work experiences in companies corre-
lates with the data on the frequency of job changes 
among employees of domestic companies

3
; see Fig. 2.  

The categories of employees differing by their 
gender, age, position, and work experience make the 
sample rather highly representative. Thus, we draw 
some conclusions about the characteristics of imple-
menting managerial innovations at the company level, 
considering the specifics of individual groups of em-
ployees. 

The position level structure of the sample of re-
spondents is represented by all categories of employ-
ees (Fig. 3). 

The structure of companies by their degree of in-
ternationalization is shown in Fig. 4. Since the sample 
included multinational companies and domestic ex-
porting companies, we identified their inherent differ-
ences in the process of managerial innovations. These 
differences are due to another environment (global 
markets) in which the companies operate. 

For answering RQ 1 on the implementation areas 
of managerial innovations, quantitative analysis meth-
ods were used. A closed list of processes (options) in 
an organization was formed, and the respondents were 
asked to select an appropriate option when answering 
each question of the poll. Based on practical experi-
ence, we identified the most innovative processes in 
the companies’ activities, most often affected by man-
agerial innovations. The list consisted of the following 
processes: internal communications, team building, 
negotiations, motivation, leadership, customer experi-
ence management, process management. Also, the re-
spondents were offered the option “other” and the op-
portunity to specify an implementation area of mana-
gerial innovations, common in their company, but not 
included in the closed list. 

                                                      
3
 https://www.superjob.ru/research/articles/111767/dolshe-

vsego-na-odnom-meste-rabotayut-medsestry-i-uchitelya/ 

 
     

  

 

 
Fig. 3.  Position level structure of the sample of respondents. 

 

 

 
        

 
 

 
Fig. 4. The structure of companies by their degree of internationaliza-

tion. 
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Process management as an implementation area of 

managerial innovations includes approaches and man-

agerial practices for reducing the resources consumed 

by internal corporate processes. In other words, this 

type of managerial innovation is not aimed at increas-

ing the productivity of processes (like the other im-

plementation areas of managerial innovations men-

tioned in the study) but at reducing the cost of support-

ing and maintaining them (increasing the efficiency of 

processes). Within this study, the productivity of inno-

vations of this type was not measured: this problem is 

very extensive and requires separate consideration. 

To answer RQ 2, the respondents were asked an 

open-ended question on the most significant manageri-

al innovations implemented in the company over the 

past three years. The response received within this poll 

block was grouped by the type of processes mentioned 

by the respondents and then analyzed for compliance 

with the implementation areas of managerial innova-

tions within domestic and multinational companies 

over the past three years. As a result, we validated the 

closed list of the implementation areas of managerial 

innovations used in the poll. 

3.1. Identifying key areas of managerial innovations 

According to the results of the empirical study, 

employee motivation is the most characteristic area for 

implementing managerial innovations within domestic 

and multinational companies operating in the Russian 

market (Figure 5): its share is 20% among all imple-

mentation areas mentioned by the respondents. Next, 

internal communications – 18% of all the respondents’ 
answers – was ranked 2nd. Thus, every fifth innova-

tion within the companies operating in the Russian 

market is implemented either to increase the efficiency 

of employee motivation, involving them in the process 

of achieving the company’s goals, or to ensure internal 

communications. This conclusion is interesting and 

unexpected since, initially, customer experience man-

agement was considered a priority area for implement-

ing managerial innovations within companies operat-

ing in the Russian market, closing the top 3 areas ac-

cording to the empirical study results; see Fig. 5. 

Initially, we considered process management with-

in companies operating in the Russian market as a po-

tential priority area for implementing managerial inno-

vations. However, this process was ranked 4th in the 

list (14%), not entering the top 3 areas. 

 

       

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.  Implementation areas of managerial innovations. 

 

Team building (12%) and effective leadership 

(11%) have a slight difference by significance, but 

they are noticeably inferior to the leaders of the rank-

ing list of the implementation areas of managerial in-

novations. Effective negotiation skills became an out-

sider in this study (8%). 

For understanding the features and specifics of the 

implementation areas of managerial innovations for 

domestic and multinational companies operating in the 

Russian market, we analyzed these areas depending on 

various types of economic activity, business size, and 

the company’s degree of internationalization. This 

analysis showed significant differences in the imple-

mentation areas of managerial innovations.  

 

3.2. Features of the implementation areas of managerial 

innovations depending on the types of economic activity 

The implementation areas of managerial innova-

tions were examined by considering the following 

types of economic activity of the companies included 

in the empirical study: 

– industrial production, 

– transport, information and communication, 

– wholesale and retail trade, 

– hotel and restaurant business, 

– publishing and printing activities, 

– education and science, 

– culture and sports, 

– others. 

According to the data analysis, the companies from 

the groups “industrial production,” “education and sci-

ence,” and “culture and sports” differ by the signifi-

cance of the implementation areas of managerial inno-

vations from the general sample of the companies in-

cluded in the empirical study; see Table 1 and Fig. 5. 
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Table 1 

Implementation areas of managerial innovations by the types of economic activity 

Type of 

economic 

activity 

Implementation areas of MIs, % 

Internal  

communications 

Team 

building 
Negotiations Motivation Leadership 

Customer 

experience 

management 

Process 

management 
Others 

Industrial 

production, 

including 

storage 

26 11 8 16 8 13 15 2 

Education 

and  

science 

21 12 8 18 7 19 15 0 

Culture 

and sports 

14 16 11 20 13 14 11 0 

For companies from the industrial production 

group, the most significant implementation area of MIs 

is internal communications (26%); motivation is no-

ticeably less important, amounting to 16%. On the 

contrary, internal communications are most significant 

compared to the companies with other types of eco-

nomic activity. In general, we can assert that for the 

companies from the industrial production group, there 

are some of the lowest values in all implementation 

areas of  managerial innovations related to personnel: 

team building (11%), motivation (16%), and leader-

ship (8%). We also emphasize a rather low degree sig-

nificance for the areas related to customer interaction: 

negotiations (8%) and customer experience manage-

ment (13%). Thus, the industrial production companies 

primarily focus on managerial innovations of internal 

processes, paying little attention to the processes relat-

ed to personnel and customers, compared to the com-

panies with other types of economic activity. 

For companies from the education and science 

group, customer experience management is most sig-

nificant (19%) among all companies considered. This 

process is of slightly greater importance than motiva-

tion (18%); see Table 1. Thus, among the companies 

operating in the Russian market, the companies related 

to education and science are most focused on customer 

experience management. 

For companies from the culture and sports group, 

team building (16%) is more significant than process 

management (11%). Also, team building (16%) is 

more important than internal communications (14%) 

for the companies of this type; see Table 1. At the 

same time, note that process management for this 

group of companies is least significant compared to the 

companies with other types of economic activity. On 

the contrary, team building is most important com-

pared to the companies with other types of economic 

activity. Simpler internal processes explain the ob-

tained results for the companies of this group com-

pared to other companies. Therefore, internal commu-

nications and process building are less important for 

them than team building and motivation of.  

 

3.3. Features of the implementation areas of managerial 

innovations depending on business size 

The structure of the respondents’ answers depend-

ing on business size shows some differences in the 

importance of the implementation areas of managerial 

innovations compared to the general sample of compa-

nies; see Table 2 and Fig. 5. 

Considerable differences were identified for nego-

tiations. This area is most important for medium-sized 

companies (14%) and least for the large businesses 

(6%): the tougher competitive environment of medi-

um-sized companies requires innovative approaches in 

negotiations with suppliers and buyers. In contrast, for 

the large businesses, the negotiations area is a more 

established business practice not requiring innovative 

approaches. Also, this difference in significance is ex-

plained by that many employees are not involved in 

the negotiation process in large companies, thereby not 

implementing managerial innovations in this area. 

For medium-sized companies, approximately the 

same degree of significance is characteristic for all 

implementation areas of managerial innovations, ex-

cept motivation (21%); see Table 2. According to the 

obtained results, the medium-sized businesses pay 

more attention to motivation and equally focus on all 

other implementation areas of managerial innovations. 

Customer experience management as the imple-

mentation area of MIs is most important for small 
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businesses (17%), while the least significance is noted 

for large businesses (13%); see Table 2. Such differ-

ences are explained by the levels of influence of their 

customers. For small businesses, the costs of consum-

ers’ switching are quite low, and customer loyalty is 
very important for this segment. This factor may be 

less significant for large companies due to the large 

volume of contracts, large discounts, and monopoly 

position.  

 

3.4 Features of the implementation areas of managerial 

innovations depending on the company’s degree of 
internationalization 

The implementation areas of managerial innova-

tions have some features depending on the company’s 
degree of internationalization; see Table 3.  

For the domestic exporting companies, internal 

communications (21%), customer experience man-

agement (17%), and negotiations (11%) are more sig-

nificant than for other types of companies; see Table 3. 

These results are due to a tougher competitive envi-

ronment for such companies and prompt decisions re-

quired to win and retain customers. 

The multinational companies focus on customer 

experience management and process management no-

ticeably less than the domestic ones (12% vs. 16% and 

11% vs. 15%, respectively) when implementing mana-

gerial innovations. As we believe, the established prac-

tices of customer experience management and organi-

zation of internal processes reduce the need to imple-

ment managerial innovations in these areas for multi-

national companies. However, managerial innovations 

in leadership and team building are more typical for 

the multinational companies (Table 3). This situation 

is explained by a lower readiness for changing leader-

ship styles among the domestic companies: their top 

management remains conservative when implementing 

new managerial practices in personnel management 

processes in general and leadership in particular. 

 Table 2 

Implementation areas of managerial innovations by business size 

Business size 

Implementation areas of MIs, % 
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Large  19 13 6 22 12 13 14 1 

Medium 14 13 14 21 11 14 13 1 

Small 19 12 9 20 10 17 14 1 

 

Table 3 

Implementation areas of managerial innovations depending on the company’s degree of  internationalization 

Company’s  
degree  

of internationalization 

Implementation areas of MIs, %  
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Multinational company 19 14 7 22 12 12 11 1 

Domestic exporting company 21 13 11 21 7 17 10 0 

Domestic company 18 12 8 20 10 16 15 1 
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Within the study, we analyzed the key features of 

the implementation areas of managerial innovations 

depending on the types of economic activity (Table 1), 

business size (Table 2), and the company’s degree of 

internationalization (Table 3). According to the ob-

tained results, the type of economic activity, business 

size, and the company’s degree of internationalization 

affect and determine the specifics of the implementa-

tion areas of managerial innovations. 

In the study, the respondents were asked the fol-

lowing question: What are the most significant mana-

gerial innovations implemented within your company 

over the past three years? The results obtained (Fig. 6) 

reflect the general trend in the implementation areas of 

managerial innovations (Fig. 5). However, certain pe-

culiarities do exist. 

The respondents identified employee motivation as 

the most significant area of managerial innovations 

implemented within domestic and multinational com-

panies operating in the Russian market. It amounted to 

26% of the total number of the respondents’ answers. 

Such results correlate with the poll data on the list of 

implementation areas of managerial innovations (Fig. 

5), where the respondents rated the motivation process 

as most significant (20% of the total number of an-

swers). 

The advanced training of employees (17%) was 

ranked 2nd by significance among the managerial in-

novations implemented within the companies over the 

past three years. These results differ from the poll data 

on the implementation areas of managerial innovations 

(Fig. 5), in which the advanced training of employees 

was not highlighted. The reason is that we considered 

advanced training an integral part of innovations in 

other processes (motivation, internal communications, 

customer experience management, etc.). Nevertheless, 

the results obtained indicate the need to put the ad-

vanced training of employees in a separate block as 

one of the most significant areas for implementing 

managerial innovations. 

Management system development (13%) was 

ranked 3rd by significance among the managerial in-

novations implemented over the past three years within 

domestic and multinational companies operating in the 

Russian market. We compared this process with the 

process management identified during the poll on the 

implementation areas of managerial innovations (Fig. 

5). As mentioned above, process management as an 

implementation area of managerial innovations in-

cludes approaches and managerial practices for reduc-

ing costs (increasing the efficiency of processes). 

Thus, we conclude that process management is a fairly 

high priority but not the most significant implementa-

tion area of managerial innovations for companies op-

erating in the Russian market. 

Team building and communications (13%) were 

ranked 4th by significance among the managerial in-

novations implemented over the past three years. Ac-

cording to the respondents, internal communications, 

team building, and motivation are important among the 

managerial innovations implemented over the past 

three years. 

The empirical study of the implemented managerial 

innovations confirms the earlier conclusion that the 

domestic and multinational companies operating in the 

Russian market focus primarily on internal processes 

of interaction and employee motivation. 

 
           

 

 

 

 
Fig. 6. Structure of most significant managerial innovations imple-

mented within companies operating in Russian market in 2016–2019. 

 
Implementing customer loyalty programs was 

ranked 5th by significance among the managerial in-

novations implemented within the domestic and multi-

national companies over the past three years. This pro-

cess correlates with customer experience management, 

highlighted in the poll of respondents on the imple-

mentation areas of managerial innovations; see Fig. 5. 

The results obtained indicate that customer experience 
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management and process management are important 

but not included in the top 3 implementation areas of 

managerial innovations within the companies operat-

ing in the Russian market. 

In conclusion, note that the respondents did not in-

dicate the negotiation process as one of the significant 

innovations implemented by the companies operating 

in the Russian market for 2016–2019. This process 

also received the least significance among the key im-

plementation areas of managerial innovations within 

the domestic and multinational companies. Thus, the 

negotiation process, “soft skills,” and competencies of 
employees in this area are not considered by the do-

mestic and multinational companies as the most signif-

icant managerial innovations.  

This study involved a representative base obtained 

by polling 791 domestic and multinational companies 

operating in the Russian market. Nevertheless, there 

are several limitations – as we believe – directions for 

further research: 

 Expanding the geographical scope of the study 

by including other regions of the Russian Federation 

will reveal some regional differences in the implemen-

tation areas of managerial innovations. 

 Supplementing the sample by companies from 

other groups (financial activity and real estate; 

transport, information, and communications) will re-

veal the specifics of managerial innovations for these 

types of economic activity. 

 The case study of individual practical exam-

ples of implementing managerial innovations will re-

veal the distinctive characteristics of the managerial 

innovation process for particular types of managerial 

practices and companies. 

This paper has studied, theoretically and empirical-

ly, the implementation areas of managerial innovations 

within domestic and multinational companies operat-

ing in the Russian market. 

The theoretical part has analyzed the implementa-

tion process of managerial innovations. As proposed in 

the paper, the implementation of managerial innova-

tions is treated as the process of deciding by an organi-

zation to start using new managerial practices, ap-

proaches, processes, and techniques and using them as 

well. The implementation process of managerial inno-

vations has been assigned a new interpretation as two 

subprocesses: the decision to implement an MI and the 

direct implementation of an MI. 

The empirical part has been conducted using a da-

tabase obtained by polling 1025 employees from 791 

domestic and multinational companies operating in the 

Russian market. The empirical study has yielded an-

swers to the research questions on the implementation 

areas of managerial innovations; see Section 2. 

The main research question has been to study the 

key implementation areas of managerial innovations 

within domestic and multinational companies operat-

ing in the Russian market. It has been decomposed into 

two second-level research questions (RQ 1 and RQ 2). 

According to the results obtained, domestic and multi-

national companies operating in the Russian market 

focus primarily on the internal processes of interaction 

and employee motivation. 

RQ 1 has been to identify the features of the im-

plementation areas of managerial innovations depend-

ing on the types of economic activity, business size, 

and the company’s degree of internationalization. 
Among the features, let us highlight the following: 

 The companies from the industrial production 

group primarily focus on managerial innovations in 

internal processes, paying insufficient attention to the 

processes related to personnel and customers compared 

to the companies with other types of economic activi-

ty. 

 The medium-sized companies give higher pri-

ority to the process of motivation, being noticeably 

less (but equally) focused on all other implementation 

areas of managerial innovations. 

 The well-established practices of customer ex-

perience management and internal processes reduce 

the need to implement managerial innovations in these 

areas for multinational companies compared to domes-

tic companies. 

RQ 2 has been answered by studying the manageri-

al innovations implemented within the companies op-

erating in the Russian market for 2016–2019. Accord-

ing to the results obtained, domestic and multinational 

companies focus on internal processes of interaction 

and motivation and separate the advanced training of 

employees. Moreover, two implementation features of 

managerial innovations characteristic of the companies 

operating in the Russian market have been revealed: 

 Customer experience management and process 

management are considerable but not significant im-

plementation areas of  managerial innovations among 

the companies operating in the Russian market. 

 There is no attention to developing managerial 

innovations in negotiations among the domestic and 

multinational companies operating in the Russian mar-

ket. 

The results obtained within this study are of practi-

cal importance. For example, industrial production 
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companies should be more concerned with the pro-

cesses related to personnel and customers. Internal 

processes and customer experience management re-

quire more effort from the domestic companies, as 

they lag behind the multinational companies in this 

area. Negotiations need special attention from the 

companies’ management since soft skills are an im-

portant component for increasing the competitiveness 

of companies both in the Russian and global markets. 

The outcomes of this study are useful for further 

research and the practice of innovative company man-

agement.  
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Abstract. Border activities are aimed at ensuring national security in the border space. They can 

be treated as a system of preventive measures (border prevention and containment), security and 

control measures (border service and search), and protective and combat measures (special and 

combat actions, operational actions). Functions (stages of the activity cycle) are assigned to 

each type of boundary measure. Border measures can be implemented via operations carried out 

throughout the country, one or several federal subjects according to a single plan for achieving a 

specific goal. The problems of border activities are investigated in the science of border activi-

ties––the system of knowledge to ensure border security, build state border organizations, pre-

pare and conduct border activities, and provide comprehensive support of border activities. The 

substantial aspects of the science of border activities are studied. The principles of border activi-

ties are systematized as follows: activity, the secrecy and surprise of actions, flexibility, com-

plex use of forces and means, the continuity of actions in place and time, the concentration of 

main efforts on the key directions and tasks, interaction, international cooperation, the main 

link, the balance of security and freedom, deterrence, reliance on the local population, the pri-

macy of preventive measures, a combination of traditional and new technologies, and a com-

prehensive assessment of border security.  

 
Keywords: border activities, system of border measures, principles of border activities, preventive 

measures, security and control measures, protective and combat measures, basic border security models.  
 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Border activities are the activities (system of 

measures) carried out by state bodies, local govern-

ment bodies, organizations, public associations, and 

citizens to ensure border security [1]. 

Border security (national security in the border 

space) is the process and result of the activities of state 

and social institutions to control and protect the inter-

ests of the state and society in the border space. The 

border space includes the state border and border terri-

tory, the underwater environment and airspace of the 

state, the exclusive economic zone, the continental 

shelf, and other maritime spaces within which the state 

has sovereign rights and exercises jurisdiction [1, 2]. 

Border security is an element of national security 

and defense potential. For example, border legions in 

the Roman Empire constituted 2/3 of the total number 

of the armed forces. Moreover, in the third century 

(years 212 and 284), the border security density (the 

number of border guards per kilometer of the border) 

ranged from 2 (Africa, Mauritania) to 15–20 (Syria, 

Germany, etc.). Built between 122 and 128 A.D., Ha-

drian’s Wall included a whole system of military and 
border architecture elements. In the later period of the 

Roman Empire, the border security density was further 

increased. Border structures with walls or ramparts 

protected about one-tenth of the border, and a foothold 

system with fortresses, observation posts, and other 

security elements protected about two-tenths of the 

border. Those border equipment and protection 

measures allowed repelling many invasions of foreign 

tribes into the Roman (Byzantine) Empire [3]. For 

comparison, the border security density on the U.S.-

Mexican border is 6.3 border guards per km. There are 

concrete fences, infrared cameras, and sensors along 
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the border’s perimeter. Unmanned aerial vehicles are 
constantly used, and over 20 thousand American bor-

der guards ensure the border’s security [4]. 
Russia has the longest borders in the world. A 

wide range of threats and challenges in the border 

space requires applying a system of measures to neu-

tralize them. This work is devoted to the scientific 

classification and characterization of the system of 

border measures. 

 

1. BORDER ACTIVITIES AS A SYSTEM OF BORDER 

MEASURES 

The “romantic” period [5] in the development of 
cybernetics and its first achievements motivated the 

leaders to organize research into using automation 

tools and mathematical models in border security man-

agement (the 1950s–1960s). The commanders and 

chiefs of staff were given courses on operations re-

search and the implementation of operational-tactical 

calculations to improve the quality of state border se-

curity [6]. The mathematical models developed in the 

late 20th–early 21st century can be conditionally di-

vided into three groups: game-theoretic models of us-

ing single border means, descriptive theoretical and 

probabilistic models of border security at the subdivi-

sion section, and aggregated models of border security 

at the regional section [6–8]. For estimating the model 

parameters, the border statistical data were used. 

In the 1990s, the emphasis in the organization of 

border activities gradually shifted to using information 

technology and systemic studies of border security. In 

the 2000s, the concept of a border management system 

appeared [9, 10]. The book [9] specified the targets of 

border management: preventing and combating illegal 

migration, smuggling of weapons and drugs, the threat 

of terrorism, the spread of diseases and epidemics, and 

promoting the development of international trade, sci-

entific and educational environment, and tourism. 

Border management is considered at the global, inter-

state, and national levels. Let us concretize the concept 

to the regional level. 

The measures (actions or a set of actions and 

means for implementing or achieving something) to 

ensure border security are divided into legal, political, 

diplomatic, economic, defensive, border, customs, en-

vironmental, sanitary and epidemiological, ecological, 

and others [2]. 

Figure 1 shows the main elements of the system 

of border measures at the regional level. This diagram 

was developed by the authors, particularly based on 

the analysis of [1, 2, 11–15]. The system of border 

measures includes preventive (border prevention and 

containment), security and control (border service and 

search), and protective and combat measures (special 

and combat actions, operational and combat actions). 

According to the border statistics analysis, the 

most important target of securing the USSR’s state 
border––prohibiting any violations of the border and 

border regime––was achieved mainly using prevention 

and containment. 

Border prevention is the direct and indirect im-

pact on the border population in order to: involve citi-

zens and organizations in defending and protecting the 

interests of the state in the border area; identify and 

eliminate the causes and conditions conducive to ille-

gal activities in the border area; educate persons for 

preventing offenses in the border area. 

Border containment is the impact of border forces 

and means on potential violators to make them refuse 

any illegal activities under the threat of being detained 

and punished. 

Security and control measures and protective and 

combat measures aim to maintain legal regimes in the 

border space and neutralize the subjects of danger.  
 

2. BORDER PREVENTIVE MEASURES 

The subjects of preventive activities are as follows: 

– the officials of border authorities; 

– state bodies, federal executive bodies, local gov-

ernment bodies; 

– vigilante and Cossack groups; 

– media and art. 

The objects of preventive activities are as follows: 

– society as a whole, including public organizations 

and other associations of citizens; 

– the local population of border areas; 

– vigilante and Cossack groups; 

– individuals and their family members; 

– criminal communities. 



 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 1. Elements of the system of border measures. 

 

 

2. BORDER PREVENTIVE MEASURES 

The subjects of preventive activities are as follows: 

– the officials of border authorities; 

– state bodies, federal executive bodies, local gov-

ernment bodies; 

– vigilante and Cossack groups; 

– media and art. 

The objects of preventive activities are as follows: 

– society as a whole, including public organizations 

and other associations of citizens; 

– the local population of border areas; 

– vigilante and Cossack groups; 

– individuals and their family members; 

– criminal communities. 

The tasks of preventive activities are as follows: 

– forming a positive attitude towards the border au-

thorities among the local population and increasing 

their loyalty; 

– propagating the activities of border authorities 

and covering the issues related to border activities; 

– involving the local population in the state border 

security and safety activities on a public basis, includ-

ing motivation; 

– increasing the efficiency of interaction with state 

and municipal authorities and executive authorities. 

The forms of preventive activities include: 

– information and propaganda activities; 

– preventive work with the local population; 

– coordination with state bodies, federal executive 

bodies, and local government bodies. 

Depending on these forms, the following methods 

of preventive activities are distinguished: 

• information and propaganda activities: 

– covering the activities of border authorities 

through interaction with the media and art representa-

tives to increase the loyalty of the local population; 

– implementing counter-propaganda to neutralize 

negative informational impacts on society and social 

groups; 

• preventive work with the local population: 
– performing preventive and explanatory work to 

increase the level of literacy in the administrative and 

legal regime of the state border; 

– performing preventive work to identify potential 

violators among the local population and prevent their 

illegal actions; 

– motivating the local population to participate in 

the state border security and safety activities; 
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– performing educational work with youth and 

children in educational organizations. 

• coordination with authorities and local govern-

ment bodies: 

– executing activities of coordinating bodies, for 

example, border commissions for the constituent enti-

ties of the Russian Federation; 

– organizing the interaction between the subjects of 

preventive activities; 

– organizing joint actions in the interests of border 

prevention. 

The border prevention means
1
 are as follows: 

– publications in the media and Internet, including 

social networks and messengers; 

– movies, literary works, etc.; 

– preventive measures carried out by border offi-

cials among the local population; 

– normative legal acts regulating the activities of 

vigilante and Cossack groups; 

– administrative and legal regimes as a set of legal 

and organizational means. 

For the first time, border containment was men-

tioned when fighting illicit trade (smuggling) in pre-

revolutionary times. On the initiative of N.Kh. Bunge, 

the Minister of Finance of the Russian Empire, the 

Baltic customs cruiser flotilla was formed in 1873. The 

Minister of Finance described its activities in the fol-

lowing way: “The small number of arrests of smuggled 
goods by vessels is not a serious argument proving the 

flotilla’s passivity. Concerning the practical results of 
the vessels’ activities, they should be assessed not in 
quantitative terms when prosecuting illicit trade, i.e., 

not by the number of arrests of smuggled goods made 

by the vessels, but by its overall impact on illicit trade. 

The flotilla is a preventive guard. The effect of the 

cruiser flotilla is manifested mainly not in increasing 

the total amount of detained smuggled goods but in 

higher riskiness of illicit trade itself, heavier overhead 

costs, and extra time for choosing a convenient place 

to return to the shores, which finally reduces the prof-

itability of illicit trade.” [16, p. 363]. The main differ-

ence between containment and preventive activities 

lies in the narrower object of impact: containment 

measures are aimed at potential violators who plan 

illegal activities. 

The border containment tasks are as follows: 

– convincing potential violators in the inevitability 

and severity of punishment for illegal activities carried 

out across the state border; 

– equipping the state border at a necessary level to 

prevent illegal activities; 

                                                      
1
 A means is a technique or way of actions to achieve some-

thing.  

– utilizing border forces and means effectively. 

The containment measures include: 

– informational measures, similar in forms and 

means to the preventive measures of information and 

propaganda, but differing in the goals and object of 

impact; 

– measures for equipping the state border, includ-

ing the use of visible informing, barrage, control, and 

other means; 

– measures on using border forces and means (for 

example, the creation of sufficient security densities, in 

the entire section or single directions), lighting equip-

ment, demonstrative actions, etc. 

Particular indicators characterizing the efficiency 

of border containment are: 

– the density of state border security (the number of 

guards per km); 

– the density of installed (used) homogeneous 

technical means of border security (the number of units 

per km); 

– the intensity of demonstrative actions near the 

state border; 

– the maximum speed of violators and its reduction 

by barrage means; 

– the maximum speed of border vehicles; 

– the share of uncontrolled border sections; 

– the density of informative signs and means, etc. 

A promising scientific and practical task is to adapt 

the basic control mechanisms for managing preventive 

and containment measures and develop new ones. 

3. SECURITY AND CONTROL MEASURES. PROTECTIVE 

AND COMBAT MEASURES 

In the model law
2
 “On Border Security” [1], securi-

ty and control measures are understood as measures to 

maintain administrative and legal regimes in the border 

space (state border regime, border regime, etc.). Pro-

tective and combat measures (law-enforcement, mili-

tary, reconnaissance and search, and other special 

measures) are intended to counter the existing threats 

and neutralize the subjects of danger. 

The classification of such measures in other states 

may differ depending on the military-political, social, 

and economic situation in the border space and the na-

tional traditions of border security. Particularly in the 

United States, the complex of measures to ensure bor-

der security depends on the level of threats and is di-

vided into [17]: 

                                                      
2
 A model law is a legislative act of recommendatory nature 

that contains typical norms and provides normative guidance 

for legislation.  
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– Border Control (security from the illegal entry of 

people and goods through the border, perceived as a 

low-level threat); 

– Border Safety (the measures implemented to pro-

tect against medium-level threats such as violence, 

criminals, smuggling, etc.); 

– Border Security (the measures to counter-

terrorism). 

The border structure must be flexible to ensure 

border security. As noted by experts [17], law-

enforcement functions at the border can potentially 

spill over into the functions of national defense. This 

fact will require the constant presence of the National 

Guard units at separate sections of the border and other 

measures. 

When implementing security and control measures 

and protective and combat measures, the subjects of 

control are: 

– federal government bodies; 

– regional government bodies; 

– officials of border authorities, etc. 

When implementing security and control measures 

and protective and combat measures, the objects of 

control are: 

– forces and means (subdivisions, organizations, 

etc.) allocated to maintain the administrative and legal 

regimes and neutralize the subjects of danger in the 

border space; 

– regime legal means (regulations, acts of exercis-

ing the rights and obligations of subjects, law- en-

forcement acts, measures of encouragement and coer-

cion, legal sanctions, methods, and techniques of ad-

ministrative activities); 

– territory where administrative and legal regimes 

are valid, etc. 

Security and control measures and protective and 

combat measures aim to prevent any violations of the 

border regime and detain (neutralize) violators. 

Security and control measures and protective and 

combat measures are managed using the principles of 

military strategy, border security and safety, and the 

functions of border forces and means [11]. 

4. SCIENCE OF BORDER ACTIVITIES 

The science of border activities
3
 is a system of 

knowledge to ensure border security, build border or-

ganizations, prepare and conduct border activities, and 

support them comprehensively (Fig. 2). 

According to the analysis of Russian and foreign 

publications, the science of border activities includes 

such disciplines as border art (border policy, border 

                                                      
3
 Some researchers also use the term “borderology.”  

strategy, and border tactics), border history, border 

statistics, the mathematical theory of border security 

control, legal foundations of border security and border 

activities, philosophy of border security, psychology 

and sociology of border activities, the theory of border 

training and education, the theory of comprehensive 

support of border activities, and the theory of devel-

opment, application and operation of technical and 

special means of border activities. Note that this list is 

not exhaustive. 

Border art is the theory and practice of preparing 

and conducting border activities. It includes state bor-

der policy, border strategy, and border tactics. 

As a branch of social statistics, border statistics 

studies quantitative indicators related to the qualitative 

characteristics of such phenomena and processes as 

border security, border activities, and the results and 

consequences of operational and service activities and 

combat activities in the border space. It also explores 

the patterns of these phenomena in particular historical 

and regional conditions. The most important tasks of 

border statistics are the identification, acquisition, sci-

entific processing, and analysis of statistical data, par-

ticular phenomena, and processes of border security 

and border activities.  
 

 
     

 

 

 
Fig. 2.  Basic disciplines of the science of border activities.  
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The theory of border security 

control is reliable scientific 

knowledge about border securi-

ty, border activities, and their 

control. It represents a system of 

interrelated statements and evi-

dence, contains methods for 

explaining and predicting phe-

nomena and processes in the 

subject area, and reduces the 

regularities revealed to a single 

unifying principle. 

Figure 3 shows the subject 

area of the theory of border 

security control. 
Border activities are aimed at 

securing and saving land and 

water (lakes and rivers) sections 

of the state border (border 

guard), protecting the economic 

and other interests of the state in 

the maritime border space (coast 

guard), passing persons, vehi-

cles, and cargo through the state 

 
 
Fig. 3. The theory of border security control: subject area. 

 

border (border control). Border activities include the 

coordinated (joint) actions of state authorities and con-

trol authorities. 

There are two types of border activities: prepara-

tion of border activities (project activities) and conduct 

of border activities (process activities). They are orga-

nized as the sequential implementation of common 

stages (cycles). 

Historically, the study of problems of activities 

and control was the prerogative of philosophy. Nowa-

days, philosophy is understood as reflexion over the 

foundations of all sciences: it does not consider partic-

ular problems of activities. The philosophy of border 

security can be defined as a science of the meaning of 

border activities and border security. 

As is well known, the term “control science” is 
often unreasonably narrowed to the formal (mathemat-

ical) theory of control. However, control science in-

cludes a set of such theories [18]. The science of bor-

der activities also includes “strong” and “weak” disci-

plines (in the terminology of D.A. Novikov).  

 

5. BASIC MODELS OF BORDER SECURIY  

Let us present the basic models of border security 

and describe them in brief. (A basic model is an ele-

mentary model that can be extended by considering 

more factors and conditions.) 

Model of regional security assessment. The se-

curity Ui of region i of a given state is assessed by the 

following formula [11]: 
i i

i

i i

i

U K
z

 
 

  
 

, 

where Ki specifies the level of social and economic 

development of region i; i and zi  are the sizes of re-

gional (title) ethnos and regional population, respec-

tively; i > 0 denotes the ethnic attraction parameter of 

the title ethnos; i  1 is the interethnic heterogeneity 

parameter.  

The model is used to assess security in regions 

with a mixed population and high interethnic differ-

ences (Transnistria, Abkhazia and South Ossetia, Na-

gorno-Karabakh, etc.), where conflicts on ethnic 

grounds periodically flare up. Such conflicts are very 

difficult to resolve. 

Model of international migration. The migra-

tion flow Mij from country i to country j takes into ac-

count migration laws and is estimated by the following 

formula [19]: 
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, 

where kmi denotes the migration parameter of country i 

(reflects social stability in a given state); wj is the basic 

sovereignty of state j (the capacity of its migration 

market depending on the size of population and the 
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area of country j); Vi and Vj are the per capita gross 

domestic products of countries i and j, respectively; 

Dj specifies the share of urban population in country j;  

rij  gives the relative distance between countries i and j; 

ij  stands for the interethnic heterogeneity parameter 

of the countries; 0 < Rij < 1 is the degree of regime and 

legal restrictions on population migration from country 

i to country j.  

Figure 4 shows the graph of long-term migration 

from Ukraine in 2011–2012.  

Clearly, the largest migration flows are towards large 

countries with ethnically similar populations or coun-

tries with a high living standard and a significant ca-

pacity of the migration services market. The migration 

parameter kmi characterizes the share of the country’s 
population ready to leave (temporarily or permanently) 

for better living conditions. The value of this parame-

ter increases during periods of the state’s internal in-

stability. 

With the growth of migration flows, the flow of 

terrorists and smuggling grows, explaining the im-

portance of migration forecasting for national and bor-

der security. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.  Long-term migration from Ukraine in 2011–2012, people.  

 

 
Model of social and informational impact. Bor-

der prevention largely depends on the actions of the 

border population and the awareness of citizens. Indi-

viduals form their picture of the world based on their 

perceptions (sensory-visual images produced by per-

sonal contact with reality, through the senses) and rep-

resentations (sensory-visual images produced without 

the direct impact of the objects and phenomena of real-

ity). For an indicator   [0, 1] (a probability   [0, 

1]), a belief (perception) function B(y, x, ) is defied 

under external impacts  y  0 (x  0) directed to in-

crease (decrease, respectively) the belief about this 

indicator. For probabilistic indicators (e.g., the proba-

bility of detention for violators, the degree of border 

cover, and others), the belief function [11] has the 

form 
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, 

where 0 <  < 1 is the optimism–pessimism parameter 

(the degree with which a particular individual will 

learn the impacts of definite direction);   0 and   0 

are the modality parameter of the impacts; kx  0 and ky 

 0 denote the dimensionality coefficients of the im-

pacts.   

The model parameters were estimated and veri-

fied on social actions associated with the U.S. wars in 

Korea and Vietnam. According to military losses data 

and sociological surveys, the degree of modality for 

informational impacts lies within the range [0, 1], 

whereas the degree of modality for social impacts is 

greater than 1.  

Note that for interval indicators (expected income, 

public welfare losses due to terrorism and drug traf-

ficking, etc.), the belief function B() depends linearly 

on . 

Model of illegal activities containment. The 

containment model is based on H. Becker’s model (the 
utility of illegal activities) and the border production 

function. The goal of a border system is to maximize 

the efficiency of border security, i.e., the prevented 

losses F(x, y) minus the expenses R on border security 

[10]: 
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1 1
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( ) 1 exp( )j j j jp x x   , 

where u
i
 denotes the expected losses incurred by the 

violator of group i; pj() specifies the probability of 

violator’s detention in section j; y
i
j is the number of 

violators i selecting section j (if j = 0, the violator re-

fuses violation); xj gives the resource allocated to sec-

tion j; j means the parameter of the border production 

function; k and n are the numbers of violators’ groups 
and sections, respectively. (Losses are prevented if the 

violator refuses to intrude the border or if he is de-

tained.) 

Acting independently, the violators of group i max-

imize their utility:  

0
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where s
i
 is the expected income from the illegal activi-

ties of violator i; U
i
j denotes the expected utility of vio-

lator i on section j, estimated within Becker’s model. 
For special cases, analytical and numerical solu-

tions of the zero-sum two-player game with the payoff 

functions (1) and (2) were found.  

Model of timely detection of border violation 

signs by patrol. Border security means are generally 

divided into posts (stationary control), sentries (control 

of a section of a limited length), and patrols (mobile 

control of a section). Assume that the patrol’s task is to 
detect border violation signs before a lead time ty. 

Then  

 

the optimal mixed strategy of patrolling in the daytime 

(i = 1) or nighttime (i = 2) has the form  

1 2 2 1

i i

i

T
p

T T


 

, 

where ρ1 and ρ2 are the probabilities of signs’ detection 
in the daytime and nighttime, respectively; ρ–i is the 

probability of signs’ detection in the other time of the 
day; T1 and T2 specify the duration of daytime and 

nighttime, respectively. The game value––the proba-

bility of timely detection of border violation signs 

within 24 hours – is calculated as  

1 2

1 2 2 1

ynt

T T

 
 

 
, 

where n gives the number of patrols send to a section 

within 24 hours.  

Model of victory in a battle. Border security 

measures (protective and combat measures) are aimed 

to suppress and resolve armed conflicts and military 

clashes. According to [20], side 1 wins in a battle with 

the estimated probability 
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 ,  (3) 

where m denotes the physical form parameter; x and y 

are the numbers of combat units of sides 1 and 2, re-

spectively;  > 0 is the parameter of the combat (moral 

and technological) superiority of side 1 over side 2; q 

gives the ratio of their forces.  

In particular, the model (3) can be used for solving 

the offense-defense game: find an optimal distribution 

of forces and means between tactical tasks and points 

of defense. 

6. PRINCIPLES OF BORDER ACTIVITIES 

Historically, border science emerged as an integral 

part of military science. Golovin [21] ascertained that 

the science of war will seek to discover laws, whereas 

the theory of military art generalizes war phenomena 

into principles. According to Golovin, principles are 

directly related to goal-setting and task-setting, repre-

senting the main idea and regulating creativity without 

imposing constraints on it. 

Like the principles of any practical and managerial 

activities (e.g., the principle of ethics or legality), the 

principles of border activities were highlighted in [13, 

16, 22–30]. Let us systematize and present them in the 

author’s interpretation: 
1. The principle of activity. The activity aims to 

create conditions preventing or limiting the actions of 

border violators and ensuring a high probability of 

their detection and impact on them. Activity is 

achieved by: continuously obtaining information about 

possible violations, techniques, and tricks used by vio-

lators; permanently searching for violation signs of the 

legal regimes in the border space; anticipating the ac-

tions of violators and imposing their will on them; 

showing courage and reasonable initiative in decision-

making. Proactive actions will require comprehensive 

control and oversight. Creativity in security technolo-

gies and procedures is encouraged. New security sys-

tems must be quickly implemented for testing, and 

successful systems must be deployed across the entire 

border. The legal basis is reoriented from reactive ap-

proaches to preventive actions. 

2. The principle of secrecy and surprise of actions. 

Secrecy and surprise allow achieving maximum results 

with the least consumption of forces, means, efforts, 

and time. Surprise is achieved by: keeping the plan of 

actions in secret; misleading the enemy about inten-

tions; anticipating the enemy in actions; performing 

the assigned tasks promptly; using new means and 

methods of actions unknown to the enemy, particularly 

border cunning; camouflaging and countering enemy 

reconnaissance; satisfying the requirements of covert 

management and secrecy regime, etc. 

3. The principle of flexibility (mobility). Flexibility 

is achieved by: excluding stereotypes in the forms and 

methods of actions; making the actions of forces and 

means mobile; performing timely maneuvers and 

quickly changing the forms of service actions to opti-

mal ones. 

4. The principle of the integrated use of forces and 

means. The integrated use of forces and means in-

creases the efficiency of border operations by follow-

ing a single concept and plan. Efforts should prevent, 

identify, preclude, and neutralize violators, reduce 

losses and destruction, guarantee fast response, and 

decrease alarms. 

5. The principle of focusing main efforts on key di-

rections and tasks. This principle expresses the ability 

to make decisions under a wide range of potential bor-
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der security threats and prevent the existing vulnerabil-

ities from passing into inevitable terrorist attacks and 

border violations. Violators can act anywhere and any-

time. The round-the-clock continuous security of all 

border sections is impossible. The actions should not 

be reactive and excessive. 

6. The principle of continuous actions in place and 

time, in functions and tasks. Continuity consists in the 

permanent implementation of actions of different forc-

es and means coordinated in place and time. Under 

insufficient forces and means, continuity is achieved 

by using them in an order unpredictable for violators. 

7. The principle of the main link. The main tasks of 

fighting violators are solved at the border guard, ship, 

crew, or employee level. Hence, it is required to in-

crease intelligence capabilities at the local level, elimi-

nate bureaucratic barriers to exchanging intelligence 

information, and develop and apply modern technolo-

gies. 

8. The principle of containment. The prevention of 

border violations and criminal acts cannot be a criteri-

on for the efficiency of border security measures due 

to the complexity of the assessment. The following 

goals should be quantified: the containment of viola-

tors (terrorists, smugglers, or illegal migrants), the de-

tection of violators, and difficulties for criminal acts 

(reducing the potential benefit received by criminals). 

9. The principle of reliance on the local population 

(through knowledge of traditions, culture, and lan-

guage). This principle means educating the public, 

helping citizens assess the dangers and everyday risks, 

and creating a security culture. Local forces (vigilante 

and Cossack groups) should be prepared and used to 

ensure border security. 

10. The principle of coordination and interaction. 

This principle includes the following: integrated efforts 

of departments, the public, and private individuals to 

fight cross-border threats at the President’s level; an 
intelligent approach to ensuring border security using 

somewhat redundant security layers and proper con-

sideration of interaction effects for implemented pro-

grams and measures. 

11. The principle of international cooperation. In-

ternational and bilateral cooperation of states fighting 

cross-border crime increases the efficiency of border 

activities. 

12. The principle of the primacy of preventive 

measures. This principle expresses the primacy of pre-

ventive activities over law-enforcement ones; in pre-

ventive activities, the primacy of measures to provide 

social assistance to those in need over the legal re-

strictions and the priority of persuasion over coercion. 

Regional economic development plans should be 

aimed at preventing illegal economic activity. Efficient 

border security is achieved by early monitoring per-

sons and goods from the point of departure and track-

ing the persons suspected of illegal cross-border activi-

ties. 

13. The principle of the security–freedom relation. 

Security and freedom should not be converted into cur-

rency. Security measures should not restrict freedom. 

Freedom can be threatened by trying to eliminate all 

risks. 

14. The principle of combining traditional and new 

technologies, stationary and mobile border guard 

forces. New technologies do not cancel the traditional 

ones (e.g., service dogs in border security) but supple-

ment them. Reducing the costs of implementing con-

tact and barrier functions is achieved through the effi-

cient use of information and technology. The imple-

mentation of new technologies does not always cut the 

staff. New systems require experienced operators and 

quality control and test specialists, which is often ne-

glected in budgeting. 

15. The principle of the integrated assessment of 

border security. Resource allocation should be based 

on risk assessment. Rigorous analysis of security costs 

and security profits is difficult to implement because 

terrorist attacks and border violations with high social 

costs are rare, and the consequences of large-scale at-

tacks are not easy to quantify. It is also difficult to es-

timate the consequences of drug trafficking and inter-

ethnic conflicts caused by uncontrolled migration in 

economic terms. 

In the table below, these principles are associated 

with the types of border activities.  

 
Table  

Principles and types of border activities 

Types of activities Principles of border  

activities 

Conduct of border  

activities 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 

14, 15 

Preparation of border  

activities 

1, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 

 

The principles of border activities, in combination 

with system analysis methods, allow solving many 

topical problems. Let us mention some of them: the 

integrated assessment and ranking of border forces and 

means according to their efficiency [31]; the formation 

of a promising image of border units; the equipment of 

the border.  

At the tactical level, the following functions of 

border means are implemented in the border service: 

informing, tactical containment, barrage, detection, 

recognition, movement, targeting, detention, fixation 

of violation signs. Modeling involves criteria based on 
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the principles of border activities. For the principle of 

the integrated application of forces and means, this 

criterion is the number of functions implemented by 

border means; for the principle of continuous actions 

in place and time, the continuity coefficient of using 

border means in different directions and time; for the 

principle of flexibility (mobility), the speed of motion 

and maneuvering of border means; for the principle of 

continuity in functions and tasks, the uniform distribu-

tion coefficient of border means by their functions. 

Note that 20–50 years ago, the main tasks of border 

security were solved by a border post (subdivision). 

Modern means, technologies, and weapons create pre-

requisites for implementing the principle of the main 

link: a border patrol should now solve the tasks previ-

ously solved by a subdivision.  

CONCLUSIONS 

The concept of a border management system has 

been developed by studying border activities as a sys-

tem of measures to ensure national security in the bor-

der space. The system of border measures at the re-

gional level includes preventive measures (border pre-

vention and containment), security and control 

measures (border service and search), and protective 

and combat measures (special and combat actions, op-

erational actions). The criteria, tasks, forms, methods, 

and means of activities have been determined for bor-

der measures. 

The science of border activities––a system of 

knowledge to ensure border security, build border or-

ganizations, prepare and conduct border activities, and 

support them comprehensively––has been structured. 

This science includes such disciplines as border art 

(border policy, border strategy, and border tactics), 

border history, border statistics, the mathematical theo-

ry of border security management, the legal founda-

tions of border security and border activities, the phi-

losophy of border security, psychology and sociology 

of border activities, the theory of border training and 

education, the theory of comprehensive support of 

border activities, and the theory of development, appli-

cation, and operation of technical and special means of 

border activities. 

The most important element in the science of bor-

der activities is the theory of border security control––
reliable scientific knowledge about border security, 

border activities, and their control. It represents a sys-

tem of interrelated statements and evidence, contains 

methods for explaining and predicting phenomena and 

processes in the subject area, and reduces the regulari-

ties revealed to a single unifying principle. 

Extensions of the basic border security models cre-

ate prerequisites for bettering decisions and increasing 

the efficiency of border activities. 

While sciences strive to discover laws and patterns, 

border art generalizes phenomena, processes, and im-

pacts to principles. The authors have systematized the 

principles of border activities. 
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Abstract. Control mechanisms for the rhythms of neuronal ensembles based on the neuromodu-

lation effect are described and implemented. The biological mechanisms of neuromodulation 

are briefly outlined, and some aspects are highlighted to control the activity patterns of inter-

connected neurons forming ensembles. Within the suggested model, neuromodulation is a 

change in the neuron’s properties responsible for its sensitivity to excitatory and inhibitory im-

pacts (and, therefore, for its activity). This change is initiated by certain neurotransmitters 

(modulators), which indirectly influence the electrical activity of all neurons sensitive to them. 

The discrete asynchronous chemical interaction model of biological neurons in small neural 

networks is modified and extended to implement this control mechanism inherent in living or-

ganisms. The key effect of neuromodulation is the rapid functional reorganization of neural 

networks without changing their structural properties. Activity patterns are changed not via 

costly changes in the connections between neurons but by changing the chemical environment 

of the ensemble’s neurons. The mechanism of neuromodulation is formalized. The new model 

is implemented in software, and several computational experiments are performed to change the 

gait of hexapods. 

 
Keywords: neuron, neuromodulation, neurotransmitters, control, discrete modeling, generator of rhythmic 

activity.  
 

 

 

INTRODUCTION  

In neurobiology, there is the concept of a central 

pattern generator (CPG). It refers to a neuronal en-

semble whose members jointly generate a certain mo-

tor program of the body. A motor program is under-

stood as a time-ordered output activity transmitted to 

muscles, forcing them to contract and relax in a certain 

coordinated sequence that forms a motor pattern [1, 2]. 

Locomotor gaits are a good example of such patterns. 

For four legs, gallop, trot, amble, and step are often 

distinguished. The same neuronal ensemble is capable 

of generating different activity patterns. Some model 

examples in this paper will show how to switch be-

tween different patterns using the neuromodulation 

effect without restructuring the ensembles. 

 

__________________________ 
1This work was supported in part by the Russian Foundation for 

Basic Research, project no. 20-07-00190A.  

The neuromodulation effect is that neurotransmit-

ters (chemical signaling molecules acting on neurons 

sensitive to them) can switch the network of interac-

tions [3–6]. Anatomical connections between neurons 

indicate only the potential for their interactions. Real 

interactions are determined by molecules of neuro-

modulators, which change the composition and activity 

of neuronal ensembles [4]. In other words, anatomical 

connections are only a starting point for understanding 

the dynamics of ensembles [5]. An important role is 

also played by the fundamental diversity and heteroge-

neity of neurotransmitters and the types of neurons and 

their interactions [2, 7–9]. 

The overwhelming majority of biologically accu-

rate mathematical models of neurons describe mem-

brane potential dynamics [10–12]. The advantages of 

discrete models are interpretability and the reflection 

of neural interactions at a phenomenological level un-

der a relatively low computational complexity. How-

ever, discrete models of biological neurons describing 

mailto:borismagb@mail.ru
mailto:zhilyakova.ludmila@gmail.com
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heterochemical interactions have not been developed 

so far. 

The automata-based approach to modeling biologi-

cal neurons was proposed in the monograph [13]. This 

paper presents an automaton model of a neuron that 

survives under conditions of limited nutrition. It is 

shown that when minimizing consumption, the system 

acquires memory and the mechanisms of behavior and 

feeling. The basic property of the neuron modeled be-

low is its endogenous electrical activity: “A discharge 

in a neuron is needed by the neuron itself.” 

This paper modifies the discrete asynchronous 

chemical interaction model of neurons [14] to repro-

duce neuromodulation effects. In the previous version 

of the model, neurotransmitters only have an activating 

or inhibitory effect on neurons, i.e., increase or de-

crease the membrane potential. In the new version, two 

types of receptors are introduced for neurons as fol-

lows. The impact on the first-type receptors, as before, 

entails a change in the charge on the neuron mem-

brane. The impact on the second-type receptors chang-

es the sensitivity of the first receptors, thereby modu-

lating the neuron’s response to external impacts. 

1. BIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS OF NEUROMODULATION  

The main characteristic of neuron’s activity is the 
electrical potential at its membrane. When the mem-

brane potential exceeds some threshold, the neuron 

goes into an active, excited state. Excitation is trans-

mitted from the neuron to other neurons and tissue 

cells via axons having terminals with synaptic endings. 

They contain neurotransmitter molecules whose func-

tion is to transmit signals between neurons chemically. 

When the excitement reaches the synaptic end, it un-

dergoes rapid transformations, leading to the release of 

transmitters into the extracellular space. Near the syn-

aptic end of the neuron that transmits the signal, there 

are dendrites or the body of the neuron that receives 

the signal. Their surface has receptors acting as signal 

receivers. The connection of a transmitter with a recep-

tor sensitive to it causes a chemical reaction and intra-

cellular transformations in the receiving neuron, which 

often change its membrane potential. Therefore, it is 

convenient to represent the nervous tissue at the cellu-

lar level as a network of electrically conductive ele-

ments. This approach to describing the nervous system 

is called electrophysiological. It resulted in many im-

portant discoveries and dominated neurosciences for 

the entire second half of the 20th century. The over-

whelming majority of exact mathematical models of 

neurons are aimed precisely at describing membrane 

potential dynamics [10–12]. 

Nevertheless, chemical interactions between neu-

rons can induce a wide range of intracellular effects 

not expressible by a direct change in the value of the 

membrane potential. Chemical interactions between 

neurons, not associated or indirectly associated with 

changes in the membrane potential, have a huge im-

pact on the behavior of both individual neurons and 

their populations. The rich variety of such impacts is 

called “neuromodulation” [3–6]. Often, neuromodula-

tion does not directly affect membrane potential dy-

namics but modifies endogenous and exogenous pat-

terns of electrical activity. In this regard, it is especial-

ly interesting when studying the mechanisms of the 

emergence and maintenance of rhythmic activity in the 

nervous system. Neuromodulation can significantly 

vary rhythm parameters (e.g., the duration of the phas-

es of activity and silence) and even transfer the neuron 

to the rhythmic mode from the non-rhythmic one [15]. 

The specifics of existing approaches to modeling 

natural neural systems restrict the possibilities of re-

flecting neuromodulatory impacts. Biophysically accu-

rate modeling requires measuring the microconcentra-

tions of various substances very finely in extremely 

small volumes of space and considering the geometric 

features of the extracellular space on the nanometer 

scale. Currently, models of this level of accuracy exist 

only for local areas of a neuron [16] and are impossible 

in practice, even for small groups of neurons. 

In this paper, we develop the asynchronous model 

of multitransmitter interactions [14, 17]. The model 

has the following features: a discrete approach is used 

to model the behavior of neurons, and the neurons in 

the model exchange chemical signals extrasynaptical-

ly–through the common extracellular space (all signals 

are broadcast). However, any impact on a neuron is 

reflected in this model directly by a change in the 

membrane potential. Hence, the expressive power of 

the multitransmitter approach is considerably restrict-

ed. This paper introduces an additional modus of neu-

ral interactions into the asynchronous model by adding 

another type of receptors that would directly affect not 

the membrane potential but the weights of other recep-

tors, thereby changing the neuron’s sensitivity to cer-

tain input signals. As shown below, the introduced 

modifications allow implementing a fast and low-cost 

mechanism for controlling motor rhythms.  

2.  BASIC NOTIONS OF DISCRETE ASYNCHRONOUS 

MODEL   

The basic model and the principles of its function-

ing were formally described in [17]. Some model ex-

amples of the rhythms generated by the nervous sys-

tems of various mollusks were presented in [14]. In 
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this section, we briefly consider the model and the 

main definitions and notations used below. 

A heterogeneous neural network is a system 

S = <N, X(t), C, T> with the following notations: 

N = {N1, …, Nn} is the set of neurons; X is the extra-

cellular space through which chemical neural interac-

tions occur; C = {c1, …, cm} is the set of transmitters; 

T denotes the continuous time in which the system is 

functioning.  

The continuous time is divided into unequal inter-

vals (time steps) by events. An event is a change in the 

state of at least one of the system’s neurons (activation 

of a passive neuron or deactivation of an active neu-

ron). 

In each time step, neurons interact with the extra-

cellular space X. Transmitters from the space X influ-

ence the behavior of neurons, which can be expressed 

in a change in their state of activity. In turn, a change 

in the neuron’s state changes the transmitter composi-

tion of the space X. This approach allows describing 

both synaptic and nonsynaptic interactions [14].  

 

2.1. Neuron Parameters 

2.1.1. Receptors 

Neuron Ni possesses many receptor slots, and each 

slot is characterized by sensitivity to some transmitter 

cj and weight wij  R. A slot is a union of all receptors 

sensitive to transmitter cj; its weight is the cumulative 

effect of these receptors. If the neuron is insensitive to 

transmitter cj, it does not have a corresponding slot, 

and wij = 0. A weight wij > 0 (wij < 0) means that this 

transmitter has an excitatory impact (inhibitory impact, 

respectively) on the neuron. For all neurons, the recep-

tor weights form the matrix W = (wij)nm.  

 

2.1.2. Output activity of neurons  

The activity of neuron Ni is given by a value 

yi(t)  {0, 1}: if yi(t) = 1, the neuron is active in time 

step t; otherwise (yi(t) = 0), the neuron is passive in 

time step t. 

The neurons in the model are transmitter-specific: 

upon activation, each neuron releases the same trans-

mitter cj into the extracellular space. In the model 

without neuromodulation, the release is determined by 

a constant dij. 

The output is represented by the matrix D = (dij)nm, 

in which dij ≥ 0 is the rate of release of transmitter cj by 

neuron Ni. Note that dij  = 0 if neuron Ni does not re-

lease transmitter cj. Due to the transmitter-specificity 

of neurons, each row of the matrix contains exactly 

one nonzero element. The value dij is assumed to be 

invariable during the release process.  

2.1.3. Internal state of neurons  

Neuron Ni has the membrane potential   (t), which 

varies within a range        (t)       . The neuron in 

the model is active if its membrane potential   (t) ex-

ceeds a threshold Pi, often smaller than      . The 

values    ,      , and Pi are specific for each neuron.  

 

2.1.4. Types of neurons 

The neurons in the model are heterogeneous. Each 

neuron is determined by the following characteristics: 

– the transmitter it releases (see subsubsection 

2.1.2); 

– the set of receptors and their weights; 

– the nature of endogenous activity, i.e., the ability 

for activation without external impacts. 

The model implements three types of neurons with 

different types of activity (Fig. 1): 

 Tonic neuron has permanent endogenous ac-

tivity in the absence of inhibition. In the model, per-

manent activity is understood as the regular generation 

of spikes (nerve impulses) in equal time intervals. 

 Burst (oscillator) neuron generates spike 

bursts in definite time intervals in the absence of inhi-

bition. The frequency of spikes in bursts exceeds the 

frequency of spikes generated by the tonic neuron (Fig. 

1a, b). 

 Reactive (passive) neuron has no endogenous 

excitation. It is activated only under an excitation 

reaching the threshold. 

 
      

 

 

Fig. 1. Three types of endogenous activity. Diagrams with generated 

spikes (left column), and model approximations (right column): 

(a1) tonic neuron with regular spikes; (a2) constant membrane potential Ui(t) 
exceeding threshold Pi; (b1) oscillator’s spike bursts; (b2) piecewise linear 

approximation by four endogenous rates of change of membrane potential: 

two rates above threshold, and two rates below; (c1), (c2) reactive neuron 

with membrane potential below threshold.   
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A neuron is activated if its membrane potential has 

exceeded a threshold specific for each neuron. Activa-

tion occurs due to either endogenous activity or exter-

nal impacts when the sum of the responses of the re-

ceptors (considering their weights) exceeds the thresh-

old. In this case, the neuron releases a transmitter. Dif-

ferences in the activation rates of tonic and burst neu-

rons are implemented by setting specifying different 

values of the rates of release dij; see subsubsection 

2.1.2.  

For all three types of neurons, the endogenous dy-

namics of the membrane potential are given by linear 

functions. The left column in Fig. 1 schematically 

shows the membrane potential dynamics of the neu-

rons generating impulses; the right column, its linear 

approximations used in the model. 

 

2.1.5. Membrane potential dynamics 

During each time step, the membrane potential of 

neuron Ni changes (increases or decreases) linearly, 

i.e., with a constant total rate:    ( )       ( )    ( ), 
where      ( ) is the endogenous rate of change of the 

membrane potential given by a piecewise linear func-

tion;  is a parameter depending on the neuron’s type 
of electrical activity (each type of neurons has a specif-

ic set of endogenous rates of change) and the current 

range of the membrane potential in this time step; si(t) 

is the exogenous rate of change, equal to the power of 

the external impacts:   ( )  ∑      ( )    ,                    (1) 

where xj(t) is the concentration of the jth transmitter in 

the extracellular space (see subsection 2.2).  

For different types of neurons, changes in the 

membrane potential were described in detail in [12].   

 

2.2. Extracellular space 

The state of the extracellular space in time step t is 

represented by a vector X(t) = (x1(t), …, xm(t)), where 

xj(t) > 0 is the total volume of transmitter cj present 

during time step t; otherwise, xj(t) = 0. The state of the 

extracellular space changes under each event: when a 

neuron is activated, the concentration of a neurotrans-

mitter specific to it increases by dij; when deactivated, 

it decreases by the same value. 

In what follows, we propose a modification of this 

model to reflect the neuromodulation effects. 

3. FORMAL DESCRIPTION OF NEUROMODULATION 

As shown in subsubsection 2.1.1, the receptor 

weights wij in the basic model are constant values. 

They contribute to the rate of change of the membrane 

potential according to formula (1). For reflecting the 

neuromodulation effect in the model, we introduce 

additional receptors responsible for neuromodulatory 

impacts. For neuron Ni, the weight of the modulatory 

receptor will be denoted by      , where the superscript 

β indicates the receptor’s type. The weight       is the 

value by which the weight wij changes in the presence 

of transmitter ck. We write the set of receptor weights 

of neuron Ni receptors responsible for neuromodulato-

ry impacts as the matrix      (     )     
Then the jth row of this matrix is a vector contain-

ing the weights of all receptors, sensitive to transmitter 

cj, that change under the impact of transmitter ck, k = 1, 

…, m.  

Formula (1) for calculating the external impact on a 

neuron (1) will be modified to   ( )  ∑ (    ∑            ( ))   ( )          (2) 

Using Wi = (wij)1×m and X(t) = (xj(t))1×m, it can be 

written in the matrix form    ( )      ( )   ( )     ( )   
This means that before calculating the contribution 

of the jth transmitter to the external impact s on neuron 

Ni, the weight wij is summed up with the product of the 

jth row of the matrix Wi
β
 and the transmitter concen-

tration vector X(t). All receptor types respond to the 

same set of transmitters. Such changes allow introduc-

ing interactions that modify the neuron’s response to 
transmitters by specifying indirect impacts on the 

membrane potential.  

All model parameters described in Sections 2 and 3 

are illustrated Fig. 2a, b.  
 

 

 

(a)                                         (b)  

 

Fig. 2. (a) Neuron and its model parameters: excitatory, inhibitory, and 

modulatory receptors with weights wi1 > 0, wi3 < 0, and     , respectively; 

each receptor is sensitive to transmitter of one type; type of endogenous 

activity: dynamics of membrane potential type Ui(t); neuron’s release: type 
of neurotransmitter cj and rate of release dij. (b) Interaction of neurons 
through common intercellular space characterized by neurotransmitter 

concentration vector.   
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Remark. Formula (2) has a quadratic term, which 

generally increases the number of parameters from 

O(nт) to O(nm
2
). As a result, the problem of choosing 

appropriate parameters for implementing the system’s 
desired behavior acquires a higher complexity. This 

paper will be restricted to studying a particular case in 

which modulatory impacts completely disable some 

receptors; see Section 4. One modulatory transmitter is 

added to zero the weights of given receptors. In this 

statement, the problem’s dimension remains the same. 

Fig. 3 illustrates the modulation of the impact of 

neuron N2 on neuron N1 by neuron N3. Without the 

impact of neuron N2, the membrane potential dynamics 

of neuron N1 do not change.  

 
    

 

 

 
Fig. 3. Change in membrane potential under modulatory impact. Neu-

ron N3 modulates impact of neuron N2 on neuron N1.  
(a) Modulatory impact changes the weight of receptor of neuron N1 to the 

transmitter of neuron N2; when neuron N2 is silent, modulation does not 
affect the membrane potential of neuron N1. (b) Neuron N2 is activated 

earlier than neuron N3 and slows down the oscillations of membrane poten-

tial of neuron N1; when neuron N3 is connected, oscillations slow down 
even more due to modulatory impact. Ordinate axis corresponds to mem-

brane potential and abscissa axis to time.   

 

4. OBJECT OF MODELING 

Let us describe the gait switching mechanism of an 

abstract six-legged walking (hexapod) robot using neu-

romodulation. The motor programs that control walk-

ing differ in the number of legs on the ground at a giv-

en time. For example, four legs lean on the ground un-

der a four-legged gait, and two are taking a step. As a 

rule, one, two, or even three legs take a step simulta-

neously. The more legs are involved, the higher the 

speed of movement will be. A three-legged (tripod) 

gait is considered optimal since the robot has three 

support points at each time, which provides stability.  

The motor programs of hexapods are biologically 

inspired: insects are six-legged animals and have a 

fairly simple nervous system. Therefore, it is possible 

to study the mechanisms that control their walking [18, 

19]. Figure 4 shows the three-legged gait of the fruit 

fly Drosophila melanogaster.  

The tetrapod gait is similar: four legs are always on 
the ground, and two take a step. The idealized step al-
ternation diagrams of these gaits are presented in Fig. 
5.  

5. GAIT SWITCHING USING NEUROMODULATION 

Each leg of the animal performs two groups of mu-

tually exclusive actions: moves the animal forward 

when it is on the ground, or steps forward. These 

groups consist of several simpler actions correspond-

ing to flexion, extension, and movement of the limbs 

in different planes. In animals, the actions mentioned 

are implemented by contractions of various muscle 

groups; in robots, by switching on various servos.   

 
     

 
 

 
Fig. 4. Tripod gait of Drosophila, bottom view:  
front and back right (R1, R3) and middle left (L2) legs are on ground; front 

and back left (L1, L3), and middle right (R2) feet take step. 

 
       

 
 

 
Fig. 5. Step alternation diagrams for Drosophila:  

(a) tetrapod gait and (b) tripod gait.  
 

(                 – ground,                  –  step).  
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Since the action sequences for each leg are stereo-
typed, the asynchronous model will reproduce four- 
and three-legged gaits after assigning two neurons for 
each leg: one is active when the leg is on the ground, 
the other when the leg oversteps. 

Let the neuron responsible for the movement of the 
supporting leg be tonic (active in the absence of exter-
nal impacts), and the stepping one be silent (reactive). 
For their anti-phase activity, we create an excitatory 
connection from the support tonic neuron (Supp) to the 
step silent neuron (Step) and an inhibitory connection 
from the step neuron to the support one; see Fig. 6.  

The membrane potential of such a pair of neurons 
will change as shown in Fig. 7. Tonic neuron Supp 
activates silent neuron Step. Neuron Step reaches the 
threshold, is activated, immediately inhibits neuron 
Supp, and remains active for some time, while its 
membrane potential decreases under the influence of 
endogenous forces, approaching the threshold from 
above. When neuron Step becomes silent, the inhibito-
ry impact on neuron Supp is eliminated: it is activated, 
and the time step repeats.  

Next, we build six pairs of such neurons with nec-
essary connections so that the excitation pattern corre-
sponds to the diagram of a four-legged gait (Fig. 5a). 

 
     

 
 

 
Fig. 6. Connection diagram of two antagonistic neurons controlling 

movements of one leg.   

 
 

     

 
 
 

Fig. 7. Graphs of the membrane potential of model neurons with anti-

phase excitation.  

Ordinate axis corresponds to membrane potential and abscissa axis to time. 

For this purpose, we introduce inhibitory connec-
tions from each step neuron on the right and left sides 
to two other step neurons on the same side. The corre-
sponding diagram is shown in Fig. 8.  

Here groups of neurons on the right and left sides 
are not connected with each other, and they are syn-
chronized using the system parameters. They can be 
easily synchronized by making all support neurons 
silent and introducing one tonic neuron to excite them. 
However, this approach would considerably compli-
cate the connection diagram, and Fig. 8 and 10 offer a 
simplified version. 

Mutual inhibitory connections of the step neurons 
ensure that only one of them will be active on the left 
and right sides in each gait phase. The activation order 
is determined by the simulation parameters. The pro-
gram-generated graphs of the membrane potentials of 
neurons are shown in Fig. 8. L3Step is the first neuron 
activated on the left side. While active, it inhibits all 
other neurons Step on the left side. According to the 
simulation parameters, when the activity period of 
neuron L3Step ends, L2Step is activated first among the 
remaining step neurons. During the entire activity pe-
riod, it inhibits the neighbors. Then neuron L1Step 
switches on, and at the end of its activation period, the 
time step repeats. The order for the right side is sym-
metrical, with the only difference that neuron R2Step is 
activated first. 

 
     

 

 
Fig. 8. Diagram of connections and activation of neurons in tetrapod 

gait phase.   
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Fig. 9. Membrane potentials of neurons under tetrapod trait.  
In each phase, only one step neuron is active on each side: two legs take 

step, and four are on ground. Modulatory neuron (silent) is required to 

adjust to tripod gait. Ordinate axis corresponds to membrane potential and 

abscissa axis to time. 

 
     

 
 

Fig. 10. Modulatory impact suppresses inhibitory connections between 

first and third neurons. 

 

To harmonize this rhythm with the tripod gait dia-
gram (Fig. 5b), it suffices to switch off the inhibitory 
connections between the first and third neurons on 
each side. This can be achieved by introducing a mod-
ulatory neuron, the transmitters of which switch off 
inhibitory receptors between the first and third neurons 
on each side (Fig. 10). As a result, the first and third 
neurons begin to activate synchronously, and the dia-
gram corresponds to the tripod gait (Fig. 11). 

        

 
 

 

Fig. 11. Membrane potentials of neurons under tripod trait.  
In each phase, three neurons are active on both sides. Modulatory neuron 

releases transmitter suppressing inhibitory connections between first and 

third neurons throughout operation. Ordinate axis corresponds to membrane 

potential and abscissa axis to time. 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS   

This paper has proposed a formal description of the 

neuromodulation mechanism within the discrete asyn-

chronous model of heterochemical neural interactions 

and demonstrated the results of switching the gait of 

hexapods. 

The main and extremely significant neuromodula-

tion effect is the rapid functional reconfiguration of 

neuronal circuits (both natural and artificial) without 

changing their structural properties. Thus, activity pat-

terns can be changed not by long and costly changes in 

connections between neurons and not by switching 

between different neuronal circuits to perform different 

actions but by changing the chemical composition of 

the intercellular space within one neuronal ensemble. 

In the model, this is done by changing a single parame-

ter. This mechanism greatly simplifies the control of 

gaits and other types of motor activity.  
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In December 2020, the 28th International Confer-

ence on Problems of Complex Systems Security Con-

trol took place at Trapeznikov Institute of Control 

Sciences, Russian Academy of Sciences (RAS), Mos-

cow. The conference organizers were the Ministry of 

Science and Higher Education of the Russian Federa-

tion, Trapeznikov Institute of Control Sciences RAS, 

Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics RAS, the 

RAS Scientific Council on the Theory of Controlled 

Processes and Automation, and the Ministry of the 

Russian Federation for Civil Defense, Emergencies 

and Elimination of Consequences of Natural Disas-

ters. 

The conference included the following sections: 

 theoretical and methodological questions of se-

curity support;  

 problems of economic and sociopolitical securi-

ty support;  

 problems of information security support;  

 ecological and technogenic security;  

 modeling and decision-making for complex sys-

tems security control;  

 automatic systems and means of complex sys-

tems security support;  

 legal aspects of complex systems security sup-

port. 

At the conference, 130 authors from 42 organiza-

tions (Russia and some foreign countries) presented 

91 papers. 

According to the established tradition, the confer-

ence is held annually in the second half of December. 

The past 2020 will go down in history as the first year 

of the global fight against the COVID-19 coronavirus 

pandemic: its official date of appearance is November 

17, 2019, when the first official diagnosis was made. 

The rapid spread of coronavirus around the world led 

to extremely serious consequences. (According to the 

World Health Organization data, by the end of 2020, 

the number of detected cases of this viral infection 

worldwide exceeded 80 million, and more than 1.6 

million people infected with coronavirus died.) As a 

result, several negative processes and phenomena of 

the universal character were observed. The deepening 

of the global political and economic crisis caused by 

the pandemic, the destruction of international eco-

nomic ties, the decline in production, and the growing 

social tension in many countries (particularly due to 

the imposed restrictive measures) significantly in-

creased various kinds of risks and the emergence of 

new threats. At the same time, despite the changes in 

the world agenda associated with the coronavirus, 

acute problems and hotbeds of external and internal 

contradictions have not disappeared anywhere, like 

their reasons. Rather, on the contrary, the pandemic 

acted as a catalyst for the further exacerbation of the 

existing problems of socio-economic development 

both globally and nationally. All these factors consid-

erably toughened the requirements to the quality and 

efficiency of security control in the broadest meaning, 

reflected in the topics and content of the conference 

papers. 

The conference-opening paper “Imperatives of a 
new reality. The fate of capitalism. Risks of infor-

mation and biological space” by G.G. Malinetskii, 

V.V. Kul’ba, T.S. Akhromeeva, and S.A. Posashkova 

was devoted to the analysis of modern threats to the 

development of human civilization, as well as 

measures to counter them. At present, the authors 

stated, the world is at the stage of transition from the 

industrial to post-industrial phase of development. 

This stage––in fact, a global bifurcation point––is as-

sociated with extremely serious threats, uncertainty, 

instability, and, at the same time, many unexpected 

opening opportunities. 

The paper thoroughly analyzed the development 

prospects for a human civilization based on Come 

On!: Capitalism, Short-termism, Population and the 

Destruction of the Planet, a recent report to the Club 

of Rome, prepared for its 50th Anniversary in 2018. 

(This organization is well known for research into 

world dynamics and currently unites more than a hun-

dred prominent representatives of world political, fi-

nancial, cultural, and scientific elites.) The problems 
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and prospects of the humanitarian and technological 

development of human civilization were considered in 

detail. The authors paid special attention to the ex-

tremely urgent problems of human society’s fight 
against epidemics and pandemics. 

The paper examined the reasons for the devastat-

ing response of most countries to the coronavirus 

pandemic, which led to a collapse of national econo-

mies, the destruction of a significant part of small and 

medium-sized businesses, an increase in unemploy-

ment, and social instability. Noting the tremendous 

successes of medical science in the last century, the 

authors emphasized the low level of readiness of most 

national health systems to deal with acute and large-

scale epidemic problems. According to the authors, all 

these factors require recognizing healthcare as a prior-

ity sector of the economy and making carefully elabo-

rated and radical changes in the management and fi-

nancing of healthcare development, especially consid-

ering that by available forecasts, the coronavirus pan-

demic is far from the last on the foreseeable time 

horizon. (The consequences of the current pandemic 

have yet to be overcome.) 

The paper “Pandemic, technologies, culture, and 

international stability” by V.V. Tsyganov considered a 

set of problems of civilizational development when 

reaching the global growth limits due to the bounded 

natural resources and the potential for their self-

recovery, causing stagnation and social instability. 

Under these limits, the author emphasized, a signifi-

cant part of the population of developed countries is 

in a state of depression. It is simultaneously strictly 

controlled by the global financial oligarchy, cultivat-

ing the consumer society values rigidly tied to its 

growth. The consequence is the strengthening of so-

cial instability in developed countries. Currently, a 

significant factor in reducing the level of consumption 

of the “golden billion” is the coronavirus pandemic 

and the associated restrictions on citizens’ freedoms, a 

decrease in business activity, a drop in production, 

restrictions in the trade and service sector, etc. As 

noted in the paper, even the expected growth of the 

economy and, accordingly, consumption after the vic-

tory over the pandemic will be temporary: after a cer-

tain period, new global growth limits will be reached 

again and, accordingly, the period of the revival of the 

consumer society members will inevitably be replaced 

by the period of mass depression with all the ensuing 

consequences. 

The author sees a fundamental way out of this sit-

uation in changing the value system of the “golden 
billion” (first of all, its middle class) from material to 
spiritual, which have no growth limits. However, note 

that this problem is unlikely to be resolved in the fore-

seeable future. In this situation, it is possible to 

somewhat reduce the severity of the emerging prob-

lems, according to the author, by creating an infor-

mation technology for public security control under 

growth limits based on the behavioral models of soci-

ety members. The paper emphasized that with the de-

velopment of neurosciences, it is now possible to 

build models of humans considering their rationality, 

sensuality, and emotionality. These models are based 

on modern neurophysiological studies of the relation-

ship between human behavior and hormonal charac-

teristics. Currently, models of a far-sighted human, 

controlled by his desires, have been developed and 

used in sociological research, the development of pub-

lic security systems, and high humanitarian technolo-

gies. 

The paper “Models of SARS-CoV-2 virus spread 

and security control problems” by N.G. Kereselidze 

was of much interest. It presented the results of math-

ematical modeling for the spread of coronavirus based 

on the epidemic control protocol adopted by the 

healthcare system of the Republic of Georgia. As not-

ed therein, the choice of strategy and tactics for 

fighting the pandemic is significantly influenced by 

several factors, the most important of which is the 

economy: a lockdown may become too expensive for 

the country’s budget, which it may not be able to cope 

with. In this situation, the problem of assessing the 

need for quarantine measures and determining their 

starting time, volume and content, became urgent for 

protecting the population from infection, avoiding 

overloads of the healthcare system and, at the same 

time, preventing the crisis of the national economy, 

which would inevitably decrease the level of life of 

citizens. 

According to the paper, this problem can be solved 

using the methodology of optimal control of dynamic 

systems. The model proposed by the author involves 

the apparatus of differential calculus to justify the 

need to introduce a lockdown (or the ability to refrain 

from strict quarantine measures) based on the number 

of detected coronavirus cases. Note that this is the 

first step towards solving an extremely difficult mul-

tidisciplinary task––assessing the need to introduce 

restrictive measures to fight the spread of corona-

virus––which requires considering many epidemio-

logical, medical, psychological, social, economic, and 

other factors. 

Many conference papers, diverse by the subject, 

were devoted to a wide range of methodological and 

applied problems of managing the socio-economic 

development of Russia, its regions, and individual 
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economic entities. Among them, we mention the fol-

lowing: “Experience and prospects of control of large-

scale socio-economic projects development” by N.I. 

Komkov; “Fundamentals of a comprehensive assess-

ment of risks of interstate integration entities” by V.I. 

Medennikov; “Tasks and specifics of organizing com-

plex studies of the viability of rapidly changing Arctic 

systems” by V.A. Putilov and A.V. Masloboev; “Fea-

tures of economic security control for the Arctic zone 

of the Russian Federation” by R.V. Badylevich; “En-

suring the reliability and security of information man-

agement systems for improving the survivability of 

the Russian energy system” by E.P. Grabchak and 

E.L. Loginov; “Crisis and security of socio-economic 

systems” by A.Yu. Silant’eva, S.N. Grinyaeva, and 
I.V. Samarin; “Systemic problems of public admin-

istration as a threat to national security” by S.V. 

Zernov; “Studying the security of control systems by 

analyzing their system parameters” by D.A. Kononov; 

“Decision support systems in the field of strategic 

planning and military security control. An approach to 

design and some features” by Z.K. Avdeeva and S.V. 

Kovriga; “Prospects for the development of domestic 

industrial companies” by N.I. Komkov, A.A. Lazarev, 

and V.S. Romantsov; “Multicriteria assessment of the 

economic security of an organization by criteria in 

quantitative and ordinal scales considering subjective 

probabilities” by V.P. Korneenko; “Applied issues of 

management in Russian integrated companies: risk 

factors and uncertainties” by M.V. Krotova; “Divi-

dend policy of Russian companies as a factor in the 

development of the country’s economy” by I.V. Che-

renkov; “Problems of calculating costs in the electric 

power industry in economic theory” by V.I. Zhekov 

and N.V. Ivanov; “A monitoring and security support 

system for natural resources” by A.V. Golev; “Optimal 

climatic models for ecological security support” by 
V.G. Burlov, M.V. Mironova, A.I. Shershneva, and 

S.A. Shavurov. 

Traditionally, a large group of interesting papers 

was devoted to information security control and data 

protection from unauthorized access, relevant in the 

era of digitalization. Among them, we mention the 

following: “Assessment of information security under 

mixed uncertainty” by G.S. Veresnikov and O.V. Ogo-

rodnikov; “Improving the efficiency of MANET mo-

bile networks using data replication methods” by S.K. 

Somov; “A method for designing information security 

systems of complex objects” by L.E. Mistrov; “Analy-

sis and assessment of information security risks of 

organizations” by L.E. Sirotyuk; “A risk assessment 

model for information security based on fuzzy logic” 
by A.D. Kozlov and N.L. Noga; “The emergence of 

dangerous situations when introducing digital twins at 

the objects of the fuel and energy complex and new 

development methods for special software to reduce 

these risks” by A.V. Kryuchkov; “On transferring in-

formation systems to domestic software” by E.A. Ku-

rako and V.L. Orlov; “Communication problems in 

the digital information space” by V.V. Muromtsev and 

A.V. Muromtseva; “On control parameters in an in-

formation security monitoring model for complex sys-

tems” by A.Yu. Maksimovskii; “Modern issues of as-

sessing data quality in the IT ecosystem” by A.E. 

Mukhina. 

Following another tradition, the conference papers 

covered various topics on preventing and eliminating 

the consequences of man-made and natural emergen-

cies and ensuring the secure (safe) and reliable opera-

tion of technological complexes and transport sys-

tems. 

The paper “Methods for improving the safety of 

urban railways under centralized automatic control” 

by L.A. Baranov and E.P. Balakina was devoted to 

the problems of increasing the reliability and through-

put of urban railway transport systems of a modern 

metropolis (subways and electric trains). The main 

attention was given to the development of schedule-

interval algorithms for centralized control of urban 

train movements with a forecast of disturbances (e.g., 

exceeding the duration of station stops) considering 

the dependence of control constraints on the state of 

the transport system. Information about the forecasted 

disturbances (deviations of the durations of train stops 

from the planned ones) due to increased passenger 

traffic is generated at the output of an extrapolator 

developed by the authors based on Chebyshev poly-

nomials. These algorithms minimize the number of 

restrictions imposed on the speed and duration of train 

stops. 

Among the papers on the safe operation of 

transport systems, facilities, and their infrastructure, 

we mention the following: “Study of algorithms for 

optimizing the sequence and times of landing of air-

crafts” by E.L. Kulida and V.G. Lebedev; “Advanced 

research and testing of swarms of air and ground ve-

hicles for large-scale groups of joint autonomous sys-

tems in urban areas” by M.V. Masyukov and S.A. Tyu-

rin; “Planning features for a safe transportation pro-

cess on the Moscow Metro considering the operation 

of the Krasnaya Presnya depot of the Kol’tsevaya 
Line” by A.I. Safronov; “Modern challenges to the 

security of urban transport systems” by V.G. Sidoren-

ko; “Choosing algorithms and parameters for an au-

tomatic speed control system of heavy long-haul 
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trains based on the criterion of traffic safety” by O.E. 

Pudovikov. 

Several interesting papers, diverse by the subject, 

considered various methodological and applied as-

pects of technogenic and industrial security and the 

reliable operation of technological complexes and 

systems. Among them, we mention the following: 

“Application features for situational-contextual visu-

alization in monitoring and control systems” by V.S. 

Nesterov and Yu.K. Bezgubova; “Organizing compact 

visualization of information parameters in monitoring 

and control systems” by A.M. Anokhin; “Improving 

the technical safety of complex systems with a nuclear 

reactor” by V.V. Leshchenko; “IIoT vibration monitor-

ing systems to support decisions on power equipment 

protection” by O.B. Skvortsov; “Modeling elastic 

stress waves in a ten-story building with half-plane 

base under non-stationary seismic action” by V.K. 

Musaev; “Analysis of the direct causes of accidents in 

a transport packaging container with radioactive mate-

rials when working with a crane” by A.L. Yandreev; 

“Optimizing the placement of detectors using the gra-

dient method” by A.A. Galyaev, A.S. Samokhin, and 

M.A. Samokhina; “The law of synergy in the security 

support of high-risk facilities” by T.A. Piskureva, L.A. 

Chernyakova, and A.N. Makhov; “Decision support 
algorithms and models for determining an optimal 

number of employees in the territorial departments of 

the EMERCOM of Russia in the investigation of fire 

accidents” by S.Yu. Karpov; “Analysis and study of 

technological process hazards using the HAZOP 

method” by A.Yu. Marusina, A.F. Akhmadieva, and 

M.A. Polyukhovich; “An action algorithm for emer-

gency response operations at PAO “Khimprom” by 

M.V. Govor and A.Yu. Tumanov; “Assessing the im-

pact of human behavior characteristics on the time of 

evacuation using simulation” by M.O. Avdeeva and 

K.A. Danilova; “Methods for analyzing the safety of 

gas cylinder equipment at the stage of operation” by 
A.A. Evstifeev; “Analyzing the efficiency and safety 

of systems of individual heat supply stations” by A.G. 

Bagoutdinova and V.L. Vorontsova; “Increasing the 

reliability of a vital unit through the timely detection 

of a sudden failure of a product’s structural element” 
by S.A. Shilin. 

One of the distinguishing features of the confer-

ence was several interesting papers on the regulatory 

support of security control processes. Much attention 

of the participants was attracted to the paper “Web of 

Science and Scopus guarding the security of domestic 

science: the regulatory aspect” by S.A. Bochkarev. 

This paper presented the analysis of the requirements 

stipulated by Part 2 of Article 3 of the Federal Law 

no. 127-FZ “On Science and State Scientific and 

Technical Policy” dated August 23, 1996, obliging the 

state to ensure competition in the field of scientific 

activity and protect subjects of science from unfair 

competition. In the paper, from the standpoint of the 

federal legislation requirements, some bylaws of the 

Ministry of Education and Science were criticized for 

introducing the foreign concepts “Web of Science” 

and “Scopus” into the sphere of state jurisdiction. 

Moreover, as stated in the paper, their compliance 

with the concepts used in the mentioned Federal Law 

was not checked. These concepts denote the corre-

sponding databases used as a source of information 

for calculating the place of the Russian Federation by 

specific weight in the total number of articles in the 

areas determined by the priorities of scientific and 

technological development. As emphasized by the 

author, Web of Science and Scopus are business pro-

jects managed by foreign commercial organizations 

(Clarivate Analytics, located in Pennsylvania, USA, 

and Elsevier, a European publishing house, respec-

tively). They were not checked for participation in the 

illegal “sanctions policy” of Western countries against 
Russian society and the state. 

In this regard, the paper raised pressing issues on 

the validity of decisions to assess the success of scien-

tific organizations and employees by counting the 

number of publications in journals indexed by these 

databases as well as rules for forming a list of scien-

tific periodicals where the results of research of scien-

tific degree applicants must be published. As noted in 

the paper, these decisions impose an extensive list of 

requirements to Russian journals. However, there are 

no requirements for foreign periodicals included in 

the Web of Science and Scopus databases, which puts 

them in obviously unequal conditions. The absence of 

mutual obligations and legal guarantees of compliance 

with Russian legislation on the part of the foreign or-

ganizations mentioned, their branches and representa-

tive offices located on the territory of Russia, forces 

researchers and applicants to work with them outside 

the scope of Russian legislation, i.e., within foreign 

jurisdiction in the absence of a regulator in corporate 

relations. 

The problems addressed in the paper are undoubt-

edly debatable. At the same time, an active discussion 

in the domestic scientific and expert communities will 

surely contribute to the competitive advantages of 

Russian science, increasing the efficiency of manag-

ing its development and eliminating negative factors 

and trends that reduce its independence and endanger 

its security. 



 

 
 

 

 
 

 ●

Among other papers related to the legislature, we 

mention the following: “Management of the judicial 

system: retrospective and prospective aspects” by 
A.A. Timoshenko; “Technological gap in the field of 

new technologies and peculiarities of intellectual 

property protection – systems with reliable signs of 

artificial intelligence” by A.V. Rozhnov; “Legal regu-

lation of the creation, maintenance, and operation of 

protective structures of civil defense” by E.K. 

Chalovskaya, I.O. Klochikhin, L.A. Be-

lotserkovskaya; “Security of transport systems of the 

EAEU countries: regulatory and legal aspects of the 

new Silk Road” by Zh.I. Ismailov; “Risk management 

in a complex network based on arbitration award”; 
“Security support for complex systems within con-

sistent regulatory acts” by T.Kh. Usmanova.  
 

Unfortunately, it seems impossible to reveal (or 

even review) the content of all conference papers, in-

teresting and diverse by the subject, due to objective 

limitations of this publication. The papers can be 

found in the conference proceedings
1
 or on the offi-

cial conference website: 

URL:https://iccss2020.ipu.ru/prcdngs. 

                                                           
1
 Materialy 28-oi Mezhdunarodnoi konferentsii “Problemy uprav-

leniya bezopasnost’yu slozhnykh sistem” (Proceedings of 28th 

International Conference on Complex Systems Security Control), 

December 16, 2020, Moscow, Kalashnikov, A.O. and Kul’ba, 
V.V., Eds., Moscow: Trapeznikov Institute of Control Sciences, 

2020. (In Russian.)  

In his closing remarks, the Conference Chair, Dr. 

Sci. (Eng.), Prof. V.V. Kul’ba announced plans to 

hold the 29th International Conference on Problems 

of Complex Systems Security Control, according to 

the established tradition, in December 2021 at 

Trapeznikov Institute of Control Sciences RAS. 

Please contact the Organizing Committee via phone 

+ 7 495 198-17-20 (ext. 1407) or e-mail 

conf20@ipu.ru. The Technical Secretary of the con-

ference is Alla Farissovna Ibragimova.  

 

Academic Secretary of the Organizing Committee 

A.B. Shelkov  
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CHRONICLE 

 

February 4, 2021, marked the 100th 

anniversary of Naum Samoilovich Rai-

bman’s birth. An outstanding scientist, 
one of the “titans” of the golden age in 
the history of Trapeznikov Institute of 

Control Sciences, Russian Academy of 

Sciences (RAS). 

Naum Samoilovich was born on 

February 4, 1921, in Medzhybizh, 

Khmelnytskaya oblast, Ukraine. His 

education at Moscow Machine Tool 

Institute (STANKIN) was interrupted 

by the Great Patriotic War. Together 

with fellow students, N.S. Raibman 

served in the Red Army. After the dis-

missal of students, he continued his 

studies in the institute. In 1943, after 

graduating from the institute, he was 

sent to Novosibirsk, where he worked 

as a technologist for several years, and 

then as a deputy head of a workshop at 

one of the defense plants. 

In 1946–1950, N.S. Raibman was a 

postgraduate student at Moscow Aviation Technological Insti-

tute, where he continued to work after defending his candi-

date’s dissertation. Then he delivered lectures at Ufa Aviation 
Institute and returned to Moscow in 1959. Since that time, he 

was the department head in one of the industry research insti-

tutes. 

In 1959, Naum Samoilovich began working at the Institute 

of Automation and Remote Control, the USSR Academy of 

Sciences (now Trapeznikov Institute of Control Sciences RAS, 

hereinafter referred to as the Institute). At that time, the identi-

fication of control systems became the sphere of his scientific 

interests. 

In 1965, N.S. Raibman defended his doctoral dissertation 

on identification and led a research group in the Laboratory of 

V.S. Pugachev. In April 1968, the group was reorganized into 

Laboratory No. 41 of the Institute. 

Naum Samoilovich applied much effort to make the iden-

tification of control systems a separate line of research. Within 

this theory, under his leadership, new methods for identifying 

multidimensional, nonlinear, and time-varying objects, new 

methods for determining the structure of objects, and new 

methods for identifying distributed parameter objects were 

developed. The dispersion theory of statistically optimal sys-

tems was elaborated. 

Combining the talent of a scientist and the technical erudi-

tion of an engineer, N.S. Raibman proposed the theory of 

adaptive control systems with an identifier (ASIs). This theory 

received a real embodiment: ASIs for controlling the accuracy 

of hot rolling of seamless pipes were adopted at many factories 

of the USSR. 

In 1976, the research team of Laboratory No. 41 of the In-

stitute, led by N.S. Raibman, was awarded the USSR State 

Prize for developing and successfully implementing a control 

system for a pipe rolling mill 160 at the Pervouralsk Novo-

trubny Plant (PNTZ) using a domestic computer UM1-NKh. 

 

Naum Samoilovich devoted much 

time and effort to training young special-

ists for the USSR and Eastern European 

countries. 

His scientific results were published 

in 7 books and 150 articles, which are of 

interest to researchers and students even 

today. 

He was a member of the Scientific 

and Methodological Council of the 

Znanie Society in the RSFSR and an 

editor of Mir and Radio i Svyaz’, well-
known Soviet publishing houses. 

Thanks to the active scientific and 

organizational activities of N.S. Rai-

bman, many conferences on control the-

ory – the local ones organized in the 

USSR and the global ones held by the 

International Federation of Automatic 

Control (IFAC) – began to include sec-

tions devoted to identification. 

Naum Samoilovich and employees 

of his laboratory coordinated the branch 

of identification at leading international conferences and sym-

posia held by IFAC, the Council for Mutual Economic Assis-

tance (CMEA), and the European Economic Commission 

(EEC). 

Employees of Laboratory No. 41 of the Institute, led by N. 

S. Raibman, organized and held the 4th IFAC Symposium on 

Identification and Estimation of System Parameters (Tbilisi, 

1976). Also, the All-Union Symposia on Statistical Methods in 

Control (Moscow, Tashkent, Frunze, and Vilnius) and the All-

Union Annual Seminars on Identification within the Cybernet-

ics program were organized by them. 

N.S. Raibman edited the translations of the best foreign 

books on identification published in the USSR. 

Over the years, N.S. Raibman actively worked in the 

IFAC structures. During the last four years of his life, he was a 

member of the IFAC Advisory Committee. 

Naum Samoilovich died suddenly on January 8, 1981, for-

ty years ago. He left in the prime of his creative powers. Many 

researchers in different countries responded by scientific pub-

lications in his honor. The 6th IFAC Symposium on Identifica-

tion and Estimation of System Parameters (Washington, 1982) 

was dedicated to his memory as well. 

Today the life-work of N.S. Raibman – identification of 

control systems – is actively developed within traditional and 

new lines of research, particularly in Laboratory No. 41 of the 

Institute. 

Naum Samoilovich was a man of extraordinary kindness, 

high intelligence, and bright giftedness. His entire adult life 

was devoted to developing domestic science, technology, and 

industry. He made an invaluable contribution to the theory of 

identification and control of complex systems.  

 
Employees of Trapeznikov Institute  

of Control Sciences RAS,  

The Editorial Board and Editorial Office of the Journal 


